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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Three Waveband Coil Pack,
iron cored coil 1650, 180-550.
1,000 -2,000 metres. I.F. frequency, 465 kc's. Size 41ín. x
liin. x 21in., 24! -. Post paid.
Double -ended Perspex trim-

ming tool given free with
each pack.
Constructors parcel corn prising 5 valve SOperhet
chassis: with transformer
1.F., valve holder and transformer cut-out, size 18in. x
ùiín. x 21in., with L.M. and S. scale size 7íu. \ 3ín. Back plate,
2 supporting brackets, drive drum pointer, 2 speed
spring, -3 pulleys and S international valve holders.spindle,
11/8,
post paid:
To the purchasers of the above parcel, Coil Pack at the reduced
price of 178, post paid.
Mains or Battery Superhot Portable Coils. Comprising
medium -wave frame aerial and long -wave loading coil. used as
aerial coils. Midget iron -cored
screened
ecc. coils, complete with circuit, I.F, frequency 465 Ire..L11.1
6 Iron Cored Long, `Medlwn and Short9/6.
Superhet Coils
coupling winding on all bands,
13.5 -50, 180 -550, 1,000-2,000
metres.
with-circuit.
250 V. 60
latest midget Selenium type.
316, post paid.
Output Transformers. Standard type 5,000 ohms imp.,
2 ohms speech coil. 4/9' ; Push-PuH 6 V. 6
10 watt
2 ohms speechcoil, 619. Miniature type 42-1, matching
3/3,
Set or a Brown Knobs marked " wave change,"
" tuning,"
and " volume, 1/6;
Smoothing 'Chokes. 30 mA 300 ohm
1/6
45 mA 300 ohm
60mA6-8 hen
3/80 mA 10 hen
6!6
n1n s volt synchronous vibrator
6 volt standard 4 -pin vibrator
8/6
Vibrator transformer 250-0250 60 mA 6 volt Pri.... 8,'6

e
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solder for all

The

-

HOME

CONSTRUCTOR

.

Walnut Bakelite Cabinet,
141ín. x 101ín. x Bin., complete

with 5 -valve superhet chassis,
three wave -band scale, back
plate, drum, 2-speed spindle,
four pulley wheels, two

rprings, four brown knobs
and back. /5/- poet paid.
Extension :speaker cabinet polished in pleasing light an
dark shades. Complete with Bin. P.M.. rubber feet and Lack.
Size Loin. a loin. x 41in. 2241 post pare;

:

;

'

Gig

-.

naLL

D. COHEN

23, HIGH

STREET ( ..
:lours of Business: Saturdays
Otter days

a

Ersin liluilicore Solder
to:
In case of difficulty in obtaining supplies, please write

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MELLIER HOUSE, AL BEMARLE STREET. LONDON. W.1

8-6 p nt. Wednesdays
5 -4.30 p.m.

9 -1

prestige

The

of

Armstrong

chassis is firmly based upon many
years of constant endeavour
to produce reliable and efficient
receivers at an economical
price. Our present range of
chass+s will even further advance
the already high reputation
enjoyed by our receivers.

We are delighted to give demonstrations in our showroom and
our illustrated catalogue will be gladly sent on request.

MODEL EXP

12513. 14 -VALVE ALL-WAVE RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS. 5 wave bands covering from 10.9 to 550 m. and 800
to 2,000 m. R.F. pre -amplifier. Two I.F. stages with variable;
selectivity. Bass and treble controls. I5 -watt push -pull output.
For A.C. mains. (36.15.0, plus P.T.

MODEL RF 104. lO -VALVE
ALL -WAVE RADIO CHASSIS. 4 wave bands.

A.C.

p.a:.

RIGent 1411

THE Chassis People

Two

R.F. pre-

I.F.

stages

with variable selectivity. 10.
watt punis -poli output. For

,b,n) ACTON, W.3

A`

-

amplifier.

RAD JO AND TELEVISION COMPONENTS

SETS

Designers of television constructor
sets know that the efficiency of
their equipment depends on the
solder used by the constructor
that's why they recommend Ersin
Multicore for trouble-free, wastefree soldering. Ersin Multicore, the
only solder containing three cores
of extra -active, non -corrosive Ersin
Flux, is obtainable from all leading
radio shops. Ask for Cat. Ref.
C.16018, 18 S.W.G. 60,40 High
Tin Television and Radio Alloy.
The size 1 Carton contains 47 feet
of solder, costs 5 -.

Peusolda 6 volt light
weight soldering iron,
.,
weight at ozs. complete+al
with 15 yards circular

p;
'-.. áiaü:
hex, && P. & P. 1l -.
COmplete with suitable heater transformer Primary 1/0 230
volts. 10/6. P. & P. 1/9.
Traustormer riot sold separately.
MLiEat Components. Twin gang fin. diameter. ;in,
('rite dimensions of this gang are slightly deeper than a long,
standard volume control.) Pair Medium and Long iron cored T.1t.F.
coils :in. long x tin. wide complete with a 4-valve all drycircuit,
tuning scale and pointer lamb. All the items 10/- post paid.
Midget Bakelite Cabinet. 7ín. x 51 in. x lin. c;w 5 -valve S il.
chassis med.'long wave scale and back (takes std. twin,gang
condenser and 31in. speaker). 15/ -. P. & P. 1/6.
Wave Change Switches. 6-pole 3 -way, 2/- ; 3 -pole 2 -way, 1/2 ;
4-pole 3 -way, 1 /9; 5-pole 2 -way midget, 1/9. P. & P. 3d. each.
Pre-A;igned Midget 485Ke. Q. 120, 9;- per pair. post 6d.
Miniature 465Ká I.Fs. Q.120, per pair,
165 Ke, Midget LFs. Q.120, size 11in. long, lin. wide 'in.
deep. by very famous manufacturer. Pre -aligned adjustable
iron dust cores, per pair, 12/6.
Peen Cored 465 Ke. Whistle Filter, screened, ach 2/6.
Waive Mablers. Paxolin international octal, 4d. each. Moulded
International octal, Id. each. EF50 ceramic, 7d. each. Moulded
137G :Sightly soiled, 8d. each.
Line Cord. 3-way 0.3 amp., 180 ohm per yard, 1 3 per yard.
Ceres ate P.F.S. 3 each of the following 830, 220, 180 and 82, 2:6.
Trimmers. 5 -40 pf., 5d. 10-110, 10-250, 10 -450 pf., 10d.
Troia Gang .0005 Timing Condenser, 5,' -. With trimmers,
746. Post and packing 6d.
Twin
Midget 00037 with Perspex du.:t cover and
trimmers. 846. Post and packing 3d.
Terms of business:
-L with Order.
Dispatch of goods within
three days froto rcc..
''1 order. Where post and backing charge
s not eluted, please..
r, /n Ln _. 1;- vn i fl ,rod 1 3 ug 'o £2.
LI enaurtes r,nd

TELEVISION

mains.

824.

plus P.T.

MODEL EXP 73. 8 -STAGE
ALL -WAVE RADIO CHASSIS.

3

wave bands.

Variable

selectivity. Fly -wheel tuning.
B-watt push -pull' output with
negative feedback.
Far A.C.
mains.

:U7.3;,ó,,

pins

P.T.

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS 1, TELEVISION CO., LTD.
War;ters Road, Heìiewa7s, Landon, 14.7. Tel NORM 323 3
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A comprehepsive rhutual conductance
valve tester, suitable for most types of British, American
and Continental receiving valves. Supplied with valve
chart giving data for testing nearly 3,000 different
valves. For use on A.C. Mains only.

TESTING FACILITIES
*

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE
Two ranges: 0 -3 mA /V and

*

CATHODE LEAKAGE
Tests for Heater /Cathode insulation up to
with heater at operating temperature.

*

electrodes
ELEMENT SHORTS. Short -circuits between

Rectifiers and Diodes may be tested for

EMISSION.
emission.

*

0-15 mA

GAS TEST. Press-button test shows abnormal positive
or negative grid current.

Please write for details and
information on other WINDSOR

TAYLOR

are clearly indicated.

LTD.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
SLOUGH

BUCKS. Phone
419 -424 MONTROSE AVENUE, SLOUGH,

& TAYLOR products.

10 megohms,

21381

:

&meat tAat odd
c7itamo bhonu

BEAT RISING PRICES

Receiver
Make your owninstructions

OR

OBSOLETE

into
MODERN

at 116 each
Our books of
show you how to
post free give full working diagrams to
include
quoted
costs
Total
receivers.
make the following
components.
Bakelite cabinet, all valves
TRF,cES
3 W.B. M.S.S. S'het, E6.
3 W.B. L.M.S. S'het, E6 Ss.
and save pounds.

RADIOGRAM

Qu -WAVE

RADIO GRAM
0'4.

POWERFUL RECORD

PLAYER

-

COMPONENTS- COMPONENTS-COMPONENTS
All aluminium
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.8 mfd.
x 500 v., 119
type. Standard size. All guaranteed

can
ea.,

ea., 361- doz. 2 mfd. x 350 v., Il181- doz. 8-16 x 350 v., 313
71- doz.
ea., 101- doz. 4 mfd. x 12 v., 9d. ea.,
.01 x 350 midget, 316 doz.
CONDENSERS.
TUBULAR
416 doz.
316 doz. .1 is 350, 219 doz. .1 x 500,
.01 x 1,000,

Each assortASSORTED TAG PANELS (ex equipment).
10 tubular conds.,
ment contains tag panels, 50 resistors,
31 -.
for
Lot
condensers.
5 mica
equipment). Used,
VALVE HOLDERS. PAXOLIN (exOctal,
119 doz. English
but in perfect condition. International 119 doz.
English,
(Mazda) Octal, 119 doz. 5 -pin
Lee, 11- ea., 101- doz.
Belling
Twin
HOLDERS.
FUSE

DESIGNS/
on

Single panel

SLEEVING.
and white,
SPEAKER SILK. Fawn, 113 sq. fc. Corded black
first quality, 119 sq It
616.
15in.,
MASKWHITE RUBBER TELEVISION VR65, 313 ; CV54,
216
EX GOVT. VALVES. EF50, 419 ;
316

and

;

POST

FREE

SUSSEX ELECTRONICS LTD. (W),
PRI NCES STREET, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX.
Tel.

:

Book

gives

full

details

to build FOUR first -class

derstand the

;

VRI09, 21 -, etc., etc.
from our
The above components are but a few -selected
latest- list. Send 3d. stamp for your copy.
charge I I-)
All orders under E3 plus post and packing (minimum

VUI II,

how

No
Amplifiers and Radiogram chassis. unradio experience is required to

mounting, 11- ea., 101- doz.
I to
3 mlm all at 11- doz. yds.

2444G.
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stage

clear circuit diagrams
wiring plans.

by stage

All parts and materials are
mostly without
easily obtainable,
Performance equal to
purchase tax.
costing over L100
radiograms

7rith

cassam

PHONE

92

RADIOCRAFTrtd

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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FOR AMATEUR CONSTRUCTORS
Comprehensive valve and tube data
Designers and Constructors who require full technical details,
including characteristic curves on any Mullard valve or tube
are
invited to apply to our Technical Service Department.
Data sheets on individual types will be supplied free of charge.
Those who require comprehensive data on complete ranges
of
Mullard valves and tubes are invited to subscribe to the Mullard
Technical Handbook Service, details of which will be supplied
on request.

MULLARD LTD., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2
MtiM,;,

/

Aere are,st

¡/4aéè co10 lNy
Q.&L? Range, T

o%

OSMOR

NEW OSMOR Q- RANGE COILS
For Selectivity and Sensitivity

Midget High " Q " types, Superhet and TRF for all popular wavebands.
Fitted with special tags for easy connection and boxed in new damp -proof
containers. Size only lin. high, with variable iron -dust cores and polystyrene formers. Supplied with leaflet giving full data. Details on request.
Price 4/- each.

OSMOR ALL -WAVE
OSMOR
MIDGET "Q"
C OILPAC KS
All types available, for ,Mains
and Battery use.
Details on appli-

cation.

150k/c-23m/c.

CHOKE

Prototype tested and approved by M. G.
Scroggie, B.Sc., M.I.E.E. Max. D.C. current
30 mA. Single -screw fixing.
For general
purposes, and useful for connection between
AE and F to, prevent, modulation hum in
many circuits.
Price 4!- each.
Send 54. (stamps? for FREE circuits and illus.
Crated lists of coils, coilpacks, chassis, dia's, etc..

Borough

;pt

etc.

OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD. (Dept. P.20),

Hill, Croydon, Surrey.

a few /ones
from ow lists

Bridge View Works,

Telephone: CROydon 5148/9.

O SMOR
www.americanradiohistory.com

GLASS

DIAL ASSEMBLY,

Type A. This assembly measuring Sin. s Sin.
(941e. a 9iie. overall) mounts in rug position
on or above the chassis and works with any
type of drive. Choice of two 3- colour ecalesßl(L.M.S,) or G2(M.8.8.). Price complete, 24l11.
Pulley assembly for right-angle drive, if required
119

mitt

a.
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COMMENTS

THE EDITOR
THE BEVERIDGE REPORT
THE
new Government has before the end
public functions
By

PURCHASE TAX

SEVERAL speakers at
of the year to decide on the - future of
during the past month have impressed
BBC and the recommendation of the
the
remove
to
need
the
upon the.Government
Report. The new BBC Charter must
Beveridge
hundreds
many
are
the Purchase Tax. There
In view of the change of Governuse
be
agreed.
in
still
of thousands of pre -war receivers
many of the recomwhich the manufacturers have cast overboard ment it is possible that
report will be
that
in
made
take
mendations
to
not
decided
have
they
which
and in
hope
shelved.
the
in
apparently
any further interest,
There were hopes that the BBC monopoly
that people would be persuaded to buy modern
business of a more
sets. Unfortunately, to -day, people are com- would be broken, but
character will pre -occupy
pelled to, economise. They cannot afford to important national
the Government for some months to come. It
pay 663 per cent. tax on new receivers.
the
of
can, however, be hoped that the proposal
view
in
One would have thought
Government to grab £1,750,000
material shortage that it was in the national of the previous
dropped.
interests that old receivers should be maintained. of the BBC licence money will be
case
a
is
there
possible
been
not
has
As that
for a reduction of Purchase Tax or even its INTERFERENCE
abolition on an instrument which to -day is THE new Postmaster -General will be reminded
of the advice of the committee formed
as much a necessity as a morning newspaper.
The Purchase Tax not only hits the purchaser under the late Government to take steps to
render interference with radio and television
hut also the retailer.
There is an expectation in the industry that illegal, under the Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1949.
under the present Government these injustices That committee's report made it clear that
will be removed. Everyone is aware of the such form of compulsion is absolutely necessary,
high cost of living and spokesmen in the past as all appeals for' Offenders voluntarily to take
have been anxious to hide the fact that the steps to eliminate interference have failed.
cost of living has risen -largely as a result of
Purchase Tax and only to a smaller extent GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
because of the rise in the cost of raw materials
readers please note that when purWILL
and labour.
Government surplus radio
chasing
A memorandum from the British Electrical apparatus, they should ascertain from the
Development Association, which presented supplier whether it is satisfactory for the
their case for the removal of Purchase Tax purpose they have in view. We cannot underfrom domestic electrical appliances, was take to modify such. apparatus for individual
received by every member of the new requirements. -F: J. C.
Parliament when it assembled.
The Association has carried on this campaign
A NEW YEAR RESOLUTION
for the past six years. During the past year
will
there hcis undoubtedly been a drop in the sales
Start the New Xear well with a gesture of goodkeep
to friends and relations with whom yru wish to
of radio and television receivers, except in the
regularly.
in
touch
Holme Moss area. The double Purchase Tax
A Gift Subscription to PRACTICAL WIRELESS
has had its effect.
will remind them of your good wishes throughout 1952.
itself
finds
however,
The new Government,
It is very simple to arrange for we can send subscription
copies to any address, at home or abroad, at the annual
confronted with a bill for national expenditure
of 13s. 6d. (Canada, 13s. Od.). Just write to the
rate
It
which cannot be liquidated overnight.
Subscription Manager, PRACTICAL WIRELESS
(Dept. N.1), Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
will take some months before it has thoroughly
London, W.C.2, enclosing the addresses of your friends,
examined the books of the previous Governwith remittance to cover, and we will do the rest.
commitnational
the
ment and ascertained
A special New Year Greetings letter will be sent with
therefore,
a
year,
the first gift copy, informing the recipient that you have
ments. It will be at least
the subscription as a gift for 7952.
arranged
before we can expect any remission of Purchase
>t
Tax.
-

.

-

I ._.---"
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LD of WIRELESS
Broadcast Receiving Licences
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate numbers of
licences issued during the year
ended September; 1951 :
Region
Number
London Postal ..
2,343,0 11
Home Counties ..
1,649, 111
Midland
..
1,746,000
North Eastern ..
1,918,000
North Western ..
1,613,000
South Western ..
1,071,000.
Welsh and. Border
Counties
..
730,000

Total England and
Wales
Scotland

..

Northern Ireland
Grand Total.

..
..

11,070,000
1,111,000
210,000
12,391,000.

The French P.T.T. and the
G.P.O. are collaborating in bringing the programme to London
from Paris by line.

Recorded Indian music

IT

is reported that a steady
supply of recordings of Indian
music, made by the External
Services Division of All India
Radio have been sent out to
various foreign stations and as a
result instrumental and orchestral
musk 'of Indian origin may often
be heard from Indonesia, Thailand, Belgium, Germany, Italy,
Turkey, Japan, Burma, etc. The
Australian Broadcasting Commission regularly radiates " Window
on the World," a programme
recorded and sent dut from Delhi.
,

,

The above total includes 958,500
television licences.
Fire risks
No Relay Radio for Chichester
RELAY. CIRCUITS, LTD., of
Brighton, were recently refused permission by the Chichester
council to operate a relay radio
system by means of overhead

,wires

through the

streets of

latest report of
THEResearch
Beard

the Fire
of the
D.S.I.R. indicates that the number of fires per 10,000 licensed
listeners has risen from 0.21 in
1947 to 0.34 in 1949, whilst in
respect of television equipment

the figure dropped frein 6.4 in
1947 to 3.7 in 1949.
Solar energy
PHOTO-ELECTRIC. generators
are included in apparatus
being used by the National
Physical Laboratory in Delhi in,
order to try and evolve simple and
cheap methods of harnessing solar.
energy.
Obituary -Dr. Anton Philips
FOUNDER, with his brother, of
the great Philips organisation
in Holland in 1891, Dr. Anton.
Philips died at Eindhoven in
October last at the age of 77.
-

B.LR.E,
THE following meetings will be
held in December,, 1951 :
London Section., Thursday, December 13th, 6.30 p.m., London
School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, Keppel Street, Gower
Street, London, W.C:1 : " Electronic Analogues of Physiological
Processes," W. Grey Walter, M.A.,
Sc.D., and H. W. Shipton,

Chichester.
A recommendation by the
Highways Committee for the
erection of the wires was rejected
by the, council by 11 votes to
eight. Although the committee
were reported to be satisfied that
the erection of the wires would
not affect Chichester's amenities
in any way, the proposal also met
opposition from local traders.
Repairs Delay
11,
REPAIRS and adjustments to
wireless receivers in some
towns in the north are being
delayed through the recently
increased number of complaints
received from television viewers in
the new transmitting area covered
by the Holme Moss aerial.
United Nations in Paris

TRANSMITTING on its wavelength of 464 metres, the
Third programmé transmitter at
Daventry will be used by the
BBC for broadcasting proceedings at the General Assembly of
the United Nations in Paris.

The Marconi AD.zoo VHFJDF installation in the control tower at
the de Havilland airfield, Hatfield.
On the right can be seen the
master control console and the twin receivers, and in the centre of the
aircraft control officers' desk is a remote bearing indicator and twin

loudspeaker.See page

www.americanradiohistory.com
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inA.M.Brit.I.R.E. (Burden Neuro- power transmitting station,
stalled at Scarborough, came into
logical Institute, Bristol).
November
North Eastern Section. -Wed- operation on Sunday, transmitter
This
nesday, December 12th, 6 p.m., 11th, 1951.
Neville Hall; Newcastle -upon- radiates on 261 metres (1,151
Tyne : North Eastern Television ke/s):

5`'

"

bands which, in the 1938 Cairo
Conference, were allocated to
amateurs.
Although the G.P.O. is fully
aware of the difficulties experienced in this matter, they are

Details may be
Convention.
obtained from the Programme
Secretary.
South Midlands Section. -Wednesday, December 12th, 7.15 p.m.,
Corporation St. Civic Restaurant,
Coventry :" Improvements in and
Relating. to Loudspeaker Design,"
R. T. Lakin, A.M.Brit. I.R.E.
(Whiteley Electrical Radio Co.,
Ltd.).
West Midlands Section. -Tuesday, December 18th, 7 p.m.,
Wolverhampton and Staffordshire
Technical College, " Design and
Application of Industrial H.F.
Heaters," F. W. Budge.
.

Radio Snow Gauge
A NÖTHER use for radio comes
from the U.S.A.', this time
the employment of F.M. to relay
from remote points details of snow

n

depths. The "latter aro gauged by
burying radio -active isotopes and
using a Geiger tube to measure
the intensity of the radiation
passing thròugh the snow. The
information is often required from
some very remote area, and the
F.M. relay to a central recording
station has proved of great value.
Aids in Ice and
Tropics ...
interesting orders for unTWO
attended radio beacons, to
be installed at sites' which are
completely Opposite in climate,
have been won by Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., one
through their associated company,
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia), Ltd. Two Marconi beacons
are to operate in the Antarctic
(South Georgia) and a fully
equipped navigational station is
to be erected in the tropics, at the
dangerous " Penguin Shoals " off
Western Australia.
The two radio beacons (Marconi
typo RB.109) are being constructed for the Administration of
the Falkland Islands , Dependencies,-and are primarily for the use
of whaling fleets in the Antarctic.

Navigational

.

The Entebbe runway for let airliners is the largest in Africa. Africans
help to man the airport, and besides comprising the bulk of the ground
radio
staff other Africans hold more responsible posts. Here in the
room weather forecasts are picked up from and transmitted to other
airports by these two African operators, Daniel NaSade (right) and
Eric Wabomba (left).

The completion of the permanent installation will take some
time and a temporary transmitter is being used for the
present in order to provide a
service before winter sets in. It
is not expected that the temporary transmitter will improve
reception beyond the immediate
vicinity of the town.
-

Radar Fishery Protection
POACHING off the shores of
California has been almost
prevented since the fishery protection authorities adopted the
use of radar. They are now able
to detect the presence of illegal
fishing boats during the night or
in bad weather, and it is stated
that during 1949 and 1950 25
boats and 284 fishermen were
arrested. In 1951 only one boat
and nine men have been arrested,
thus justifying the use of the
radar equipment.

Home Service Reception
in June, the BBC Transmitting in Amateur Bands
AS announced
intends to improve reception IT is understood that the Radio
Society of Great Britain has
of the Home Service in certain
G.P.U.
areas where conditions have once again notified the stations
concerning commercial
proved unsatisfactory.
As part of this scheme, a low- which transmit on frequencies in

www.americanradiohistory.com

powerless to improve the situation
in any way until the frequency
table prepared at the conference
in Atlantic City in 1949 comes into

operation.

Servicing in Hindi

TN addition to servicing courses
in English which are being
run by the Indiana Radio Institute
of Nagpur, India, a new series of
courses have now been started in
the Hindi medium for the benefit
of those who are unable to read
English. Each student on the
course constructs one complete
three -band five-valve receiver.
Duke of Edinburgh-Honorary
Member

British Institution of
Engineers has been
honoured by the acceptance of
Honorary Membership by his
Royal Highness the Duke of
Edinburgh, Ii.G., F.R.S., who
gave indication of his knowledge
and interest in applied science.
It will be remembered that he
accepted Fellowship of the Royal
Society earlier this year, but the
B.I.R.E. is the first of other
learned societies to be so honoured.

THERadio
-
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For the Transmitter

A 5 -band V.F.O. Unit

DETAILS OF A 3 -VALVE

MAINS -OPERATED UNIT FOR THE 1.7, 3.5, 7, 14
By Wm. A. Hope
-jam 1IE variable-frequency oscillator has become by SI to enable the 1.7, 3.5; 7, 14 and 28 Me
/s
very popular with most amateurs, as it bands to be covered. Ranges 1 and 2 are covered
possesses the advantage of being able to by LI ; T1 and T2,- which are 200
pre -set,
change frequency when the amateur bands are condensers, being used respectively topFtune
the
congested. Truly, the crystal oscillator has centre of the 1.7 Mc /s and the. 3.5 Mc /s band.
excellent frequency stability, but a well -designed On ranges 3 and 4, L2 is used, and again the centres
V.F.O. will enable the operator to pick a quiet of the two bands are set by T3 and T4. On range
spot on the band, if there is one.
5, L3 is used to cover the 10 -metre band, T5 being
We have briefly stated the advantages of the the bandset condenser. In all cases C.T.,
V.F.O. over the C.O. and, in fairness to the crystal 60 pF bandspread condenser, gives bandspread the
on
oscillator, the author wishes to emphasise that the all of the five ranges covered.
following points should be borne in mind.
(a) If frequency stability, up to a certain limit, Construction
is to be maintained, the V.F.O. output must
The prototype was built as an experimental unit
be low.
and will, at some later date, be used in the shack.
(b) The oscillator must be followed by at least No drilling data will be given, as constructors will
one buffer amplifier in order to isolate the use components already to hand and thus layout,
oscillator completely from the " final " etc., will be governed by the sizes of the various
stages of the transmitter.
components. Where possible, Eddystone com(c) The H.T. to the unit, and more particularly ponents should be used as, being of the highest
the oscillator, must be well smoothed and standard, they are completely reliable. It is
stabilised. This is important if the oscillator advisable to use Eddystone type 1010 chokes in all
is to be keyed. The author, however, does R.F.C. positions ; these chokes have an inductance
not favour keying the oscillator stage and of 1.5 milli -henries, as well as a D.C. resistance of
prefers to key the " final " stage of the 10.53 ohms, and are efficient over a frequency range
transmitter proper.
of 1.5 to 60 Me /s. Good reliable resistors only
should be employed, and if surplus resistors' and
Circuit
condensers are to be used, then they should be
It will be seen that a 6SC7 double- triode valve is checked to eliminate the possibility
of using defective
employed in the Franklin oscillator circuit in parts.
Fig. 1. This stage is followed by two
6V6 buffer stages which completely isolate
and 28 Mc's BANDS

.

"

the Franklin oscillator from the transmitter proper.
Denco coils, of the chassis type, are
used in the Franklin circuit ; these being
ranges 3, 4 and 5 as per the Denco
catalogue. See Fig. 3 for data on the
Denco coils. These three coils are switched

C2

rEF.,.

=_

0
o

b

RFC O
CB

Si

"

Y

Output

Ftq.

t.- Circuit

of the 5 -band V.F.O. unit.
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An Eddystone Full Vision Dial type 598 was
used on the original model to bandspread the
be
amateur bands this enables the V.F.O. tounit
directly calibrated at a later date. The whole
could be fitted into an Eddystone General Purpose
Cabinet type 609, although the author realises that
well
this is a comparative luxury and is obviously
beyond the pocket of most amateurs. Despite
this, a very neat outfit can be built into one of the
TU9B units readily obtainable on the surplus
market. Constructors using the Eddystone cabinet
should- have no ventilation difficulties, but if anyother cabinet is used be careful to keep the power
pack well away from the oscillator as a variation
in frequency will occur. Temperature compensated
if available,
condensers,
Mains
Transformer
should be used in the

and CB are correct, then the oscillatory note picked
up by the Rx will be sharp. The next step is to
make sure that the bandspread condenser CT
will cover the entire range. This should be
possible as a 5,000 -ohm resistor is permanently
wired across each of the coils selected in order to
produce a good band-width. Each of the four other
ranges should be adjusted in the same manner as.
range 1. When this has been done, the V.F.O. is
completed and ready for use.
Using the V.F.O.

Normally the V.F.O. will be connected to
the transmitter by a short length of screened
co -axial cable and will, for easy manipulation,
Ch./

N.T.t

Line

Franklin circuit. With'reference to Fig. 1 again, it will
be seen that provision for
relay control of the V:F.O. has
been made. This, the author

considers; is necessary for
quick transmitter operation.
Aligning the V.F.O.

ii

Iä order to set up the
V.F.O., the services of the
On-Off
station receiver will -be
Switct
power
needed. The V.F.O.
switched
be
supplies shöuld
on by means of. 82, and
V.F.O. power pack.
Fig. 2.
heaters
all the valve down
to
,settle
allowed to
in
Si is be placed near the receiver. When used
their operating temperatures. Range switch
operated station, the V.F.O. will be
relaya
the
and
1,
is
range
that
band,
Mc
/s
1:7
the
set to
switched on automatically when the transmitter
bandspréad condenser set at half capacity.of The
the is operated.
station Rx is tuned to the " dead centre V.F.O.
Let us, for the benefit of the newcomer, assume
160 -metre band, and H.T. is applied to the
-on "
that the V.F.O. has to be set on a " spot
by closing 83. The pre -set condenser Tl is adjusted
on the 7 Mc /s band where the station
until the oscillations are picked up on the receiver frequency
calling
hears, for example, a GM station
with the B.F.O. in operation. If the oscillatory operator
The range switch is set to the 40 -metre range
note is rather unstable, then too much feedback CQ.
of 83.
to cure and the H.T. applied to the V.F.O. by means
exists in the oscillator circuit. In order the
the
until
adjusted
then
is
condenser
bandspread
The
note
until
this, Ca' and Cb should be adjusted
on the
frequency
the
GM's
with
coincides
note
V.F.O.
should
key
morse
a
is clear. In order to test this
station receiver. Switch S3 is opened and the operator
be plugged into jack Jl and the Franklin oscillator
waits until the GM " signs off." All that is required
CA
trimmers
of
keyed rapidly ; if the capacities

-r

-Te

.

.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
{

COILS
LI Denco range 3.

L2-,

C8-8
C1012C13-

4.
5.

L3-

CONDENSERS
T1-220 pF:pre-set.

T2T3T4T5-

C5-100 pF tubular.

C9-

Cll-

it

RESISTORS

CT-60 pF bandspread.

CA, CB-3-30 pF trimmers.
C1=8 pF at 450 volts working.

C2-.

C3-

C4-C6=

C7-

Condensers (cont.)
uF at 450 volts working.

,1

,.
.,.

99

,:

.

ft

91

Of

If

.,

Rl, R4-.75 MD.
R2-60 kO.
R3-10 kO.
R5, R9-100 D.
R6-3 kS?.
R7, R12-5 ks?.
RS, R11-250 O (w.w.).
R10-8 kO.

www.americanradiohistory.com

SUNDRIES
R.F.C. -Eddystone type
(see text).
S1

-2-pole

5-way.

S2-Double-pole 1 mains
S3- Single -pole -way.

1010
switch.

J1 -Self- shorting jack.
CH1 -Choke 22 henries at
120 mA.

VALVES

V1 -6SC7 (CV1969).

V2--6V6 (CV510).
V3-6V6 (CV510).
V4-574 (CV1864).
V5-VR150/30 Stabilisers.
V6-VR150/30
Fl, F2 -1 amp. fuses.
Y

F3-100 mA.

fuses.
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now is to press the master relay switch and you are
on the air right on the GM's frequency.
The mains transformer used in the original was of
the type having secondaries rated at 350 -0 -350 at
80 mA, 6.3v. at 1.5A and 5v. at 2A. If any other
type is employed having a higher H.T. secondary
voltage, a dropper will have to be employed to
reduce the H.T. to that given by the original.
w

Conclusion

This V.F.O., though experimental, operated
satisfactorily during the initial tests and should
prove to be of great value to the amateur who has
just gained his transmitting licence. There are,
of course, other oscillators which can be used in
V.F.O.s ; these are the Clapp and the Electron
coupled oscillators. It is, of course, possible to
build an exciter unit which employs a variable
oscillator such as the Clapp, and a crystal oscillator
running at a pre -determined frequency.. These
two frequencies are combined and the resulting
variable frequency will cover one of the selected
amateur bands. By frequency doubling the other
amateur bands can be covered also, providing that
the sum of the frequencies of the variable and
crystal oscillators has a minimum frequency value
of 1,715 kc /s, and a maximum frequency value of
2,000 lie/ 9. Such a unit will be dealt with later.

Jet Navigation

Looking

at

open end

of former,

paint spot between tags u and v
identifies main winding.
(w and z on Green' coils)
Coil
Colour

Blue

v-

ii
Earth
or

Grid

A.V,C.

14/low 'Eorrh
A.V.C.

Green

Earth

or

A.L.C.

Peo

or

White

Grid

Grid

Earth

or
Grid
Pettier

-

Aerial Earth

-

F

Aerial

N.T.

P.E.

Earth

or

Z

-

N.T.

Mode

Re

-

y

x

w

cr.

Peacth.

.

Anoole

N.T.

Fig. 3. -Denco coil data.
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other aeronautical techniques and services. One of
the earliest problenis to arise, as speeds rapidly
increased, was 'the liaison between;groùrid and air craft for navigational purposes and, in particular,
positioning.
Previously direction finding was done by a ground
operator using aural -null methods, but the time
lag required for tuning, checking for true or reciprocal bearings, reading off, and transmitting the information to the aircraft made this method useless
when an aircraft approached an aerodrome at
speeds in excess of 300 m.p.h. In fact, if a request
for a bearing was made when the aircraft was 30
miles distant from the aerodrome it might well be
past by the time the ground operator .obtained, a
first -class bearing.

advances in aeronautical wireless equipment
the Marconi AD.200 V.H.F. D/F installation. '
Nearly two years ago the de Havilland Aircraft
Co., Ltd., co-operated with Marconi's in what
amounts to one of the most searching tests that
wireless equipment can possibly have ; an ÁD.200
was installed in the control tower at Hatfield,
and has 'been in constant use ever. since. Its pérformance has drawn the admiration of the ground
staff and the highest praise from aircrews.
Both Wing Commander C. A. Pike, Aerodrome
Manager, and Mr. T. F. Filcher, Chief Aircraft
Controller, instance numerous highlights of the
short career of this equipment at Hatfield. Ducing
the recent Royal. Aero Club meeting, which had to
be cancelled owing to bad weather, Group. Captain
John Cunningham made an air inspection of the
course in very bad conditions. On his last turn he
was in cloud at 400ft.-yet, by flying on the V.H.F.
D /F, he went around safely, finding the end of the
runway with complete confidence.
'

A Solution

Efficiency

-

ever -increasing speeds of modern aircraft
THEparticularlÿ
since the advent of jet'propùlelen

-necessitates complementary advances in many

-

Over three years ago this problem was effectively
dealt with by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.
Their scientists and engineers set about designing
and building a modern D/F installation which
would allow ground operators to read off bearings
instantaneously to the pilot of a high -speed aircraft.
Many more points were taken into consideration.
The equipment had to be compact enough to be
unobtrusive in control towers, the main transmitters- receivers would have to be sited somewhere
else and remotely controlled from the tower. Instantaneous reading of bearings called for visual
presentation. If large meters were used for this
purpose then a duplication service could be incorporated allowing people in other rooms and offices
to follow the bearings on repeater meters.
All these things were, indeed, incorporated into
the design of what is to -day one of the greatest

-

.

.

-

The amazing rapidity with which the control
tower personnel read -off has occasionally created
suspicion in the minds of pilots new to the tech' nique.
On one occasion a pilot took a deliberate 90
degrees turn and called for a seçond bearing ; he
expressed his surprise when a- spot -on bearing came
back.
Constant users of the system are other manufacturers' test pilots flying in the vicinity. After
first use all pilots become enthusiastic and come to
rely on it implicitly. They become so used to
giving the briefest of calls and getting instantaneous
bearings ,that they are apt to be monosyllabic at
times and do not call sufficiently.
From the ground staff's point of View, Mr. Pilcher
maintains that the visual indication of bearings gives
operators great confidence. It also enables other
personnel to check the accuracy of the operator.
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S 1A1B LE AUDIO OSCILLATO l"
A

TEST

k /cs
UNIT GIVING A PURE SINE -WAVE OUTPUT FROM 30 cis TO 33
B.Sc.
By N. J. Wadsworth,
.

THE author has long felt the need for a simply built audio oscillator with high frequency
stability, a long scale and a good waveform
whose output amplitude could be relied on to
remain constant over the whole audio range. This
last point is almost an essential when testing
amplifiers at different frequencies, since it eliminates the necessity for constant checking of the
oscillator output. The oscillator should also be able
to produce a_ square wave of good form, and with a
short rise time for testing transient and low -

frequency response.
The oscillator described below fulfils these
requirements providing a pure sine -wave output
continuously variable in frequency from 30 c/s to
33 kc/s in six overlapping switched ranges
30-100 c /s, 100 -330 c /s, 300 -1,000 c /s, 1 -3.3 kc /s,
3 -10 kc/s, and 10 -33 kc /s, each range occupying
270 deg. of rotation. The amplitude of the output
2 per cent. = 0.2dB over
is constant to within
the whole frequency range and is independent of
mains voltage or valve variations. It also dispenses
with the use of bulky ganged capacitors and very
high impedance circuits. It will produce a square
wave withiriïhis frequency range with a rise time of
2 -3 µs at the high -frequency end and negligible
" sag " at 30 c /s. Both the frequency and amplitude of the sine -wave output are independent of
mains or valve fluctuations. All components but
the thermistor are available on the surplus market.
The latter may be obtained from Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd.

-

f

Circuit

The eireuit is shown in Fig. L It will be seen
that the Oscillator uses a R -C phase shift circuit

This formula enables the frequency to be calculated
should any changes in component values be made.
VR1 is the fine frequency control and Si switches
the ranges. Owing to the use of a thermistor and
to the large amount of negative feedback applied to
each valve, the output is independent of valve or
voltage changes. The anode and cathode resistors
2 %, thus
of VI and V2 must be equal to
R4-1- R5+R6= R7 ±2 %andRl1- PR12= R13 ±2 %.
If normal carbon resistors are used for these and for
Rl, R2 and R19, they should be of as high wattage
as possible for increased stability. C6 is used to
counter the effect of the capacity to earth of C7
(41tF) and thus may need adjusting to suit the
particular component. If the output amplitude
tends to fall at the extreme high -frequency end, CO
should be increased. The switch S2 is used to
switch from sine to square -wave output. In Fig. 1
it is shown in the former position. It will be seen
that a sine-wave of suitable amplitude is tapped off
from the junction of R5 and R6 and fed into a
cathode follower V5. The output is taken from a
potentiometer in the cathode circuit. This ensures
-a low- impedance output. When S2 is changed over,
V4 is brought into action. This is a heavily overloaded limiter or squarer, and produces flat- topped
square waves which are then fed to V5 where they
are again limited. In this way a very short rise
time is achieved with no overshoot. In the interests
of economy, SP61s were used throughout, as they
are readily and cheaply available on the surplus
market. It should be possible to replace them by
EF5Os if desired with no alteration in circuit values.
Power Pack

The power pack shown is quite satisfactory, but is
(Vl -3) with a thermistor stabiliser. The frequency by no means critical ; any circuit using components
available which gives about 50 mA at 250 volts may
of oscillation is given by 1
be used. The smoothing should be as-good as possible.
fa- 4TC$(R1.{-VR1)R2.C'1.C2
as the oscillator may tend to " lock " at 100 c/s if

Fig.

i.- Theoretical circuit of the oscillator.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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the H.T. is very " ripply," although no trouble has
been experienced in this matter.
A list of approximate electrode voltages as
measured relative to chassis with a 1,000 .o /V meter
is given for checking. These will vary slightly with
the actual components used.

January, 1952

If the constructor has no access to a cathode -ray
oscilloscope,

the oscillator may _be calibrated
feeding the output into an amplifier and thence by
a loudspeaker, and comparing the note with toa
recently tuned piano or other musical ihstrument.
If necessary, the calibration curve may be calculated from the formula given at the beginning
with
Electrode Voltages Switched for Sine -wave f quite good accuracy (say,
within 2% on all but
with 250 Volts H.T.
the highest rango).
VI V2 V3 V4 V5
When checking the square -wave output
a
A
208 208 175 30 250
cathode -ray oscilloscope, care must be taken on
that
G2
208 208 175 50 250
the amplifier and coupling circuits have
a
C
42
42 .26
0
11
constant of not less than 0.5 seconds. If this time
condition is not satisfied, the top of the 30 c/s square Layout
wave will appear sloping. This, in fact, is a very
This will depend on the sizes of the components stringent test of a good C.R.O. amplifier.
used, the mains transformer, the choke and the two .
If the constructor follows these notes no trouble
4 pF capacitors being the deciding factors. In view should be experienced with the construction
of this
useful and stable oscillator.
fe
1

//%2

VR/

s3

Fig.

2.-Layout

Fig.

of chassis.

of this the arrangement used by the author is shown
in outline only to
as a guide. The design may,
however, be radically altered with no ill- effects if
desired, the chief points to bear in mind being that
wires should be as short as possible and components
fixed so they cannot move. It is also important
that all grid- stoppers be wired direct to the valve top caps.

at

Calibration and Testing
There are many ways of calibrating the finished
oscillator. The most satisfactory is direct comparison with a standard by means of " Lissajou "
figures. on a cathode -ray oscilloscope. If the
capacitors Cl and C2 are accurate, then a calibration
curve taken on one range may be used for all others
with a suitable change in frequency scale. It is as
well, however, to check the highest frequency range,
as stray capacities will affect the frequency slightly
here. In the absence of any other frequency
standard it should be remembered that over the
week -end the mains frequency is rarely more than
1 or 2 per cent. away from its nominal 50 c /s, and
so the oscillator may be calibrated to this accuracy
from this. The high-frequency range may be calibrated using the 200 kc /s carrier of the long -wave
Light Programme as a standard frequency and, for
a spot check, the tuning notes radiated before the
commencement of B.B.C. programmes (1,000 c/s
Home and Light, 440 c/s Third) may be used. These
three frequencies are maintained to better than

sp

3.-Layout

of panel.

LIST OF COMPONENTS

?

`

R1-9.2 Kn.
R2-22 K.O.
R3-1 MO.
R4-1509.
R5-2.7 KO
R6-2.2 K2 } See
text
R7-5 KD
R8-10 KO.
R9-10 Kn.
R10-1 Mn.
R11-150o
R12-4.7 KO
text
R13-5 Kaa
VR 1-100 KO ww
VR2-1 Kn ww
Cla, C2a-0.1 pF
Clb, C2b-0.03 /IF
Clc, C2c-0.01 pF
Cid, C2d-0.003 pF

Cle, C2e-0.001 pF
Cif, C2f-0.00025 pF

C3-0.1 pF.
C4-0.1 pF.
C5-0.1 ;IF.
C6-300 pF.

C7-4

pF.

R14-10 KO.
R15-1 MO,
R16-150 sz.
R17-5 K2.
Rt8-15 KO.
R19-20 K2.
R20-1 Mn,
R21-500 K.+].
R22-250 KO.
R23-100 KO.
R24-68 Kn..
R25-220 KO.
R26-220 D.
4?
C18-0.1 pF.
C9-0.1 NF.
C10-0.1 pF.
C1l-4 pF.
See C12-16 pF.,
text
350v. DC.
C13-8 pF.
350v: DC.
Sl-2-pole 6-way.
S2-2-pole 2-way.

,

.

Till Stantel Thermistor
53-1-pole

A1522/100.
on-off.

CHI-20H-40 mA.

(All resistors are 1-watt except R7, R12, R13,
R17 and R18, which are }-watt.)
TI Mains Transformer 250-0-250v., 60 mA., 5v.2A,
6.3v.3A.

VI-V5. SP61-VR65. V6-5Z4.

1 hat .106.
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Playwright Producers

by the BBC should not be
authors. No playwright
is the best critic of his own work, and on
those misguided occasions when the BBC has
allowed the playwright also to produce his play
the' result has been something comparable to the
boring broadcasts of Shaw. Everyone knows that
Shaw would not allow a comma to be altered or
any of the dialogue to be cut. As a result all his
plays are far too long and boring.
I am afraid that most of these specialist
writers of BBC plays endeavour to imitate Shaw,
and when they become their own producers they
make quite sure that nothing is cut.
I was reminded of this the other evening when
looking in to Sieveking's " Tomb with a View."
Quite apart from the fact that it was a thoroughly
bad play which left my audience wondering what
it was about, it occupied far too much programme
time, and would have been greatly improved by
pruning.
I do not believe in encouraging the belief of
some playwrights who feel that not only can they
write a play, but that they can also produce it,
act in it, and write the lyrics and music for it.
plays broadcast
THEproduced
by their

"

,

1l

:

had a very bad name for introducing lines before
they were ready for production.
This question met with a rather vague reply
about material difficulties, labour shortages, and
the usual ifs and buts. There is a great temptation,
when a manufacturer has something good; to tell
the world as soon as possible. The result is that the
Press arouses great interest, the manufacturer is
inundated with letters and orders and finally has
to disappoint the public, which his too early
enthusiasm has interested. If a thing is not available
when the pubic calls for it, it may be difficult to
It has
arouse enthusiasm when it is ready.
transpired that the criticism in this case was well
founded.

The Problem of D.C.

every month I receive a wail from some
ALMOST
reader complaining that little is done for those
unfortunates whose houses are still served by
D.C., and asking me what I am going to do about
it. By far the majority of houses are now supplied
with alternating current, and those on D.C. will be
'changed over as soon as possible. This journal has
in the past sponsored a number of D.C. designs,
but there are problems associated with the supply
of components which make it difficult to publish
further designs.
For what is the purpose of publishing a design
for a D.C. receiver if the components are not
I know that there are thousands
available ?
interested in television who are in this plight.
This is a matter, in view of the expanding television
Standardisation
THE radio industry is busily preparing standards service and the development of the grid scheme,
for components. I suggest that this is a matter for Government action.
for the British Standards Institution. Many members of the radio industry belong to this Govern- Low Cost Radio Reception
ment-sponsored body, and it seems unwise, there- THE title of this paragraph is also the title of
a pamphlet published by Unesco, in which it
fore, for the industry to add to the confusion by
creating standards which sooner or later will be is averred that only by large -scale buying and
The industry should exemption from import duties will it be possible to
set aside by the B.S.I.
approach the latter body if it requires standards, use radio as an efficient means of popular informaand ask them to prepare the standards. The tion and education. Broadcasting, it is pointed out,
institution was formed with the object of preventing is almost unknown in some countries. For example,
particular industries introducing standards which in Burma the number of inhabitants per radio
conflicted with those of other industries, for there receiver is 3,400 and in India 1,490. This compares
could not be standardisation under such conditions. with 7.4 in Switzerland and 3.3 in Sweden. The
I do not think that the radio industry is the British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Associabest equipped to standardise. In the past it has tion in a spirited rejoinder to this pamphlet states
produced some monstrosities. Its limits have been that if these projects are to receive the full support
of radio receiver manufacturers, then it must be
far too wide and the workmanship poor.
shown that the authorities responsible have the
funds and facilities available. The British radio
Delivery Dates
WAS present at a trade function the other industry is able to supply large quantities of the
day when a new and worthwhile piece of typo of receivers which Unesco has in mind, but
wireless apparatus was introduced. It was demon- more tangible evidence is necessary of the intention
plans
strated in the room to the satisfaction of all of responsible Governments to proceedbewith
prepared
concerned, and it was backed by an N.P.L. Report. for purchase before manufacturers will
When question time came one of the journalists to submit estimates.
In other words, foreign governments want the
present asked when the new device would be
available, pointing out that the radio industry goods but they have not the money to pay for them.
.
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AMPLIFIER AND THE
By J. F. Golding

LiJJ.J

(Continued from page 536 December 1951 issue.)
HE impedance of a half-wavé dipole is about
A low-capacitance, short -grid -base pentode valve
75 ohms. A twin feeder having this value is the most suitable.
types have been
characteristic impedance should, therefore, designed for operation at Special
these frequencies. Acorn
be used, matching to the receiver input circuit being and similar special valves were
very popular before
effected by means of a centre - tapped coupling and during the war but these
have now been
winding as shown in Fig. 12.
largely replaced by the more modern glass -based
valves of the B9G and B7G type.
The R.F. Amplifier
The diagram in Fig. 12 shows a typical input
This is a desirable though not essential stage in circuit
R.F. stage, including the method of
the receiver. Although, using a directional aerial couplingand
to the mixer stage. The grid circuit of
beamed on the local transmitter, the likelihood of the amplifier
will be loaded by the aerial and by the
serious second channel interference may be regarded grid input impedance
as negligible, a reasonably selective input circuit magnification and thusof the valve, reducing its
broadening its frequency
certainly helps to elinfmate any possible overloading band. It may well be found,
therefore, that variable
tuning is unnecessary for the input circuit and that
quite satisfactory results can be obtained by fixed
tuning at the centre of the band to be covered.
It will probably not be necessary to cover a total
range of more than about ± 0 Me /s. In any case,
accurate tracking of the R.F. tuning is not necessary
as it is difficult to achieve a band -width of less than
about 3 Mc /s, due to the comparatively low R.F.
input resistance of most valves at V.H.F.>

T

The Frequency Changer

Fig. 12. -The functional circuit of a V.H.F.
amplifier stage.

This comprises a mixer of one type or another,
together with a local oscillator. At medium and
short wavelengths, it is common practice to combine
the two into one valve such as a triode, hexode or
heptode. This type of frequency changer is quite
efficient at television frequencies and it may well

HTt
of the subsequent stages due
to powerful unwanted signals
breaking through.
There is also the question
of providing that sufficient
signal is applied to the frequency changer tò ensure
03
To RF
Amp.
efficient mixing. The gain of
an amplifying stage at V.H.F.
cannot be large ; it seldom
Local
Oscillator
exceeds a factor of 10. Never- ToRF
theless, even a small improve- Amp.
ment in signal strength is
important when it is realised
that a total gain of the order
Local
of 100 db may be required
Oscillator
at fringe areas before the signal Fig. 13. -Two types of mixer circuits for obtaining the heterodyne beat
is fed to the demodulator.
between two frequencies.
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be adopted by manufacturers for use in the meter

band.
However, at 90 Mc /s, frequency changers of this
type are approaching the upper limit of their
frequency range and a diode or germanium crystal
mixer is generally equally, if not more, efficient.
, For comparison purposes the circuits of both types
of frequency changer are shown in Fig. 13. In order
to understand the action of the diode mixer, it may
be as well first to consider the manner in which a
hexode mixer operates.
This may be regarded as a valve, the mutual,
éonductance of which is varied by the voltage
applied to grid 3. Then, if a high- frequency voltage
is applied to grid 1, the anode current becomes

-

Fig. 14. -The modified Colpitts oscillator circuit
suitable for use as the local oscillator of a V.H.F.
receiver. The anode is effectively earthing at R.F.
so that CI may form part of a two- or threegang
variable capacitor.

13

acted in the reverse direction, the diode would
offer a very high resistance to the applied signal.
In practice this D.C. voltage is replaced by the
R.F. output from the local oscillator, which switches
the diode from the " conducting " to the " nonconducting " condition at a rate equal to tho
oscillator frequency, thus modulating the signal
frequency. The lower side -band of beat frequency
is selected by the first I.F. transformer.
The main advantage of this method, over the
hexode type of mixer, is its extreme simplicity and,
at high frequencies, its efñcieney. The diode mixer
has, of course, no gain and presents an input circuit
load of approximately half the " non- conducting "
resistance. However, this performance may well be
better than that of the hexode mixer which, almost
certainly shows a gain of less than 1 at 90 Me /s and
presents to its input circuit, a capacitive load
shunted by an effective- resistance due to the
electron transit time becoming comparable with
the wave time.
The local oscillator is usually in the form of a
modified Colpitt's circuit as shown in Fig. 14,
the splitting capacitance to cathode being formed
by the grid- cathode and anode- cathode inter electrode capacitances.
This type of oscillator is less prone to blind spots
and squeggering than the more orthodox types of
Hartley or feedback oscillators. For the sake of
convenience, the anode is at chassis potential so
far as R.F. is concerned, allowing a standard type
of two- or three -gang tuning capacitor to be used.
Since accurate and stable tuning is essential to
the operation of a frequency -modulated receiver,
special precautions must be taken to ensure a high
standard of frequency stability of the oscillator.
The H.T. supply, therefore, is stabilised, and
additional smoothing provided in the oscillator
supply system to prevent any frequency modulation
of the oscillator output by hum or ripple voltages.

proportional to this voltage multiplied by the
voltage at grid 3. If, therefore, an alternating
voltage is applied to the latter grid, the anode
current will be of the form of the signal at grid 1,
amplitude modulated by the signal at grid 3. The. I.F. Amplifier
Since any amplitude modulated signal carries with
The gain of this amplifier must be sufficient to
it two side -bands of frequencies equal to the sum
an R.F. voltage at the demodulator of not
provide
modulation
and
carrier
the
of
and difference
circuit
anode
the
frequencies,
Çritrca/y Coupled
n
of the mixer may obviously
HT+
H,T,+
H
T+
these
of
lower
the
to
be tuned
two and the resulting beat
frequency signal applied to the
I.F. amplifier.
The fact that the " modulating " frequency is nearly ro Freq.
á
equal to the " carrier " makes Charger
(
no difference ; the principle
still applies, the beat frequency
Over
Coupled
being simply the lower sideTo
band of an amplitude- modulaLimiter
ted signal.
-41
The diode mixer operates
in exactly the same way except
that its loss is varied by the
local oscillator instead of its
gain.
If a D.C. voltage was applied
VAVC
across the diode acting in the
forward direction so that the
e
diode conducted, it would offer
of
a
wide band I.F. amplifier for F.M.
a very low resistance to the Fig. 15. -The functional circuit
applied signal. If, on the reception. An approximate shape of the frequency response curve is outlined
above each stage of tuing.
other hand, the D.C. voltage
r

Kt

1
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lesii than about 10 volts from an input signal which
may be as low ast 100 micro- volts. At the same time

it must not be too sharply tuned or very serious
distortion will result from loss of side -bands. We
may say, therefore, that for broadcast purposes
where a 75 kc /s deviation is used, the I.F. amplifier
must have a maximum gain of not less than 100 dbs
and a bandwidth of at least 200 kc /s.
In order to obtain this wide pass band, an
intermediate frequency of 2 Mc /s minimum is
required. The possibility of interference due to.
second channel response is reduced by increasing
-this frequency, whereas it may be easier to obtain
the required gain by keeping the frequency at its
minimum. Experience has shown, however, that an
I.F. of about, 4.5 Me /s gives the best results.
It is necessary, in order to obtain sufficient gain,
to use a multi -stage amplifier. As the required
band -width eliminates the use of high Q circuits, it
is probable that a stage gain of about 35 db is
the maximum obtainable. This means that three
stages of I.F. amplification are necessary.
The ideal frequency characteristic of the amplifier
would be a completely flat response over the
frequency range 4.4 to 4.6 Mc /s with a sharp
cut -off at these frequencies. This, of course, is not
possible in its entirety, but it can be approached
by using various methods of staggered tuning.
The coupling between the stages may be in
the form of critically coupled band -pass circuits,
the centre frequencies being staggered to cover
the complete band.
A much more satisfactory method, however, is
the arrangement shown in Fig. 15. In this three
stage amplifier, I.F. transformer T.1, is over
coupled to give a double hump characteristic
covering the total bandwidth. Transformers T.2
and T.3 are critically coupled and have a lower Q
while the anode load to valve V3 is à single tuned
circuit. By careful design of the transformers,
having special regard to the Q values and the
coupling factors, the response of the amplifier can
-be made to approach the ideal.
The coupled circuits shown in the diagram are
of the most common form, using mutual inductance
coupling. Similar results, however, can be obtained
by using a mutual capacitance as shown in Fig. 16.

January, 1952

In this circuit, capacitor

C3 is common to both
circuits.
For wide pass -band 'work, this type of coupling
unit has the advantage that it is easier to tune
and, by making C3 variable the band width of the
circuit can be made adjustable. It is particularly
suitable, therefore, for use as the over -coupled
transformer.

The Frequency Demodulator
The method of operation of this part of the
circuit was outlined in the previous article of this

An

Fig. i6.
LF. transformer using mutual capacitance instead of mutual inductance coupling. The
high frequency hump, is tuned by means of Ci and
C2 while the low frequency hump by means of C3.

series.

As we have already seen, it consists of a
limiter stage and a phase or amplitude discriminator
circuit.
Owing to the more complex tuning of the amplitude discriminator, the phase discriminator is more
popular with modern designers.
Fig. 17 shows the arrangement of a typical
modern F.M. demodulator unit. Valve VI is the
limiter stage, the negative bias being provided by
capacitor CI and resistor Rl. Resistors R2, and R3
are a voltage dropping circuit to. provide the- anode
bend limiting of the positive peaks of the R.F.
signal. The primary circuit of tuned transformer
Ti is shunted by resistor R7 in order to increase
the bandwidth.
The circuit of the discriminator itself is a modification of the" basic circuit given previously,
arranged in such a way that one side of the output
circuit may be connected directly to chassis, The
values of capacitors C2 and C3 are such that they
present a negligible load to
the A.F. output but are effectively a short circuit at the
intermediate frequency.

Operation
The operation of the .modified circuit is naturally the
same as that of the basic
circuit. The values chosen for
capacitors C2 and C3 are such
that their impedances are
negligible at the intermediate
frequency, although C3 must
not be a sufficiently high value
audioAE frequencylooutput. d Choke Lli,
on the other hand, must appear
> as a dead short -circuit to the
A.F., but on the other hand
presents a high impedance to
frequency demodulator consisting of an amplitude limiter and radio frequencies:
a phase discriminator.
(To be continued.)

T

Fig. 17.

-A
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Twoovalve Station Getter
A

SIMPLE BATTERY RECEIVER WITH

PROVISION

FOR 160 -METRE BAND RECEPTION
By Wm. Nimmons

THIS set was primarily designed for bedside Coil Design
reception. At my location, which is in
What we have to do, therefore, is to fit wave Northern Ireland, it gives the Home and traps so that the near and powerful stations are
Light Programmes (which are very close together reduced in volume and spread to the dimensions
on the dial) free of each other ; also the Third of distant ones. This clears up the dial, the
Programme, Scottish, North, Athlone, and numerous powerful station being reduced to, at most, a couple
foreign and home stations, in addition to the of degrees, and leaves us free to receive the more
amateurs on 160- metres, all on the loudspeaker, distant stations.
on an inside aerial.
This is achieved without sacrificing any of the
The coil is home -made, but is far more efficient sensitivity of the circuit. A simple set which gets
than some factory-made coils. Small, screened its selectivity by means of a small primary coil
coils are all right when there are plenty of valves has the strength of the weaker stations so reduced
to make up for their inefficiencies. A small primary that they can only be received, if at all, by juggling
winding 'gives all the step -up needed when there with the reaction control on the verge of oscillation.
is a high -efficiency pentode to tack on to it. But Using the method I have described they can be
in this set there is only the detector valve to take received well clear of the oscillation point.
So much for the virtues of a large, unscreened
care of the H.F. energy, so we have none to throw
coil. The coil itself, if you want to duplicate
away.
Screening is a prime cause of inefficiency in a my results, should consist of 45 turns on a tin.
coil. In fact, it is by screening that many modern former, with a tapping, as previously mentioned,
sets are " held down." If it were not for the at the mid -point. The wire should be No. 22 gauge,
screening they would be hopelessly unstable. As either enamelled or D.S.C., with the turns just
there is only one circuit proper in the present set, touching side by side. A quarter of an inch below
screening is unnecessary, because it is only when the winding i,s wound the reaction winding, which
two or more circuits interact that instability consists of 35 turns of No. 28 gauge wire, enamelled
or D.S.C.
results.
This coil will tune from 150 metres to around
In addition, there is only one tuning coil
primary coil linked by inductance to the main 480 metres, with a standard .0005 /IF tuning
secondary coil is not used.
H T+
The aerial is tapped in halfway down the coil ; this is the
/00Kí1
HT
most efficient method. Selèc0002¡íF
tivity would suffer if the
(max.)
tapping were carried towards
L.S,
the top óf the coil, while
I
volume would suffer if it
were carried towards the
bottom. A compromise is
.0003
necessary, and this is to take
F
the tapping to the middle.
Reaction
Now if it were connected
up like this, the first im000i,uF
pression you would get would
be that the set was hopelessly
<D
<D
unselective. We therefore
<D
connect a small condenser in
0
<D
With
series with the aerial.
0
improved,
this matters are
but the set still gives the
impression of inselectivity ;
the Home Service spreads a
lot, interfering with the
Light Programme, though
LT
it is noticed that. distant
transmissions do not spread,
0005 NF
LTr
even 'though" they are reTuning
ceived at the same time
as the near and powerful Fig. i.-Theoretical Circuit. Note the wavetraps W, the coil L, and the
.

-a

ones.

condenser C which extends the waverange.
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condenser. It is obvious, therefore, that if we
want Athlone on 531- metres we will have to arrange
for an extra condenser to be switched in when we
want to receive that station, or any station above
480 metres in wavelength. This added condenser
can be either a fixed or a variable one. A pre-set
of .0002 FF capacity can be used, or different
fixed condensers tried until one is found which
gives the desired coverage. As a general guide,
it would be well to start with a .0002 /uF, though
as no two condensers are alike you may have to
try several.
In the writer's locality there is considerable
activity on the 160 -metre band, and this is the
simplest way of getting down to this band. As
there is only one coil it presents no difficulty at
all- unlike more complicated sets with several coils.
The standard coil, of course, tunes from around 200
metres to around 550 metres, thus missing out this
important band. As a general rule, the set will
give city -wide coverage of amateur transmissions,
which are usually 10 watts on this waveband.
-

Wavetraps

It will

be seen from Fig. 1 that two wavetraps
are employed. These are to cut out the Home and
Light Programmes, or rather to reduce their strength
to that of a distant station. If only the Home
Service gives trouble by spreading, then only one
wavetrap need be used. If, on the other hand,
the Third Programme also spreads, it may be
necessary to use a wavetrap on this as well, making
three in all ; the three wavetraps would be connected in series in the- aerial lead.'
All the wavetraps are similar in construction,
and consist of a coil of 85 turns on a T1in. former,
the wire being No. 30 gauge D.S.C. This is tuned
by a .0005 µF pre -set or small bakelite condenser.
Two wavetraps should not be placed close together,
and they should be at right -angles to each other
to minimise cross fields. They should also be kept

January; 1952

well away from the main tuning coil, as undesirable
effects may be produced should their fields interact.
They need not be screened provided reasonable
precautions are taken, otherwise they may be
screened with a cocoa tin or something similar.

The Circuit
As will be seen from the diagram, a pentode
detector is employed. This may be either a
non-variable -mu H.F. pentode such as the Mullard
SP2, or a pentode specially designed for detection,
such as the Cossor 220 I.P.T., which, although a
battery model, is indirectly heated. In either case,
although the SP2 is designed to work with the
same high voltage on the screen as on the anode,
a 100,000 -ohms voltage dropping resistor should
be included in the screen circuit, otherwise the
reaction will be somewhat jumpy.
The rest of the circuit does not seem to call
for any comment, except for the rather novel
method of tone control- cum-volume control: This,
it will be seen, takes the form of a simple negative

feedback system between the anode and grid of
the output valve. This is a real benefit when the
set is used as a bedside receiver as it renders
the reproduction sweet and mellow, without at the
same time masking the high notes.
It consists of a .001 FF condenser in series
with a resistor, the whole being connected between
anode and grid. What is wanted is a variable resistor
which, when the whole of the resistance is in circuit,
will have no effect on the reproduction:. 'As the
knob is turned, making the resistance less, more
and more negative feedback is applied, which
quietens down the set. The same effect is achieved
by turning down the reaction knob, of course, so
far as volume is concerned. By manipulating these
two knobs it is possible to achieve a class of reproduction which can be said to be pleasing. A 2megohm (maximum) variable resistor, therefore,
is required.

Telescribe for Air Traffic Control

DELEGATES to the Commonwealth Conference missions

on the Operation of Gas Turbine Aircraft
recently saw the Mullard Electronic Telescribe in
experimental use at the Ministry of Civil Aviation,
Air Traffic Control. Experimental Unit, London
Airport. The experimental set -up showed how this
instrument could be used to speed up the transmission of traffic information between units of an
air traffic control organisation.
Extremely rapid and reliable means of ekchanging
information between such units is essential in order
to ensure efficient control and economic operation
of all aircraft flying in areas of dense a it traffic.
The potentialities of the Telescribe in this field
are being investigated by the Staff of the Air Traffic
Control Experimental Unit. The ease of presenting
data for transmission and its display in a convenient
position and form is also- being given equal

is governed "by the fact that verbal/
telephone liaisons are too slow. Moreover, during
the period of high air traffic, they are already up to

saturation level.

The Telescribe was originally devised by Mullard
engineers to demonstrate practical possibilities of
certain electronic principles, and it attracted a
great deal of public interest when it was first
demonstrated on the Mullard Stand at the National
Radio Exhibition, at Earls Court. It enables
written messages, tabulated information, maps,
drawings, printed matter, photographs, etc., laid
down or written on a glass plate, to be transmitted
to a distant receiving unit where the data is
instantaneously reproduced on the screen of a
cathode -ray tube. In addition it will allow the
superimposition of written messages, symbols,
drawings or maps on any television or radar
consideration.
display.
The purpose of the demonstration was to show
The-Ministry of Civil Aviation are already placing
how information can be exchanged between an an order for .a Telescribe equipment. With this
Aerodrome Air Traffic Control Unit positioned, say, they intend to explore all ' the many potential
at Northolt, and an. Air Route Traffic Control applications of the instrument to information
Centre at, say, Uxbridge -some four miles away. transmission problems and, in' addition, to P.P.I.
The importance of the Telescribe in such trans- radar displays.
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Radio Receiver Design at V.H.F.

-3

MORE ABOUT TUNED CIRCUITS
By G. P. Lowther

(Continued from page 542 December issue.)
but, as the frequency is raised, this type of circuit
Analysis of Fig. 6
becomes more and more unsatisfactory owing to
the
theory
According to normal transformer
stray capacities making tuning difficult, and series
circuits are best used.
r=
of
optimum value
Another factor setting a limit to the use. of
s
by
circuit,
anode
parallel -tuned circuits is the inductance of the grid
Impedance reflected across
lead which, though small, tends to resonate with the
grid =r2 Rg.
Therefore total effective anode impedance
grid capacity as Fig. 11 shows.
=r2 Rî in parallel with Rt.
If the grid is near the top end of the tuning coil,
r2
L2, the grid -lead inductance is small, L3
although
g
= 2 since r2 =Ri.
is considerably larger than L1 and so tends to
resonate at about the same frequency as the, anode
Voltage reduction from anode to grid =r
circuit, thus assuming the form of Fig. 12 (see
Gm.r.Ra
Therefore gainFig. 9).
In view of these considerations, the practical
It follows that if r is made greater or less than limit
to parallel -tuned circuits is about 250 Mc /s.
the optimum value the gain is reduced.
Above this frequency series circuits are better used,
1
Band- width- 22t CR
the great advantage being that not only. are the
anode and grid capacities separated, but the
by
circuit
anode
Buta capacity thrown across
effective tuning capacity is the series slim of these
two.
grid =¿g
.

'

C

Therefore total anode capacity = Ca +rg +C,
1

Hence band= width=
r
2n (Ca+- +Ct) Rg

-nr2Rg (Ca +r2 +Ct)
Gain

X

Gm

Band -width

C

Analysis of Fig. 7

If Ca = C5, the performance of this circuit is
similar to that of an untapped parallel -tuned
circuit. To obtain the full advantage of increased
gain and selectivity, Cg must be adjusted by means
of external capacity until it is matched into the
anode circuit.
The optimum value of C,
(neglecting Ct which should be as large as practicable).
Then the impedance reflected across the anode

+.T + et)
circuit = R3 (»)2
Taking the example given for the previous circuit,
Rg
r =V20,000/2,000 = 3.16
and the total anode im pedance
C
Then gain =6 X 103 x 2 x 103 X 3.16/2
=19 times or 25.5 db
= C.
to
grid
anode
from
reduction
The voltage
z
Band -width=
1
e.p.s.
Therefore gain = G2Rg X (Cg)
z x 10 x 2 x 103[7+ ( 101 ±20j10-12
Cga
a
2,7ír (Ca

Gm Rg C5

10

2C

=568 ke/s.
These resulta are very much better than those
obtained without tapping down the tuned circuit,

4.T

Lead

(a)

(b)
Fig.

IL-Showing the

effect of the grid lead.

Fig. Iz -Compare this
circuit with Fig. 9.

Fig. 13 (a) and (b).These two circuits are
actually identical.
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It may be shown that
13a is equivalent to tuning capacity even under optimum conditions (i.é.,
is much less with the addition of 12 pF)Fig. 13b, where r =
1
5.3 p F.
R (úC)2 providing r
C.

-

than the reactance of C.

Therefore equivalent series resistance due to
ß's

=

Rg(wCg)2

and equivalent series resistance due to
1

RL

RL(wCa)2

But as already postulated,

Cga

or Cg2Rg = Ca2RL.
Hence total series resistance
Lot C. in series with Cg = C
1
Then band -width

-

=

N

2

Rg(wCg)=

Overall Response

2nCR

But R= Cr
C. r
Therefore band-width =

But

cot

2nCL

1

= LC (from which

=

or L

Rg

Cg+
There is, however, a disadvantage involved in
the use of series circuits, namely, the greater
difficulty of tuning. Referring to Fig. 7, it will,
of course, be realised that Ca, Cg, RI, and Rg are
largely associated with the internal construction
of the valves and are only drawn in the positions
shown for the sake of convenience. Moreover,
these diagrams are purely for analysis and do not
indicate methods of H.T. feed, etc. If variable
tuning is desired a small air -dielectric trimmer
should be inserted in series with the inductance
as shown in Fig. 14.
In this diagram components representing valve
constants are omitted and those shown serve the

2

is obtained

a

f- 2 nvLC)
1

a--)Td-1

Hence band- width=

r

o12.C.r

+w2C2. n

2.n

2.w2:C
2 CRgco 2Cg2

Fig.

15. -The combined effect of a number

stagger -tuned circuits.

nRgCa 2

But C = C. in parallel with
Therefore band -width
C. Cg
nR2Cg2 (Ca

+ Ca)

Cg
Cg

Cg
1

nRgCa (Cr

+

Cg)

Gain x band -width

-

Gm
n(C, +

GmR5Cg

-

2CanRg Ls
C.

+

Cs)

Cg)

In the example given for the previous circuits, the
optimum value of Cg = Ca /R1'
1/ Rg

=7/10 pF or 22 pF.
Thus, an additional 12 pF must be connected
between the grid and earth for optimum performance.
6X10- Zx2x103x22
Then gain
2x7
= 10 times or 25.5 db.

-

1-

Band -width =

icx2x102x

=

7 (10+7)10-12

c-ps.

150 kc /s.

Thus, the performance is almost the same as that
obtained by tapping down a
circuit,
but the band -width 1s cetisíderablÿ reduced and the
inductance may be made much larger (alternatively,
a higher frequency may be used), as the effective
.

of

following purposes. L is the tuning inductance,
Cl is a blocking condenser to keep H.T. from the
trimming condenser and must be large compared
with C. and C5, e.g., 200 pF -500 pF. C2 is the
tuning condenser which should be as small as
possible physically in order to minimise its self inductance, while CZ represents the trimmer for
adjusting the grid capacity to the optimum value.
This value is best found by trial and error, adjusting
the condenser for máximum gain. Alternatively,
various small fixed capacitors may be tried until
an optimum value, is found. The grid-leak Rg
may be between 20,0009 and 50,000_2.
Whereas with a parallel tuned circuit one side
of the tuning condenser is at earth potential, it
will be seen that both sides of CZ are hot." It
must, therefore, be well separated from the chassis
in order to avoid stray capacity to earth, and
unless an insulated tuning tool is used, hand
capacity will be troublesome. - It has already
been shown that in a typical case 'the effective
tuning capacity may be about 5 pF. Thus, to
vary the tuning, e3 must be comparable with
this value. It will be 'seen from Fig. 15, however,
that C1, Cg-and C2 form a potential divider and,
therefore, as C2 is. reduced (i.e., as its impedance
is increased) the voltage across Cg is reduced.
Hence CZ must be kept as high as possible and the
tuning range should be restricted to the .minimum
required. A suitable value irs about 30
max:.. As .the capacity is reduced'' in tuning.
uning,. so the
gain will drop and the selectivity increase.. It
should not be reduced below 10 pF-15 pF.
(To be continued.)
k
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-BATTERIES. 72 v. (Layer), plus 1.5 v., 7/6.
AMPLIFIER 1135A, less valves, 8/6.
P40 UHF RECEIVERS, with 10 valves, covering 85/95
me /s. Brand new. 69/6 with circuit.
MIDGET AMPLIFIERS, 5in. x 3in. x 3 }in., with two
12SJ7's and one 12SH7. 1316.
TRANSMITTER 21. Sending speech CW or MCW.
these are complete with valves, contrbl panel, and key.
The PA coils (not formers) and relays have been stripped
by the M.O.S., but may easily be replaced with our
circuit and instruction sheet. Tuning 4.2 -7.5 and 18 -31
me /s. In first -class condition. OUR PRICE, 25/-.
Less valves, 10 / -.

CARRIER LEVEL (" S ") METERS (2 mA.). 2in.
square, flange mounting. New and Boxed. 7/6 (Post
6d.).
VIBRATOR PACK 21. Delivering approx. 140 v. at
40 mA. (fully smoothed) from 6 v. input. These include
a LT filter, ana contain two metal rectifiers, six .1,
two 4 oF, two 75 pF condensers, etc., five chokes, vib.
transformer, etc. In NEW condition. 16/6.
ACCUMULATORS. Multi -plate, in unspillable celluloid cases, 7 AH, 2 v. 3 }in. x l }in. x 4in., 6/6: 20 AH,
2 v., with built -in hydrometers (ex 58 set), 15' -.
RECEIVER 1225. Complete with five EF50's. two
EF39's, one EB34, these are ideal for 2 metres. ONLY
39/6. 1/6 Post.
POWER PACK 532, with one 5Z4, one VU120 (5 kV),
high voltage rectifier, two high -cycle transformers,
choke, etc. 19/9, complete with our 50 cps. EHT or
HT conversion. To deliver approximately 1,800 v. EHT
or approximately 450 v. at 50 mA. (unsmoothed).

The book...you
cannot keep on the
shelf !

-

EXCHANGE

RADIO
9,

CO.

CAULDWELL STREET, BEDFORD
Phone

:

5568

HOME STUDY
backs radio experience with
sound technical knowledge

-

MANY men who wished to link their
radio experience with a sound technological
backgtound have received successful instruction by means of an I.C.S. Course.
Its value has been proved not only to
amateurs' but to men who already have a
professional .interest in radio and television engineering; including those taking
qualifying examinations. It is invaluable,
also, to students who wish to prepare
themselves for a job in this field. Courses
of Instruction covering radio and, if
necessary, television include the following :

Over 250 pages of technical data and circuit
information are contained in the new Osram

Valve

constant assistance for reference.

rt

contains, among other
things, technical data on :
Osram receiving valves ;
C.E.C. cathode ray tubes;
photocells; germanium
crystals and all other
G.E.C. electronic devices
as

well

as

DON'T

-

YET HAVE A
SEE
E. COPY
YOUR RADIO
DEALER NOW!

PRICE

comparative

and replacement tables ;
typical valve circuits, etc.

V
Dept. PW24, International

IF YOU
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-

Bades., Kingsway, Leaden, W.C.

engineers and

Radio

enthusiasts everywhere are finding it of

Complete Radio Engineering, Radio Service Engineers
Radio Service and Sales, Advanced Short -Wave Radio
and
Radar,. Radio
Electronics,
Elementary
television Technology.
End the 'allowing Radio Examnnations
.
British Institution of Radio Engineers
P.M.G. Certificates for Wireless Operators
City and Guilds Telecommunications
Write today for our FREE " Radio " booklet,
which fully describes the above I.C.S. Courses.
Generous Discount granted to members of H.M.
Forces.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Manual.

(plus ninepence for
postage or packing
if you send for it)
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RADIO

DUKE'S
and Electrical Accessories by Post

CONTROL UNIT. -Including 3)in. tweeter

speaker, 25 resistances; L F. 'trans., 2 instrument type fuses;
7 V. holders (ceramic), 2 Acorns (ceramic), 7 V. controls, relay,
2 co-ax. conn.
Partly wired in clean chassis and cabinet of
pleasing appearance. Could be modified to make receiver or
amplifier. Price 1216, post 21- extra.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM.-Beautifully made movement, perfectly engineered, Type R.O.F.(B) 4551. Could be
modified for use as Exposure -timing Unit, Regulator, Time
Switch or Clock. For the Amateur Mechanic with Ideas. We
can supply drawings of possible modifications.
Complete
unit 816, postage II -.

NO.

18

SHORT -WAVE SUPERHET. -With

a

little

alteration this set makes a first-class portable or car radio.
Free circuits, diagrams and instructions for conversion to
All -Wave. Less valves. Only a few in stock. Price 1516,
postage

116.

MIDGET RECEIVERS. -Four -valve T.R.F. Universal or
A.C., with new and improved circuits in beautiful plastic

cabinet, either ivory, eggshell green, or walnut. An amateur
build this set with practically no previous experience, or
we can supply it assembled ready for use. The only set now
available at this price, 1511216. Assembled, 111151- extra.
Postage and packing 216.
AERIALS.- Tubular copper- plated steel in 3 sections of 4ft.
each. Makes a perfect light- weight fishing -rod. Price 4111, rail
arr. 21 -. Rubber Aerial Bases with fitting to take 12ft.
steel aerial, price 116, post /4d.
can

1

T.V. INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSOR TRAP.-Small
ex -W.D. interference suppressor which has proved to be an
efficient trap for most types of interference. Price 116, post 6d.
EXTENSION SPEAKERS. -Sin. Speaker. Ideal for extensions from commercial receivers, mounted in polished cabinet,
suitable for wall or shelf. Price 1916, postage II -.
Money Back Guarantee.
Cash with Order or C.O.D.

ILFord 0295
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EERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
A.M.I.E.E.,
. CITY AND GUILDS
`"'
GENERAL CERT. OF
i,
EDUCATION
JIGS, TOOLS AND FIXTURES
MATHEMATICS
MECHJOURNALISM
ANICAL ENGINEERING -A.M.I.MECH.E., CITY
AND GUILDS
PLASTICS
PRESS TOOLWORK
RADIO SERVICE ENGINEERING
RADIO (SHORT
WAVE)
SECRETARIAL EXAMS
SALESMANSHIP
SHORTHAND *SHORT TECHNICAL
This book costs you nothing.
SURVEYING
COURSES
TELEBut it offers you rue- TEAR COMMUNICATIONS
TELEVISION
teas in terms of your
WORKS MANAGEMENT.

**

*

*

*

*

OUT

career.

*

*

*

*

1
To

'

the Governor, Dept.

*

*

11.104,

The áIENNIrfT COLLEGE
Sheffield, Eng.
Send me the
free book on how I can Qualify

NAME

AGE

(if under 2I)...

specialised Tutors in
these and many
other subjects give

individual attention
to Bennett College
Students.
Tuition

Please IC'rire in Block Letters.

'

ONLY

and

COMPONENTS.

This
G2iAK

Scotch Boy

" Tape.

Bradmatic heads
EMI and DURF,X

TEST PRODS, for test meters. Red and black, 416 pair.
ELAC FOCUS UNITS, for triode and tetrode tubes.
P.M. type
List, 301 -. Our price, 201 -, post free.
T.V. TUBE MASKS, brand new, new ratio, 151- each, post
;

free.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS,
New..

716 each.

250 v. 60 ma. D.C.

output.

AVO MULTIPLIERS,

By Post,

FOR

NEW

*

.

ADDRESS

BRAND

*

is guaranteed until
1 you Qualify. State
(Subject)
your subject. Send
coupon for prosI pectus.
You can start on a
Bennett
Course

in

SP61,

MORSE PRACTICE SETS, with 'double-action buzzer,
output for 'phones, excellent key, require only 4;F v. battery.
As new, 716, P. & P., II -.
MIDGET OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS for personal
portables, 6 /-. Standard pen., 516. Mike trail's. for M.C.' mikes,
21- ; for carbon, 113 each.
XTAL DIODES, 319 each. Germanium diodes,.516 each.

*

*

HL23DD, 516.

retainers, 4d. Wafer switches, 3 pole, 6 -way, 8d. Colverts
wire wound pots, 25,000 ohms, 1/9. 0.1 mfd. 350v. tubular conds.,
3d. .001 mfd. moulded mica, 4d. .Pressed Metal Sexes, 6 X 9§ x
43 ins., black enamelled, hinged lid, 41 -. 3 ft. lengths co- axial,
3 for 119.
STAMP WITH ALL ENQUIRIES, PLEASE.
EF50

"

-

-

*

ATP4, 2/9.

TAPE -RECORDING EQUIPMENT.
and decks. Audigraph heads from stock.

*
*

*

MISCELLANEOUS

a

ACCOUNTANCY EXAMS
AVIATION
ENGINEERING AND WIRELESS
BOOK- KEEPING
CIVIL SERVICE
COMMERCIAL ART
ALL COM-

a

VP23, 516.

G2AK

toQualify in any
of these subjects
*

high. 6/9 per pair, post paid.

EA50, 213.

-

to those who wish
Q

A standard 2)in. Moving Coil, round, flush mounting, bakelite
cased Meter. Scaled for voltage, current, and resistance ranges.
Mounted in a bakelite case with switch and shunts, etc., for
voltage ranges, current ranges, and two resistance ranges. The
ranges may be easily extended if desired, and a Meter Rectifier
may be fitted for A.C. readings. These Meters make a fine basis
for a really flexible universal Test Instrument, and are offered at
the BARGAIN PRICE OF 1716, WHILE THEY LAST.
METER RECTIFIERS.. Bridge type, 5 mla. 51- post paid.
B.P.L.. INSULATION TEST SETS No. 2. A very useful
instrument, producing a variable voltage of up .to 5,000 volts
A.C. or D.C. A manual voltage control enables the test voltage
to be set at the required value, which is indicated on a 4in. 0 -5,000
volt Meter mounted on the pahel. The fault indicating circuit
employs a " magic eye." This instrument is built in a metal
case 14 x 10 x 10 ins. A few only available at £121101-.
THERMOSTATS. For photographic work, fish tanks, room
temperature control, and many other similar jobs. The heavy
contacts are adjustable within wide limits. Supplied with instructions and typical circuits at only 216 each.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Iron -cored, 465 kc /s, If ins. square by

RECEIVERS, TYPE 3584. New, less valves and "Pye" strip.
Component value E10. Few left, 2816 plus 51- car ,'.

MAIL ORDER OFFICE AT 621

,

SPECIAL OFFER
of

MULTI -RANGE TEST METERS

313.

GRAngewood 6677

FREE,

NOTTING HAM.

EX -GOVT. VALVES, NEW, BOXED.

for Catalogue or Valve List.
DUKES 621, Romford Rd., Manor Park, London, E.121mw

Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex.

RADIO MAIL

4, RALEIGH STREET & 74, MANSFIELD ROAD,

31 ins.

Send stamp

also at 219,

January, 1952

ve
*2011

IV- monthly.

MICROPHONES. Carbon inserts,
3111. Loud

hailer,

716.

216 each.

M.C., No, 7,

'

4,800 volt, for model 40, S1 -, post 9d.
POTENTIOMETERS. 20 k. and 25 k. W.W. 5 w., 21- each.
Carbon, 50 k., 100 k., I meg. and 2 meg., 116 each. 500 ohm

H.D. toroidal, 316 each.
TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm H.D. Twin, 5d. yd. Standard
K25 300 ohm, 9d. yd. K24 150 ohm, 9d. yd. Coax. T.V. cable,
¡in., 113 yd. Packing and postate on cables, 116.
SPECIAL VALVE OFFER .Kit of 4 midget 1.4 v. valves,
I
each 1S5, IRS, 1T4 and 1S4, 301- or 816 each, separately.
Postage free on all orders over £I except where specifically

stated. PLEASE

PRINTYOUR NAME AND ADDRESS.

CHAS. H. YOUNG, C2AK
All Callers to 110 Dale End, Birmingham
CENTRAL

1635

Mail Orders to 102 Holloway Head, Birmingham
MIDLAND 3254
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S HORT -WAVE
MOUE RT
CIRCUITS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
SHORT -WAVE EXPERIMENTERS
By A. W. Mann

It should be realised that a receiver built along
the lines suggested will not provide the amount of
L.F. amplification associated with any of the
L.F. transformer coupling Arrangements. As a
matter of fact it will be much less. The C.W.
enthusiast will, however, find that the additional
gain to be obtained can be used to good purpose.
The additional components required are few and
Apart from the L.F. valve and
inexpensive.
holder, the rest of the components can be ' arranged
THOSE who read and _study publi- tod DX below the chassis. A receiver of this type may be
logs will have noted that the best lists are built on conventional lines, and in a very compact
not always those which have been compiled form
hç the operators of the more expensive short -wave
S.W. Converters
receivers.
While short -wave converters are extensively used
In some instances some of the rare catches are
listed by users of simple one -valve regenerative by the amateur transmitting fraternity, the shortreceivers. This applies especially in the ease of wave listener seems to prefer a complete receiver,
listeners who specialise in the reception of- amateur even of the most modest design:
Some of them have, nb doubt, an old T.R.F. or
C.W. transmissions.
receiver stored away, or know a dealer
superhet
popularity
of
such
simple
the
The main reason for
similar one of the broadcast type taken
has
a
who
-to
-noise
high
signal
of
the
apparatus is because
If one of these old models,
part
exchange.
in,
as
it
asset,
man
is
a
great
C.W.
which
to,
the
ratio,
receiver has outlived its
a
broadcast
hich
as
w
weak
extremely.
times
hear
at
to
him
enables
overhauled, and coupled up to a
signals which would be "below the noise level of usefulness, isconverter,
loudspeaker reception of a
short -wave
'
multi -stage 'receivers.
of possibility.
The Occasion arises, however, when the desire for very high order is within the bounds
I qualify those remarks by adding that I followed
a little more amplification is felt. The most satisfactory way of obtaining this, and at the same time the procedure outlined, many years ago, and
obtain a satisfactory .signal -to -noise ratio, is to remember that the most successful DX listener of
add one or more high -frequency stages: In the these days used an old superhet in conjunction
interests of "selectivity .'and low
H7:4"
noise ratio they should be tuned.
SOKf1
s.w
HFC.
This, of course, will require a
little extra outlay unless the
n0-\
Phones z..-0
necessary components are to
N
hand. While readers will appreciate the advantages of H.F.
'

amplification, there are perhaps
some who hesitate, for the time
being, to incur the necessary
expense.

pF

-R.C.C. Amplification

Fortunately, there is a very
useful alternative available,
which can be used to advantage,
and at low cost. Fig. 1 shows
a simple arrangement in theoretical form which will prove to
be a good compromise. This is
in the form of a regenerative
detector, -followed by a stage of
resistance capacity coupled -LF
amplification.

220

MCI

0001
PF

React,

--0
//T-

,C-1'
Fuse

GB
GB+

L

T

O

Fig.

i.- Theoretical

St/ LT
I
-O
circuit of a simple two-valve?.
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a commercially- produced converter. What

is

more, he won at least one DX listening competition
wing that combination; and all on 'phone reception.
Old hands will remember Bob Everard.
As the operation of short -wave converters
appears to be well understood, I am presenting only
a theoretical circuit diagram, Fig. 2. This can be
used with a battery -type receiver. For use with
an A.C. receiver an A:C. type is recommended.
Before going further, I must add that this type
of converter, while capable of providing good
results, is productive of second-channel effects :and
is out of date when compared with the` triode
hexode and triode pentode types. It is therefore
presented only with the idea of providing the

experimenter with circuit details of the most
simple converter in order that he can build it for
tests in conjunction with an old B.C. type superhet
or T.R.F.
Should the results obtained provo that the
construction of a modern type converter would be
well worth considering, he could go ahead with
confidence and some experience of converter
operation. The modern type, however, should
include at least one H.F. stage.
,

'Phone Output Filter
Users of regenerative short- wave receivers are
sometimes troubled with headphone lead capacity.
While the inclusion of output choking arrangements
of the L.F. type, if included in the receiver, will in
some instances cure the trouble, this is not always
t he case. Much depends on the receiver design and
layout.
Those who have receivers in use which are
prone to this defect might care to try the idea as
outlined at Fig. 3. This could be built into a
suitable metal box which should be earthed, or a
wooden box fitted with an earthing terminal or
"socket respectively.
This headphone output filter unit incorporates
two standard short -wave chokes and two fixed
condensers. Jack sockets or other arrangements for
coupling are a matter of choice. An additional
output jack socket could be wired in parallel,
allowing two pairs of headphones to be used when
required.
.

Troubles
This brings to mind

other troubles usually
associated with regenerative short -wave receivers.
In an effort to obtain smooth regeneration it is worth
while including a variable by-pass condenser
between the detector anode and earthed side of
filament. A .0001 µF trimmer type is the most
suitable.
With the lowest wavelength coil plugged into the
coil -holder, tune in a transmission at the lower end
of the scale and adjust the by -pass condenser to the
point where the smoothest regeneration is obtained.
As is well known, wander plugs should be made
to wander and various voltages tried on the
detector anode, and H.F. valve anodes and screens,
the full 120 or 150 volts 'being applied te the anode
of the output valve.
If an H.T. battery eliminator is used in place
of an H.T. battery, extra decoupling and smoothing
may be required, depending on the suitability of
t 1e nliiiiinator for use with short -wave receivers.
'

January, 1952

A useful aid to stability, and also a help in
removing slight traces of mains húm when using
some types of H.T. eliminator with regenerative
short -wave receivers, is a .1 ¡sF non -inductive
flied condenser between the " earthy " end of the
grid coil and the chassis. Note here that the type
of fixed condenser specified has a black ring around
the body at one end. This end goes to earth;
Also, while satisfactory when tuning down to
13 metres, when incorporated in receivers tuning
down to ten, regeneration is in some instances
unobtainable with triode detector circuits:
Not everyone is successful when first using
screen -grid valves as detectors. 'While they follow

circuit recommendations, regeneratiòn is uneven,
due to dead spots in tuning. Now the secret of
success with this type of detector is to make
HFC

SOpF

0001

.0002

2.- Simple

To

of

fief

,uF

Fig.

HT+

one-valve converter.

provision, via a potentiometer, for varying the
screen voltage. In seine circuits a 10(1 n" type
is specified, but I find that one of half that vela e is
more satisfactory.
Dead spots have been dealt with by the writer
and others on several occasions, and I do not
propose to deal fully with them here. There are
two points worth mentioning concerning' them.
A series aerial pre -set condenser is, not always the
final remedy in removing them throughout the full
tuning range. The same applies to untuned H.F.
stages.
Much depends on the general design of the
receiver, the voltages used on anode and screens,
the suitability of the H.F. chokes, also coil design
and wiring. Dead spots may be of the absorption
type or cancellation type. The point to note is
that while the application of one suggested idea
may prove to be an effective cure in some instances,
a quite different approach may be necessary in
others, irrespective as to type.
L.F. Amplification
One of the most popular methods of transformer
coupling as applied to short -wave receivers is
parallel feed. Here again some experimenters fail
to achieve satisfactory results in applying this form
of coupling.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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This is usually because a standard type of L.F.
transformer is used. Several, standard -types may
be used successfully, while there are others which
are unsuitable. If possible use 'a transformer
specially designed for the purpose: Failing this,
run comparative tests with the standard models
you have to hand. Satisfaction is, of course,
assured when a specially designed model is

23

Volume Control

Every type of receiver with more than two
valves should be fitted with orie or more volume
controls. A two-valver using triodes need not be
fitted with such controls, although in the case of a
pentode output stage being used, an L.F. volume
control' would be an asset for cutting down the
volume of the most powerful transmissions. Where
H.F. stages are used, the screen voltage potentioused.
It was common practice here and in the united meter will effectively reduce the input volume to
States some years ago to bail& straight circuits the detector. Variation of this control will,
and T.R.F. 'types in which two stages of trans- however, have an adverse effect on the tuning dial
former L.F. coupling were used. This type of calibration.
The fitting of both H.F. and L.F. volume controls
is strongly advised in the case of loudspeaker
short -wave type receivers. It is surprising how
background can be reduced and weak signals built
Phone
up under noisy receiving conditions, when mush is
Jack
predominant.

Ultrasonic Testing

Fig. 3.

-A

useful phone filter.

receiver when built by inexperienced constructors
proved to be most unsatisfactory, dire to instability.
Much better receivers of this type could be
built today, because decoupling would be.included.
It is far better either to use one R.C.C. stage
followed by a transformer-coupled stage, using a
really first -class L.F. transformer, or on the other
hand to use one stage of L.F. with the pentode
type of output valve.
This would be more satisfactory considering the
fact that signal -to -noise ratio is a factor which
must be taken into consideration.
Plug -in Coils
Plug -in coils can be wound successfully on
standard commercial type formers. Published
data should be followed if a full set of coils are to
be wound to meet specific requirements. By following this procedure and adhering to the specifications,
success should follow.
While one may follow " cut-and -try " methods,.
in the case of a, single coil, it is not advisable in the
case of a full set, as threaded formers do not
lend themselves to repeated unsoldering, unless
of the detachable base type. Even then it is
unwise to apply a hot soldering iron too often, or
loose pins may result. " Cut- and -try " methods
are best confined to valve base and paxolin former
type coils.
Band- spread
You may of may not be in favour of bandspread tuning. I have read references to it as
being unnecessary in some particular design, as a
slow-motion dial was included. Every one to his
fancy, of course, but at the same time it is a good
idea to leave sufficient space for an additional

bandspread condenser dial.
Mechanical or sotne method of electrical band spread may be used, and while I have nothing
against the former method, of which there are some
fine examples, personal preference is for the
electrical methods.

waves of so high a pitch that they cannot
SOUND
be heard by the human ear are now being
used to examine tyres for flaws which can be neither
seen, felt nor detected by X -rays.
Passed through water, these ultrasonic waves,
as they are called, will detect in a tyre an air film
as thin as 15 /1;000in. Research workers at the
Dunlop Research Centre and the General Electric
Company have therefore jointly designed an
instrument which generates ultrasonic waves under
water by quartz crystals coupled to a source of

high -frequency electrical impulses.
Crystal Oscillator

A quartz crystal generator is placed within the
arc of a tyre cover slowly turning round with the
lower part under water and the waves pass through
the cover in all directions. If there is the slightest
lack of adhesion between the 70 or 80 pieces from
which the tyre may be built, an air film will be
present and the waves will 'pin -point the flaw on
a dial.
The new technique should prove a valuable
addition to possible existing -inspection methods,
and will be particularly useful in dealing with
covers returned from service to be retreaded. The
first of the new instruments has been installed at
Fort Dunlop and will be used for a wide range of
covers from 14in. to 24in. in rim diameter, 4in.
to 17in. in width and up to 300lb. in weight.

BUILDING THE "PRACTICAL
WIRELESS" TELEVISION RECEIVER
A large number of readers unable to obtain back numbers
of the issues containing the series of articles on the construction of the " Practical Wireless " television receiver
have asked us to reprint these articles in book form. This
has now been done, and copies may be obtained from or
through any newsagent, or for 3s. 9d. by post from us.
Orders should be addressed to The Publisher, Book
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Printed on good quality paper,
this 32 -page book gives complete stage -by -stage instructions
for the construction of this highly efficient 18 -valve television
receiver, which received so many favourable comments
when it was exhibited on our stand at the recent Radio
Show at Birmingham.
In order to secure a copy of thus limited edition readers
should place their orders without delay.
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1

Mc 's TE`
By J.

S.

to opposite ends of a piece of
broom handle 6in. long ; that for
the oscillator is of 60 turns, tapped
at 20 turns up from the chassis
end for thé cathode connection,
whilst the other coil consists of one
winding of only 55 turns. The
object of the lower number of turns
is to allow less capacitance to be
used in the oscillator circuit to
enable a higher " Q " to be obtained
for that circuit.
The small components of the .oscillator ,circuit can
b e mounted
............_....._.................._.
on the valve' holder of the
Constructional detai
EL33.
signed to measure fro;
All the small
pF in two ranges.
The compact assembly may be seen here.
condensers in
material can be obtain,
new material is specific(
this piece of
WITH the coming of television to many areas
apparatus should be of the ..that were not previously served, the need silvered mica type, or ceramics,
for a 1 Mc /s capacity bridge at a reasonable as paper types are of very little use as they
price has arisen, especially in those shops find greatly reduce the " Q " of the circuits, with the
laboratories that do servicing and experimental result of greatly impaired accuracy.
work. Whilst it cannot be said that the readings
The detector consists of a 6C5 connected as a
at 1 Mc,/s are as accurate as those made at, say, delayed leaky-grid detector with a 3Ka2 cathode
/s,
50 Mc
they are a far better guide than those load to provide the delay voltage. The use of a
made at, say, 50 cycles. This 1 megacycle bridge delayed detector allows a " magnification " of the
will measure up to .001 teF in two ranges, 0 -75 and peak by rectifying the voltage developed across the
75- 1,000. Most of the components can be obtained
circuit only when it has reached -a certain value.
on the ex -W.D. market, but I do not recommend In this particular instrument an accuracy of 1 /100
that valves other than those specified be used, as
Ñ
the operation of the circuit is rather critical but
Coa. 7S
quite robust.
;.; O O
The principle of the bridge is very simple, it is
.-I
that when a resonant circuit is in tune with an
oscillator 'and loosely coupled with it, the voltage
a developed across the tuned circuit is at a maximum
when tuned to the same frequency as the oscillator.
If, then, there is a variable condenser in the tuned
circuit and at maximum it resonated with the
oscillator, and a small condenser is connected
(
a
across the circuit, an amount equal to the capacity
a
of the new condenser will have to be taken out on
the variable condenser before the balance can be
restored. For this type of circuit it will be realised
that balance between the two circuits is essential,
and also that the oscillator must be stable.
Fig. i. -The
The oscillator, which incidentally has to supply
quite an amount of power under load conditions,
employs a !dullard EL33 triode connected. This
LIST OF C(
valve was chosen because of its very high slope
V1-EL33.
R4-30K1.
(10 mA /V) and exceptional stability, although
V2-6C5.
R5-1.5 RD 5W.
V3-Y63.
CI, C2, C3 and CI
several other types were tried. The only other type
RI, R2 and R6-1M.0.
C4-5 pF variable.
worthy of mention is an A.C. /D.C. type for those
R3
-3K0.
C5-520 pF (see te7
who want to make a universal version of the
L1 -55 turns of wire wound in a single
bridge, and that is the KT33C made by Osram.
L2-60 turns of wire wound at other
The two coils are wound with 28 S.W.G. wire on
,41111.1MIW,EWM.!n..1141.!,i1,1i,a1M1,.11041M1n11=1,001,.,ompi
S

-

0,

-
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i

)ALL

part bf the scale can be easily

obtained. The coupling from the
detector to the Y63 is by means of
a 1 megohm resistor decoupled
with a 500 pF condenser. The
Y63 is readily available but suffers
from the disadvantage that it is
of the variable mu type. If it is
possible to obtain, a Y62 would be
much better as it has a " straight "
characteristic ; the Y6I is not suitable as it will not handle the
voltage required.
The Condenser

in instrument depF and 75 -1,000
vyh some of the)
e ex -W.D. market, i

condenser used
is a 0 -75 pF
ceramic variThe finished instrwnent in its case.
able, but if so
!a far more reliable. i
required a
the type made by Erie mounted across them. The
0 -100 can be used, but then a
scale different from the one method of obtaining the balance between the two
given will have to be used, and worked out. The circuits is by setting the two variables to maximum
small 5 pF condenser across the indicator is for capacity, then setting the trimmer to balance
balancing out the capacity of leads by removing that is the condition where the shadow is the
up to its own capacity from the circuit. In prac- largest on the Y63. The instrument must be put
tice I find that it is very rarely used, as on the into a case made of metal in order that the stray
high range the strays can usually be ignored, radiation (which is in the broadcast band) may be
whilst on the low range they can be read off kept to a minimum.
the scale and subtracted from the total. The
520 pF is made up of 500 pF in silvered mica The Power Unit
condensers, with a 5-40 pF ceramic trimmer of
The power unit consists of a metal rectifier and
an Elston pre -amp. transformer. This transformer
has a 6.3 volt and a 250 volt winding, and as the
full H.T. current is not drawn, the slight overload
on the heater supply is of no consequence. The
smoothing is not in the least critical, and the 16 -16
iF condensers used just happened to be handy,
and the resistor is a 1,500 ohm 5 watt vitreous
type that was also at hand. All the other resistors
A.C.
can be of ¡ watt rating.
o: Mains
The actual design of the mounting brackets for
the components will depend on. the cases at hand.
41.
If the maker is not too particular there is one
ready -made form of case which is available from
the grocer's shop and that is the half -sized biscuit
tin. The writer, who has his own small press shop,
made his case out of a square of 22 G steel sheet
18in. by 18in., and the four corners are cut out
al circuit.
4in. deep and out of each side a piece }in. square is
cut out. The first folds are made ¡in. in qn all sides,
to form the top flange on which the top panel
ONENTS
rests ; the folds for the sides are then made.
C6-75 pF variable.
This type of case can be beaten out, using a block
C8-.001 /F.
pF.
of hard wood. This mode of fabrication will not,
C9 and C10 -16-16 pF 350 v.
however, be as neat as a pressed job. The final
Tl-Elstone pre -amp. transformer.
operation is to solder the seams. For this latter
on a piece of lin, diameter wood.
operation there is nothing to beat Arras solder,
of fbrmer, tapped at 20 turns.
made by Multieore Solders, Ltd., as it will take

-
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The pointer was made from an old knob with a
readily on slightly tarnished steel without the aid
of spirits. When finished, joints made with this standard lin. drilling stuck to it, and was cut out of
solder should be 'washed to remdve any surplus Perspex. The material used for cement consisted
of a quantity of Perspex made into a jelly with
flux.
The panel can be best made out of a loin. square chloroform, and thinned out to a usable state with
of 16 G aluminium. This metal can be finished very equal parts of ether and trichlorethylene. This
nicely if rubbed in one direction only with fine
emery cloth, being very careful not to touch the
panel with the fingers. The surface when so treated
,::.....
will take Indian ink very easily, and if by any chance
a slip is made it can be removed by washing with
water. The scale can best be drawn with the aid of
a pair of compasses ; in order that the centre can be
found accurately a small cork should be inserted
into the hole where the " tuning '' arm will protrude.
The printing and figures will look really professional
if done with the aid of Uno stencils. The panel
should be given a coat of clear copal varnish for
protection, and allowed to dry well before assembly.
Making the Scale
With the 75pF timing condenser, it is quite an
easy job to divide the scale into 15 equal parts
and then sub -divide these into 5. Fig. 3 shows how
the scale is divided with the aid of a set square and
compass. The main lines are drawn in very lightly
with the aid of a set square, and the resulting
divisions again divided by " bisecting " the angle
with the aid of compasses ; the remaining divisions
can be gauged by eye.
The handles, which serve as guards for the pointer
and the top of the Y63, are made out of ¡in. by ¡in.
brass strip Bin: long. The pillars that support the
handle are made of tin. diameter brass rod, and are
Thin. long with join. of B.S.F. thread. This was
used as it is finer than Whitworth, and just over
}in. is cut on the other end. There is a tapped hole
in the handle to take the top of the stud, which is
screwed in tight, and the small, protruding part of
the stud filed off level with the handle. The two
spacers are made out of a piece of suitable tube
fin. diameter and lin. long, and fixing is by means
of a nut which _holds the handle in place. The use
of handles on cases not only makes the instruments
more portable but protects them.

Another view of the interior of the meter.

cement will stick almost any plastic, as nearly all are
soluble in one or more of these three solvents, so
that the resulting job is nearer to being a weld
than the normal " glued " joint.
The high range is obtained by placing a 75 pF
Radius
marked off

(Concluded on pale 42.)
J Radius marked off

/8'

Bend along

dotted

J8"

f square

cut-outs

lÁ-

.

Feg. z. Details of the chassis.

Fig. 3 (above). How to mark out the dial.
Fig. 4 (below). How the condenser is made up.
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SUPERHET

versus

T.R.F.

A REPLY TO SOME CRITICISMS, AND SOME DIFFICULTIES EXPLAINED
By W.

J.

Delaney (G2FMY)

NUMBER
UMBER of criticisms have been received
concerning the range of T.R.F.
circuits which have been published in these
pages. Quite naturally, the critics are those who,
for some reasons or another, favour the superhet
type of receiver, but there is a widespread opinion
that the superhet is a better receiver than. the
T.R.F. It is proposed, therefore, to try and show
here that this is not necessarily so, and that in the
hands of the average amateur a T.R.F. circuit may
give very much better results than a superhet,
at a lower cost, and with múch less difficultyeither in construction or in maintenance. Let us
take, first of all, a general survey of two four-valve
receivers of each class.: In the superhet these
would be employee as frequency changer, I.F.
amplifier, second detector combined with first L.F.,
and an output. stage. The T.R.F. would consist
of either one H.F., detector, L.F. and output, or
two H.F.s, detector and output -the former being
more common. Now on the score of expense the
valves for the superhet would cost slightly more,
due to the frequency- changer valve, but the coils
would be much more expensive. For the T.R.F.
there would be just two sets, the H.F. or aerial
coils and the intervalve coupling coils. Ignoring
for the moment the type, of coils, that is whether
they are simple dual -range or four or five-range
coils, in the superhet we have the aerial or H.F.
coils as with the other receiver, and in place of the
intervalve coils are the oscillator coils. These will
have to have padding or tracking condensers
associated with them which result in a slight increase
in price, but in addition to these there are needed
two I.F. transformers. These will cost, say, 10s.
the pair. For the rest of the two circuits there may
be a slight increase in parts for the superhet due
to the A.V.C. circuits, which are generally included.
Therefore a superhet is dearer to construct.

A

Range and Stability

The next and most important point is the
performance which is given for the amount of
money which is expended, and it is here that there
should be a difference. Fig. 1 shows a block
diagram of a T.R.F. receiver of the four -valve
type, which we are taking as our standard for
1R.F,

L

A.F

Output

Fig. z. Block diagram of a standard type of
four-valve T.R.F. circuit.

comparison purposes. It will be seem that the
signal is amplified by one stage before rectification
and that the remaining stages merely provide A.F.
amplification. Therefore, all that can be done
regarding selectivity, etc., must be done in the one
stage and the amplification will depend upon the
type of valve which is used. In the following figure

we have the comparable superhet in which the
detector is now the third of the links and conse-

quently the signal has passed through two stages
with the associated timing devices. It is natural
to suppose, therefore, that it will receive greater'
amplification, and due to the' additional tuning

F/c

/.F

Oet aAF

(output

Fig. 2. Block diagram of a standard type of
four-valve superhet circuit.

stages it will be simpler to separate closely adjacent
signals-in other words, it should be more selective.
Actually, of course, that is the real position -the
superhet for the same number of valves should
have a greater range of reception and should be
much more selective. But there - is a big snag
to this, and that lies in the following explanation.
For the purpose of this explanation,- of course,
intricacies such as second- channel interference,
image rejection, etc., are being ignored, although
they complicate the superhet circuit. Foi those
who are not too sure of how the superhet works
it may be repeated that, briefly, the tuning between
the aerial and the first valve is exactly the, saine
coil is tuned by a
as with any other receiver
variable condenser to the frequency of the desired
signal. Between the frequency -changer and the
I.F., and between the I.F. and the detector, however; are further tuned stages, and it would be a
difficult matter to tune all of these cireuits to
exactly the same frequency. Consequently, the
two latter sets of. coils are tuned to one frequency
only (known as the intermediate frequency) and
arrangements are made in the frequency-changer
stage to convert or change the signal frequency to
this intermediate frequency. There is, therefore,
another tuned circuit which is ganged with the main
aerial tuning circuit, but the coils have different
values or are adjusted by means of small pre -set
condensers to have values such that as the signal
is tuned the ganged tuning condenser adjusts this
other set of coils at a different rate and produces
the difference frequency which is passed on. It
should now be obvious where the first big snag
in the superhet arises. The fixed -tuned coils
between the first three valves are each of the
transformer type and are, in fact, called the I.F.
(intermediate frequency) transformers. The diagram on p. 28 shows in very skeleton form the
arrangement so far described. LI is the ordinary
tuning circuit, and the variable condenser across
it is ganged with the condenser across L2, which is
the oscillator coil and which has to be tuned to
a point slightly different from LI, so that a beat
or difference frequency may be 'set up within
the frequency- changer valve for subsequent
amplification.
Coils L3, L4, L5 and L8 must all be accurately
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tuned:to this difference or intermediate frequency, capacities, one circuit is slightly high. If the
and obviously if one of them is slightly out or amateur does not hit on that particular circuit
off-tune, amplification and selectivity will suffer. when -he goes to trim for loudest background
Usually these I.F. transformers Are supplied with noise, he will adjust all the other circuits to that
the trimmers ready adjusted by the manufacturers single faulty one and thus will have all his I.F.s
to the commonly used I.F. (465 kcfs), but there at, say, 468 or even 470 kc /s. Obviously, therefore,
will be stray capacities introduced by the wiring if he adjusts the oscillator circuit on one station
which will vary with each individual receiver, and to maximum results, he will have adjusted the
these call for a slight re- adjustment of the trimmers.

+

The Oscillator

By far the most important circuit, however, is
the oscillator stage, which is the coil marked L2
:in Fig. 3. As already stated, this has to provide
the I.F. from each signal which is tuned, and
without going into a lot of detail and calculations
it may be said that it is extremely difficult to obtain
the exact I.F. at every setting of the tuning condenser on one coil. When all-wave coil sets are
employed the difficulty is increased. It becomes
obvious from what has been said that some
apparatus is required whereby one can be certain,
Ifirstly, that the I.F. transformers are all correctly
tuned to the required I.F., and secondly, that the
oscillator circuit is correctly adjusted that the I.F.
is produced at as many points as possible, and this
means that a reliable signal generator is required.
Very few amateurs possess such a piece of equipment and therefore they will be unable to get the
best from a superhet. With the T.R.F. as shown
in Fig. 1, however, all that is necessary is to trim
or adjust the two sets of coils at all settings required,
and this may be .carried out on a received signal
comparatively easily. It might be pointed out
here, that with most superhets, even those of
commercial design, the tracking or alignment of
the tuned and oscillator circuits is usually carried
out at thief; points on the dial-at each end and in
the centre of the scale, and as a matter of interest
it is instructive to take a laboratory-aligned
superhet, tune to a signal about two -thirds of the
way round the dial (preferably a very weak one)
and then carefully adjust the oscillator trimmer or
tracker for that particular range. In most cases it
will be found that the signal strength may be
improved, but the trimmer should be put back to
its original position, otherwise the tracking will be
out at some other part of the scale-and perhaps
the error may be very large at some particular
setting. It is obvious, therefore, that the correct
adjustment of all these variables without a signal
generator is a difficult proposition, and, although
very good results may be obtained on one or two
stations, the overall performance of the receiver
may fall far short of that obtained with a T.R.F.,
in which such a high standard of accuracy is not
required.
A Misconception

Incidentally, before closing it may be desirable
to correct a popular misconception concerning the
lining -up of a superhet without instruments. One
often hears the instruction given to the amateur to
adjust the l.F.s first by using the A.F. volume
control and adjusting the I.F. trimmers for the
loudest background noise. This, of course, merely
indicates that all the I.F. circuits are tuned to the
same frequoneN and gives no indication that they
are tuned to the correct setting. For instance, they
may be 465 kc con wonents, in which, due to stray

L3 L4

~+

L5 L6

L1

L2

Fig.

3.-Simplified

diagram of the tuning found in

a circuit of the Fig. 2 type.

oscillator to provide a beat of 468 or 470 kefs, and
the design of the coils will not permit of the tuning
holding that difference throughout the tuning
range, and as a result he will find that the receiver
is perhaps completely dead at one end of the scale
whilst in one small area it is quite lively.
To sum up, therefore, .unless you have access
to a reliable calibrated signal generator, a superhet
may give a worse over -all performance than a
simple T.R.F. receiver.
,

Radio Direction- finding
the war much progress was made in
DURING
Germany in radio direction -finding.
For

example, there were devised some novel arrangements to improve-the accuracy of both directionand position-finding.
Radio Research Special
Report No. 21, published for D.S.I.R. by H.M.S.O.
and now on sale price 3s. 6d., contains translations
of nine papers written by German _technical experts
in this field of radio. Seven of the papers were
presented originally at an official German conference on navigational aids and allied problems
held at Landsberg in 1944, and two are later contributions. The report should be of considerable
interest to contemporary scientific and technical
workers on this subject.
Some of the papers contain the results of fundamental investigations designed to demonstrate the
limitations in the accuracy of finding a position or
direction imposed by wave propagation and other
conditions. The relative merits of determining
direction by the measurement of phase difference
and time of arrival of the various component waves
are discussed. Other papers describe the principles
and experience obtained with new techniques
demonstrating the influence of aerial spacing, 'a
topic which has now become familiar to all those
concerned with recent developments in the subject
of radio direction -finding.
The papers are published under the name of the
original author and the translations were provided
by the Admiralty.
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Noise Limiters
IMPROVEMENTS TO LONG -DISTANCE RECEIVERS
By T. W. Dresser

THE primary áim of all short -wave listeners
and transmitting amateurs being to receive
the desired signal as loud and clear as
human ingenuity will permit, it follows that a noiselimiting arrangement in tha circuit is a necessity,
particularly within city areas where car ignition
systems, refrigerators, vacuum cleaners, flashing
neon signs and other unsuppressed apparatus can
play havoc with reception.
The trouble, hitherto, has been that large

numbers of limiting circuits have been published,
many of them involving considerable wiring changes
and receiver re- alignment, and quite a lot laying
claim to special virtues, and in consequence many
amateurs either consider them not worth the trouble
involved or become confused by the multiplicity
of types available and by the claims made for
them.
This article, therefore, has been written in an
endeavour 'to clear up the situation as far as
possible and also to show that wiring a limiter
into any receiver need not necessarily mean a lot
of hard work or Major changes.
First, let us get a clear idea of the purpose of a
limiter. Expressed very simply, it is that any

Two Types

There are two common types of limiting circuit
in use to -day, the " clipper " or shunt circuit and
the series or " gate " arrangement. The clipper
was the first circuit of the sort devised purely for
noise elimination and its method of operation was
to reduce the level of all signals to a predetermined
figure by means of a manually adjusted potentiometer. The methód had one big disadvantage
in that a change of signal strength was usually
followed by a burst of noise or a considerable
amount of distortion, and ultimately the limiting
circuit was tied in with the AVC system in order
to overcome this defect and to provide automatic
operation. Modem clipper circuits remain substantially the same, the diode functioning as a
one -way conductor of low resistance which shunts
the valve anode load resistance until little or no
noise signal remains' in the anode 'circuit
(Fig: 2).
The series -type limiter also utilise" the one -way
conductivity of the diodo but in a different manner.
It can be compared with a gate allowing a I signals

-

Noise Peaks Level/ed Off

Fig.

I.-Noise peaks. and

the effect of clipping them.

noise limiter is there to remove or reduce signals of
high amplitude and short duration which occur
at irregular intervals in ,time. This definition
covers noise due to the types of electrical gear
mentioned in paragraph one, similar., interference
signals from other¿ electrical and medico -electrical
apparatus ,and .also that caused by atmospherics,
more commonly known nowadays as static, which
embraces distant thunderstorms and cloud discharges generally. As these noise. pulses occur at
irregular intervals (see Fig. 1) their average power
is low ; but the peak power of any one pulse may be,
and often is, .many times greater than that of the
desired signal. As, a result the wanted signal is
blanked out and some sections, of the receiver are
sèverely.overloaded by the noise pulse. Fortunately,
however, the duration of these pulses is usually very
short and the receiver can be silenced for such a
Short period of time without the human ear detecting
the break.
.

Fig.

2.- Simple clipper

circuit.

-

to pass except those which read. a certain level
generally about .60 per cent. :above the carrier
level or AVC voltage. A pulse of such magnitude
promptly causes the diode to cut out for the period
of its duration.
Except in certain instances germanium crystals
may be used in place of diode valves and in some
cases are to be preferred. In the simple form of
limiter shown in Fig. 2, for instance, a crystal
cannot be used a,s it may be damaged by stray high
voltages. But on the other hand, a crystal is to be
preferred for the shunt circuit of Fig. 3 because its
lower forward resistance, of about 350 ohms as
compared with the diode's 1,000, ensures a better
performance. This circuit is probably one of the
cheapest, there is toinstall, using only two additional
components. Moreover, it provides automatic
adjustment, no reduction in audio' signal voltage,
and it introduces no. noticeable distortion at modulation levels up.tp .100 per. cent. It can also be used
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with infinite impedance detectors by changing -over
the crystal connections.
The circuit functions in the following manner :
the condenser C charges up to the level of the D.C.
voltage appearing at point A, as the forward
resistance of the crystal diode is so low. That is,
on sei unmodulated signal.
When the signal is modulated the condenser
charges to the peak value of the modulation and
retains the charge indefinitely since the resistance
of the crystal against discharge is hundreds of
thousands of ohms. Similarly, where noise and signal
exist in the circuit the condenser voltage remains
substantially constant and the noise peaks are
cut down to the level of the peak value of the wanted
HTf

' January, 1952

-

pulses, although it does involve some additional
components and another diode valve. Here again
a crystal cannot be substituted as the limiter is
across approximately two megohms resistance and
the forward resistance of the crystal is too low for
good operation.
In Fig. 5 is shown a series -type limiter which will
give a good performance on most signals but is not
very satisfactory on music as it introduces a fair
amount of distortion. This is a minor matter with
amateurs, however, as they are principally interested
in speech and code, but a switch has been
incorporated to cut out the limiter and thereby
allow normal operation, on music.
In considering adding a limiter to a receiver the
amount of work involved must depend upon the
circuit used. The majority of commercial all-wave
receivers use double -diode triodes , as second
detectors and when `these have cathode biasing it
is not a simple matter to make the change. In fact,
probably the easiest way is to add another double diode to the circuit, using one -half as limiter and the
other as second detector and use just the triode
section of the original DDT in its normal function of
/FT

To

Grid

of audio
A.V

stage

C.

47KC)

IMO

O2pF

B@OKp

IO0pF
each

Fig. 3.

Noise

Limiter

-In this shunt circuit a crystal diode is used.

signal. For all practical purposes a condenser of
about 0.4 or 0.5 //F. is very suitable. Other values
are likely to upset the AVC timing or cut the low frequency response.
Favourite Circuit
A favourite noise limiter with many amateurs is
that given in Fig. 4. It is an excellent arrangement
for removing. high -level ignition and similar noise
IFT

2nd ()et. No/

Limiter

Output
Stage

To

audio

stages

500

KO
Volume

AVC.

Control

.05
pF

Fig.

4.-A favourite

.0/
I./F

circuit for noise limitation.

first audio amplifier. Where the second detector is a
simple double -diode, as in many communication
and home -built receivers, the modifications are few
in number and quite easy to carry out.
In conclusion do not expect any limiter to reduce
mains hum or any other sinusoidal noise signal.
They are not built for that. Hum and interference
signals from apparatus in your own home can be
suppressed easily enough with 0.1 /eF. mica con densers to ground from the'mains connections and
these precautions 'will give` your limiter. a- better.
chance to do its job properly. One thing you will
discover, however, is that the little labour used in
fitting a noise limiter is well repaid by the marked
improvement in your short -wave reception.

NEWNES SHORT -WAVE MANUAL
6/ -, or 6/6 by post from
Fig.

5.- Series

type limiter not suitable for music
reproduction.

Tower
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.
House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2
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BUILDs YOUR OWN
MODERN RECEIVER
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taget it, at
SOME POPULAR KITS
and CIRCUITS for
EASY ASSEMBLY by the
HOME CONSTRUCTOR

TER

for
the normal cost

_

ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS

A MIDGET 4- STATION
*RECEIVER
for A.C. mains.

" PRE -SET " SUPERHET.
Designed to receive any three
stations on Medium Waveband and one on Long Wave by the
turn of a Rotary Switch, no Tuning being necessary. The
Complete Assembly Instructions. showing the Wiring Diagram, Component Layout, and Point to Point connections,
together with a Component Price List, available for 1/9.
PERA. 4 -VALVE T.R.F. BATTERY PORTABLE
SONAL " SET, available as a Complete Kit of Parts or by
purchase of the Components separately. The complete
price details, including an Individual Component Price List,
are included in our set of Assembly Instructions, which
is obtainable for 9d.
A MIDGET 4-VALVE SUPERHET. PERSONAL 'SET.
*covering
Long and Medium Wavebands' and designed for
Mains or Battery operation- This receiver is designed to
operate on A.C. mains or by an " All-dry " Battery either
method is selected by means of a Rotary Switch. It is so
designed that the Mains Section is supplied as a separate
section which may be incorporated at any time. The set,
therefore. can be made either as an All -dry " Battery
Personal set or as a Midget Receiver for Combined Mains/
Battery operation. The Assembly Instructions, which
include Wiring Diagrams and Practical Component Layouts,
are available for 1/9. This includes a separate Components
Price List.
TUNING UNITS. A publication showing how to make three
* different
types of Tuning Units. 1. A 1-Valve T.R.F. Unit.
covering Long and Medium WBands. 2. A Superhet. Unit.
covering S.. M. and L. Wavebands. 3. A 4 " Pre -Set"
Station Superhet. Unit, providing three Stations on Medium
and one Station on Long Waves. The Manual, price 2/8:
shows Wiring Diagrams, Practical Layouts and Component

*asTHE
MIDGET A.C. MAINS 3 -VALVE RECEIVER
designed and published by " Wireless World," covering

Long and Medium Wavebands. Cost of all Components to
build this set is £4/1719. A reprint of the complete Assembly
Instructions, including Practical Layouts, is available
for 9d.
WORLD " MIDGET 'A.C. MAINS
* THE " WIRELESS
2 -VALVE RECEIVER. We can supply all the components
including Valves and MICoil Speaker, to build this set for
83/1010. Reprint of the original Assembly Instructions and
Circuit may be obtained for 9d.
PORTABLE'
* THE " SUMMER ALL-DRY " BATTERY
as published in the June issue of " Practical Wireless."
We can supply from stock all of the Components to build
this Midget 3 -Valve Receiver. A reprint of the complete
article and circuits. including Practical Layout and Component Price List is available for 11 -.
A COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS to build a MIDGET "All *dry
" BATTERY ELIMINATOR, giving approx. 69 volts
and 1.4 volts. This eliminator is suitable for use with 4 -valve
Superhet. Personal Sets. It is easily and quickly assembled
and is housed in a case size 41ín. x llin. x Min. Price of
Complete Kit. 42/8. In addition we can offer a similar complete kit to provide approx. 90 volts and 1.4 volts. Size of
assembled unit lin. x 2íin. x lifn. Price 4718.
For £6'5/0. A Complete Kit of Parts, including Drilled
* Chassis
and Valves, to build a 6 to 8 watt PUSH -PULL
AMPLIFIER for operation on A.C. Mains. Incorporates
Tone Control and is suitable for use with any type of pick-up.
The complete set of Assembly Circuits, including Practical
Layouts, is available for 9d.
Price Lists.
* Send 9d. P.O. for our NEW STOCK LIST, showing many KITS OF PARTS for Sets and Battery Chargers and " hundreds " of Wireless
Components. When ordering please cover cost of postage and packing.
Telephone
STERN RADIO LTD.,r 109 & 115,t FLEET STREET, E.C.4.
CENtral 5814 do 2280

*

.

;

ritL1b11L1t ít11.1J1V VV.
B. II. MORRIS & CO.

(RADIO) LTD.

HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER, (Dept. P.W.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
OPEN TILL 6 P.M. SATURDAYS
Phones: AMBASSADOR 4033 & PADDINGTON 327I/2
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D, OVER LI. Please add 1/6 for post orders under 40/ -'
TERMS OF BUSINESS
II- under 20/ -. Over 40/- carriage free unless otherwise stated.

t-

.

BALANCED ARMATURE LOW
HEADPHONES,
RESISTANCE
Type
5/11 pair.
LOW
1.
HEADPHONES,
RESISTANCE
Type 2. 7/11 pair.
HIGH RESISTANCE HEADPHONES, 12/6 pair..
LIGHTWEIGHT HIGH RFSISTANCE HEADPHONES, 1418 pair.
MOVING REED. HEADPHONES,
Type 5, 8,/11 set.
TANNOY HAND MICROPHONES,
with switch in handle, 4/11. Post
and insurance. 21-.
BRANR NEW R1155 RECEIVERS.
in original cases, complete with 10
valves, 212/10/-. 7/6 Packing and
carriage.
BRAND NEW R1355 RECEIVERS,
in original oases, as specified for the
Inexpensive Televisor." complete
with 11 valves; £21151 -. 7/6 Packing
And carriage.
TUNING CONDENSERS. 4-Gang,
Ceramic insulation,
0005 mid.
tin. spindle, 5 /-. 3-Gang, .0006 mid.,
fin. spindle, 7/6.
GERMANIUM CRYSTAL DIODES,
wire ends, midget size. The ideal Crystal Detector, G.E.C. or B.T.H. 4/8 each.
THREE-PIECE AERIAL
Ex U.S.A. copper- plated steel, highly
flexible with non -stick screw lolnts,
tapering lin. to fin. Brand new, 'in
container, 6/9. packing and carriage,
Insulated Base,. 2/8.
118.

_

Build

at
-

1/6 FOR EASY -TO- FOLLOW,

professional -looking Radio POINT-TO -POINT DIAGRAMS AND
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM, which show
less than half today's price
you how YOU ban build the Receiver
illustrated at HALF TO -DAY'S
a

PRICE.
THE COMPLETE KIT to construct a

;
-

plus rectifier TRF Receiver
for use on 200 /250 v. A.C. mains can
be supplied at E8 9a. ed., plus 216
packing and carriage.
Each Kit is complete in every detail,
nothing has to be made or improvised.
Easy-to- follow. point-to -point diagrams are supplied, making con struction very simple. The Dial is
illuminated and the.Receiver, housed
in a Bakelite Cabinet size 12ín. x
5ín. x 6in., presents an attractive
appearance. The valve line -up is
717A-11.F. P,e n t o d e, V R 116
Detector, ATP4- Output, and Metal
Rectifier.
Waveband coverage is for the medium
and long bands. Choice of Walnut or
Ivory coloured Cabinet.
EX U.S.A. U.H.F. AERIAL, with
Untuned Detector Stage consisting
of VR92 Valve, Brand new 5/ -.
CRYSTAL MICROPHONE
An entirely insulated crystal microphone which can be safely used on
A.C./D.C. amplifiers. High impedance.
No background noise. really natural
tone. The ideal Mike for tape, wire
and disc recording and sound prolec3 -valve

-

-

®

£.'
.w

.

e

-

can eupply all the parts to help you,
Bakelite Cabinet (Brown or Ivory), 17/6. Packing
and insurance, 2/6.
Punched Chassis, 3 valve plus rectifier T.R.F., 319
Engraved Glass Dial, 180-650 and 800-2,200 m., Uwith station names, new wavebands.
T.R.F. COILS 180-5500, 800 -2,200 metres, pair 6/6
Drum (Bin. diam.) ...
...
...
...
... 1/,
Driving Head ..
...
...
...
...
... 11.
Double Pointer
.... ... ...
...
... 4tí.
Spring ..
..
...
...
...
... 3d.
...
Nylon Cord (yard) ...
...
...
...
... ed.
Dial_Front Plate
...
...
...
...
... 2/6 tors. Price 22/6.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT: Premier Radio Co. no longer have a branch at Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
products
Premier
can be obtained at our only address, 207, Edgware Road, W.2. We cannot accept responsibility
for, or guarantee any kit or component sold as a Premier product by firms other than ourselves.
-

We

.
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PRATTS RADIO

1070 Harrow Road,
Tel.: LADbroke 1734.

January, 1952

" ADCOLA "

(Nr. Scrubbs Lane)

AMPLIFIERS

TO USE.

READY

MODEL AC10E (as illustrated), 10 watt, 4 valve
unit. neg. feedback, separate mike stage and separate mike and gram inputs.
2 faders and tone -control.
input volts, mike .002,
gram .21v., £9 -18-8.
MODEL AC18E. 6 -valve
unit with p'pµll output of
181 watts, separate mike stage and separate mike and gram
inputs, 2 faders and tone -control, feedback over 3 stages. Input
volts, mike .003, gram .3v.. £14 -14-0. MODEL AC32E. £18 -18-0.
MODEL U10E. D.C./A.C. mains, Pfpull output of 10 watts. Spec.
as AC18E. £12 -12-0. All above are complete with cases and
chrome handles. Outputs match 3, 8, 15 ohm speakers.
MODEL ACBC. 5 -valve chassis with p /pull output of 10 watts.
For record or radio reproduction. Output to 3, 8, 15 ohms. H.T.
and L.T. supply for feeder. 29-18-8.
MODEL AC4C (A.C.) or MODEL U4C (D.C./A.C.) 3 valve 4 watt
amplifier chassis for records, etc. Output to 3 ohms. 25 -9-8. All
units are carriage paid. As supplied to hundreds of domestic and
industrial users since 1945. Stamp for fuller details.
For use with the above amplifiers. Sold separately if desired,
Rothermel D104- Crystal Microphone. £5-5 -0. Acos 22 -1, 22 -2,
£6-8-0. Collaro Record Players (A.C. only) with motor, turntable
pick -up and auto -stop. Magnetic. £6-9 -6 ; Crystal. £8 -15.6.
SPEAKERS. Rola lOin., 35/- : 8in., 30 / Grampian 12ín.. £7.
Goodman 12ín.. LB -12-8. Microphone cable. 1/8 yd. Stylus
needles play 6.000 records, 8/8. Jack plugs, 1/9 each.
COILS. Denco L.M. wave, T.R.F. with reaction, 6/6: Wearite
P " coils, 3/- each ; Weymouth " H." 3/6 each Weymouth I.F.s,
151- pair.; Wearite standard, 101- each Miniature, 10/6 each.
TRANSFORMERS, ETC. 2 x 350v.,- -4-5v. 2a., 0.4.6v. 4a., 19/8 :
ditto, 2 x 250v.. 18/8. Speaker Transformers. 6V6 to 3 ohms, 4/3 1
OVG pip to 3. 8. 15 ohms, 19 16. 184'384 Miniature type. 5/3.
CHOKES. 60 m.a., 15 by., 300 ohms, 5/3: 100 m.a., 20 hy., 400 ohms,
18/6: 150 m.a., 10 hy., 200 ohms. 18/8 : 90 m.a., 10 hY.. 180 ohms, 13 6.
VAR, CONDENSERS. Solid dielectric, 0003 or ,0005. 4,- each.
FIXED CONDENSERS (only 1951 stock offered). 8-8, 4,9:
8 -16, 7/8
all 500v, 50 mid. 50v 2/3 25 mid. 25v., 2'3. .0001,
0002, .0003, 8d. ; 0005, .001, .002, .005, W.: '.01..05, .1 mid., 101d.
MISCELLANEOUS. 61(7. 6J7, 6,35, all 7/6 : 185. 1S4. 354, 1T4,
1R5, all 9/8 each
.3a. droppers, 800 ohms, 418: 2e.. 1,000 ohms.
4,8. B7G bases, 9tí. Linecord..3a. 60 ohms, ft., '7(1. ft.
All goods new. Post paid over £1. C.W.O. or C.O.D.

,

.

;

-

11

Read. Design No. 800302

(British, U.S. and Foreign Patents)
For Wireless and Television Assembly

The advanced design of the Adcola Instruments meets the
modern requirements of Television, Telecommunication and
Radar Engineers
SUPPLIED FOR ALL VOLT RANGES FROM 6í7v. to 230í250v.
3116in. dia. Bit. Standard Model
..,
2216
.,.
tin. dia. Bit. Standard Model ..
...
251 3116in. dia. Detachable Bit. Model
...
301 Sole

ADCOLA

Scunthorpe,

GOODS ONLY
-450 v.w. 1 mid., 2/9
CONDENSERS.
:

DATA

SHEETS

SPARKS'

Are the Safest, Simplest and Finest Constructional Sheets of
Tested and Guaranteed Radio Designs Second to None.
JUST RELEASED :

THE "CHUMMY" PORTABLE

An All -dry 2-Valver which does give really good 'Phone sigs. on
Med. and Long- waves. Self-contained aerial and batteries. Tested

in Dorset 70 miles from nearest Regional Station and 115 miles
from Droltwich, both giving very good 'phone siga. Size approx.
Bin. x 41ín. x 211n. Data Sheet with Instructions 3/- plus 2(d. stamp.

THE

Transmissions. Tested in Dorset. Compact and Easy to Build.
Ideal Set for the Den, Bedside, Caravan and as a Power Cut Stand -by
Data Sheet. etc., 3/- plus 21d. stamp.
REMEMBER SPARKS' SETS SET THE STANDARD
STAMP FOR LIST.
COMPONENTS SUPPLIED.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),

48A, HIGH STREET, SWANAGE, DORSET.

Training

Noted for over 18 years for .. .
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

securing
AMATEUR'S

Improved designs with Denco coils:
One -Valve Kit, Model "C " Price, 25/Two
"E"
501-

OPERATORS,

and

;

:

:

;

:

AUDIO LTD

6din. P.M. SPEAKER LESS TRANS. 10/6, P.P. 6d.
8in. P.M. SPEAKER, 13/6, P.P. 6d.
ELECTROLITIC CON. 8mF. 450v. 2/I.F. TRANS. 460 -480 Kc's. PERMEABILITY TUNED
10/6 pr.
4 GANG COND. .0005 2/ -, P.P. 6d.
INTER. OCTAL V. HOLDERS PAX. 4d.
CERAMIC COIL FORMERS 4ín DIA. x If LONG
12 T.P.I. 6d.
2 GANG COND. .0005 EACH SECTION 7/6,

/1 SHORTWAVE
H.A C
EQUIPMENT

also

BEGINNERS

37, HILLSIDE. STONEBRIDGE, LONDON, N.W.10.

" MIDDY"

An All -dry 2-Valver for use with Aerial and Earth. Gives Fine
Speaker results on Med. and Long -waves Plus " Ship -to- Shore "

a SPECIAL COURSE
25x50 v.,2í3 50x12 v., 2/3 ; 5P x50 v., 2/8
for passing the G.P.O.
Tubulees. 500 v.w. up to .01, 10d. .02. 03
for
Test
Morse
11d. : .05. .1, 1/1 : .25. 119: .5, 2110
an
Moulded Mica, up to .0003,10d. ; to .01,1/8
Sil. Mica, up to 80 pf., 9d. ; to 8 K. pf., 11VOLUME CONTROLS. -Lg. spols., al
TRANSMITTING
values, 3/6: with SW, 5/3: D.P. SW, 6,.LICENCE.
Semi. Mldg. Type, 8, 8, 1, 2 meg., 51- with
Send for the Candler
SW, 7/D.P. SW. 8/- : Wire Wound, less
BOOK OF FACTS
SW, 1K to 80 K. 8/8: 100 K,7 /9.
It gives details of all
RESISTORS. -All Values. 1 w., 5d.: i wr
7d. 1 w.. 9d. ; 2 w., 1/2 Wire wound, 5 w.
Courses.
up to 2K. 2/ -; 3K: to 50 K., 218: lO w. up to
View - THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
12 K., 2/9 t 20 w. up to 12 K.. 4/Road,
master TV. Any part supplied separate. (Dept. 5LO), 52b, Abingdon
Kensington, London, W.8.
at new List prices.
TERMS. -Orders up to 10/- post 4d.. up Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
to £1 6d. Over post free. List, 4d. Cash
with Order Picase PRINT your name and
address on all correspondence.
:

LIMITED

CRANMER COURT, CLAPHAM
(MACaulay 4272)

COURSES for

:

:

HIGH STREET, LONDON, S.W.4.

MORSE CODE

8. 3'4 : 16, 4/6 : 8-8. 8/8
4. 3/2
2. 3/3
500 v.w. 8 mid., 4/8-16. 7(8 : 16-16, 10/6
18. 8/8 : 8.8.71- : 8-16, 818 : 25x25 v.. 2/3

Manufacturers

PRODUCTS

GENERAL OFFICES & WORKS:

Street,

RADIULECTRDN

SOLDERING INSTRUMENTS

Regd. Trade.Nnrk

London, N.W.IO

A

All kits complete with all components.
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration receiver, or send
stamped. addressed envelope for

descriptive catalogue.

"H.A.C." SHORT -WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH), 11. Old Bond Street,
London, '$.1.

REALLY SMALL

RADIO RECEIVER

MATCHBOX -SIZED

RADIO

RECEIVER.

Fully assembled, tunes B.B.C. Long and medium
waves. Price 151- post free.
MATCHBOX -SIZED KIT. Kit of parts and
full instructions for making the above set. Price
III- post free.
This offer applies only to United Kingdom and
Irish Republic.
JOHN O'BEIRNE

P.P. 6d.

(W), 137, COTHAM BROW,
BRISTOL, 6.

Order, by Post only.
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Simple Inductance Measurements
A USEFUL IDEA FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
By

E.

Palmer

THIS article has been written to assist home
constructors who do not have access to
the more elaborate test equipment normally
required.
The use of mathematics has been
reduced to a minimum, for the benefit of those not
quite so interested in the " why and wherefore."
It must be pointed out that as the methods
explained are essentially simple, the accuracy is
not 100 per cent., but nevertheless it is well within
working tolerance.
The basis of these methods is a resonant

Frequency Determination
Now for the various methods Of determining the
frequency applied to the tuned circuit. Assuming
that the reader has no test equipment whatever,
all he requires is a reliable receiver, preferably of
the superhet type, and, in some cases, a buzzer or
any other external source of artificial noise.
The inducta.nce to be measured must be parallel
tuned by a capacity of 253 pF (Fig. 3). This
tuned circuit constitutes a high impedance to its
resonant frequency, and can therefore be placed
across the mixer section of the superhet receiver.
-I
If the receiver is tuned to any other but theresonant
frequency of L1C1 the mixer section will be damped
by the low impedance of this tuned circuit, which
5
will in turn reduce the receiver noise level. Another
factor in reducing noise whilst in this condition is
4
the fact that the L1C1 circuit will have either more
capacitive or inductive reactance, and so will throw
the mixer section out of gang.
2 ÿ
When the receiver is tuned, an increase of
receiver noise will be found,. which corresponds to
the resonant frequency of L1C1.
i.1
Of course, if the,receiver-has an R.F. amplifier
é
stage, the L1C1 circuit can be placed across this
7
instead of the mixer section (Fig. 2), but, it was
-6 L ..,
found in practice that best results were obtained
S
from the latter set of conditions.
4
In' any case, this should not incur any difficulty,
.3
as the grid of the mixer. section is usually the top
cap of a valve, and'is normally -quite accessible.
Should the receiver have a low noise level, it
may be difficult to find the resonant frequency of
L1C1 but this can be.overcome. by producing the
noise artificially. One method of doing this is with
6
9
/2
/5 /8 21 24 2730
a simple buzzer placed near the input of the receiver.
Frequency (n Al cis.
It should be fairly easy to pick up the noise from
Fig.
Resonant graph used in the method described this, and when the L1C1 circuit is connected this
noise is tunable in the manner already described.
here.
Having tuned the receiver to the peak of the
frequency graph (Fig. 1), the only difference being noise, the receiver dial will then show the resonant
in the manner used to determine the frequency frequency of L1C1. If. the dial is calibrated in
wavelengths, this must first be converted into
applied to the tuned circuit.
First, to prepare the resonant frequency graph,
use is made of the well -known formula
.

-

-

I.-

.

.

f-

1

2n VLC
Without going into mathematical proof, the above
formula has been corrupted thus : f= 159
VLC
L-159'
Therefore
f2C

And also

It can

be seen

L- 25281
f2C

that by making

C

equal 252.81 pF

(say 253 pF for easier handling) L =100
The graph can now be drawn as follows:
Log L =2 -2 Log f

Fig. 2. -The test circuit and a typical frequencycharter stage.
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frequency. By referring to the graph the inductance wishes, he can construct other graphs, using
L can then be seen at a glance.
capacities other than the 253 pF so described.
However, it is hoped that having read these notes
With a Generator
This method can be further elaborated if the
reader is fortunate enough to possess a signal
generator. The signal generator should be moduSigna/
lated and connected to the input of the receiver,
Generator
and both signal generator and the receiver tuned
in step until the signal is heard and tuned to peak

output.

Again, an even further elaboration is possible by
the use of a valve voltmeter. No receiver is
necessary in this case. The L1C1 circuit is placed
in series across the signal generator output, and
the valve voltmeter is connected across the
inductance (Fig. 4). The signal generator should
then be tuned for maximum voltage on the valve
voltmeter.
The reader can probably think of other ideas
and suggestions for using the graph, and, if he

Dry Battery Regenerator
D EMARKABLE claims by one of the oldest firms

Figs. 3 and 4. -The test circuit and method of using a
signal generator.
he can go ahead and construct his own coils and
test the inductance to a reasonable degree of

accuracy without worrying too much as to where
he may obtain the necessary test equipment.

batteries can be given a useful life ten times longer
than is usual.

IA in the British radio industry, Messrs. Amplion, Operation

Ltd., to have evolved an instrument for extending
by four to six times the life of dry batteries has
received convincing support from the National
Physical Laboratory.
' The system, which Amplion call " reactivation,"
enables practically any type of radio or deaf -aid
battery, whether for H.T. or L.T., to be given
greatly extended life by " feeding " the battery
periodically from the electric light mains through
an instrument called the Activette.
The Activette is a metal box measuring 4in. x 1 f in.
x 2f in. Working on normal A.C. mains, it does its
job of activating dry batteries at almost negligible
cost. According to the National Physical Laboratory
its consumption from the mains is approximately
3 watts.
One model, the Type RB costing £2 19s. 6d., is
designed specifically to reactivate dry batteries used
in radio sets. A second model, the- type HB, is
being prepared for use with sub -miniature batteries
employed in deaf-aids.
Extended Life
The " reactivation " óf dry batteries has hitherto
been deemed impossible. Many attempts have been
made to find a solution to the apparent scientific
impossibility of regenerating the expensive dry
cells. They have all failed.
It is well known that listening with a battery
receiver is many times more expensive than the
cost of operating a mains -driven set. The miniature
batteries sold for the " personal " type of receiver
are exhausted at a rate which can cost as much as
5d. an hour.
The Activette makes no claim to put new life
into " dead " batteries. But, if used in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions, it has been
proved capable of extending the life of a standard
radio battery many times. Prolonged tests in the
Amplion laboratories, where the Activette was
developed, have shown that expensive hearing -aid

The operation of the Activette is simple. After
the battery has been in use for a few hours it is
plugged into the Activette, which is in turn connected to the electric light mains. The unit is
switched on and " reactivation " is continued
approximately for the same length of time as the
battery has been in use.
The National Physical Laboratory tests are being
carried out on normal combined H.T: and L.T.
batteries similar to those widely used in receivers
of the " personal " type. Nominal output of the
batteries is 69 volts H.T. and 1.5 volts L.T.
Half a dozen of the batteries manufactured by a
world- famous maker were purchased at random
by the N.P.L. scientists for the tests. Three of
them were discharged in the normal way without
" reactivation," and were pronounced " dead "
within nine days of four hours per day discharge
36 hours useful working.
The other three batteries were discharged at
precisely the same rate, but in between each period
of discharge they were " reactivated " by the
Amplion unit. After 30 days (120 hours' working)
they had shown a negligible voltage drop. The
N.P.L. tests on these three " activated " batteries
still continue.
In exactly the same way as the " non -activated "
batteries, the three under test were discharged at
their normal working rate of approximately 7
milliamps for the H.T. and 250 milliamps for the
L.T. A 10,000 -ohm load was put on the H.T. and
6 -ohm load on the L.T. The batteries which were
not activated were assumed by the N.P.L. scientists
to be " dead " when the L.T. voltage had dropped
to 0.9 volts after 36 hours work. The H.T. by that
time had fallen to 36 volts.
The interim report from the N.P.L. (Ref. E.T.D.
286.51) shows that the average voltage of the
activated batteries after 92 hours' work had fallen
only by a few volts on the H.T. side and by only
0.075 volts (75 millivolts) on the L.T. side.
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RADIO SUPPLY CO.
15,r WELLINGTON ST.,
ST. LEEDS,r 1.

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.Dion nder £1. Postage 1/3 charged on
5.30. p.m. Saturdays until 1 p.m.
orders under £3. Open to callers 8 a.m.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

SP61, VR116, SG215. 3/3

9D2, VU133,

36

R.S.C.
MS /PEN. 413: KT$, 4/9: 6C6, 616; 6K7G.
Primaries 200-230-250 V 6.37G. 7/6 : KT241, 4/3 VP4B, 8 /11 : EF50,
Fully Guaranteed, Interleaved and Impregnated.
7/9 : 5U4G. 9/6 ; 5Y30. 6Q7G. 6V6G, 10/6 :
50 c /s. Screened.
6.3 v 3 a., 10/11 6.3 v 6 a., 16/9 : 0-2 -4 -5-6.3 v MIiLD6. 6X5GT, 9 6.
DROP THROUGH TYPES, TOP
1619 SPECIAL OFFERS. Mains Trans.
4 a., 16 /9 ; 12 v 3 a., or 24 v 1.5 a. ...
SHROUDED
200-230 v Primaries. 6.3 v 1.5 a. small
5/6
2ìO-0-260v 70 ma., 6.3 v 2 a., 5 v 2 a.... 12/11 CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
v 70 a. 6.3 v 3 a., 4 t 2
íL8
350-0-3íD v 80 ma.,
v 3 a., 5 v 2 a. 14/11 All with 200.210.250 v 50 c /s. Primaries
.10.320 70 ma. with 6.3 v
350-0-260 v 80 ma, 6.3 v 2 a.. 5 v 2 a.
15111 0.9 -15 v 1.5 a., 12/9 ; 0-9-15 v 3 a.. 15/9 Auto
...
...
...
...
3 a. L.T
L.T.....
718
260-0-350 v 90 ma., 6.3 v 3 a.. 5 v 2 a. 1919 0-9
v 6 a.. 21/9 ; e- 4- 9- 15 -24- v 3 a., 21/9
350-0-350 90 ma., 6.3 v 3 a., 5 v 2 a. 1919 0-9 -15
...
... 22/9 SPEAKERS P.N. 51n. 2-3 ohms... ;2/11
15-30 v 3 a. ...
95Oä -250 v 100 ma., 6.3 v 4 a., 5 v 3 a. 2119
"'
600 ohms) 12191
(Field
M.E.
8ín.2-3
ohms
2äf1-0 -250 v 100 ma., 6.3 v 6 a., 5 v 3 a.,
SMOOTHING CHOKES
CHASSIS, 16 s.w.g., alufor R1355 conversion
..
.
25/9 200 ma. 5 h. 100 ohms
76 RECEIVER
350-0-350 v 100 ma., 6.3 v-4 v 4 a. C.T.
...
100 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms...
...
7/6 minium 10-51 -2in., 3/6: 11/- 211n., 3/11 :
... 21111 90 ma. 10 h. 100 ohms...
0-4.5 v 3 a..
...
...
...
5/9 12- 831ín., 4111: 164- 21ín., 6/9 ; 7Fi- 2ì1n..
350-0-350 v 120 ma., 6.3 v 4 a.. 5 v 3 a.
25/9 80 ma. 10 h. 350 ohms...
.
5/6 7 /11.
350-0-350 v 150 ma., 6.3 v 4 a., 5 v 3 a. 27/11 50 ma. 50 h. 1,5í)D ohms. (Wililamnon
AMPLIFIER CHASSIS, 16 s.w.g. alu...
8/6 minium, 125- 21in.. 7/11 : 16- 8-21ín.. 10/11 :
...
...
...
...
Amp.)
CLAMPED UPRIGHT MOUNTING
20-8-2 ?ia., 13/6,
350 -0-350 v 100 ma., 6.3 v 3 a., 5 v 3 a. 21/6 AUTO TRANSFORMERS
350 -0-050 V 150 ma., 6.3 V 4 a., 5 V 3 a. 27/9 100 watts 110 -201-230 -250 v ...
... 19/9 MISC. ITEMS. Ex.-Govt. chokes 100 ma..
10 h., 100 ohms. Tropicalised, 4/3. Ex. -Govt.
FULLY SHROUDED, UPRIGHT
ELLMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Selenium rectifiers. 600 v 30 ma., 6/9 120-0
250-0 -250 v -60 ma., 6.3 v 2 a., 5 v 2 a.
primaries 200 -250 v 50 clos. 121 v
120 v 60 ma. 4/6 : New, 150 v 60 ma., H.W.,
Midget type- 2}-0- 31n....
...
... 16/9
2Qí
40
3/9 Vol. Controls, 200 k. long spindle. 1/3
...
350 -0-350 v 70 ma., 8.3 v 2.a., 5 v 2 a.... 18/9 í2W -í2D v 30' ma., 4 v } a....
... 12.'8 ea.. : 12/6 doz. 0.1 mid. 1,000 v Tubular%
a.
C.T.
250-0 -250 v 100 ma.. 6.3 v-4 v-4
4/11 doz. Ex. -Govt. Receiver Units, type 71,
.
2319 OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
less valves. 7/6. E.H.T. Smoothers. 0.5 mfd:,
Midget Battery. Pentode 66 : I for
250-0-250 V 100 ma.. 6.3 V 6 a., 5 v 3 a.,
V. 1/9 : 4 mfd. 600 v Blocks (ex new
..
...
384. etc....
36 3,500
...
for 1355 conversion ...
.. 26/9
2 /9. Ex. -Govt. R1124 Units, less
ohms
to .3 ohms 3/9 equip.).
Small Pentode, 5,0(10
300.0-000 v 100 ma., 8.3 v-4 v 4 a., C. T.,
valves. 1019.
0.4óv 3 a.
2319 Standard Pentode 6,000 ohms to 3
ohms
4/9 ELECTROLYTICS, Tubular 8 mfd. 350 V.
350-0-350 v 100 ma., 6.3 v-4 v 4 a. C.T..
Can 16 mfd. 450 V.
...
0-4 -5 v 3 a.
..
1 /11. 8 mfd. 450 v 2/3
...
23/9 Pentode 8.111 ohms tapped 5,0.10
.
ohms to 3 ohms (50 ma.)...
411 2/11 :-b8 mfd. 500 v. 4/6 : 8 -16 mfd. 450 v,
350-0-350 v 120 ma.. 6.3 v.4 a., 5 v 3 a. 27/9
350-0-350 v 150 ma., 6.3 v 4 a., 5 v 3 a. 311- Multi ratio 40 ma., 30:1, 45 :.1,
4/6 : 12 -12 mid, 350 v. 3/3 : 16-16 mfd. 450 v.
5/3 5,3 ; 32 mid. 350 1. 4/3 ; 32 mfd, 450 v. 5/3 :
60:1, 90:1 Class B Push-Pull...
350-0-350 v 250 ma.. 6.3 v 6 a.,4 v 8 a.
9,6 3e-36 mfd., 350 v, 6/6 : 32-32 mfd. 460 v. 7 /6.
Push -Pull 8 watts 6V6 to 3 ohms...
0-2-6 v 2 a., 4 V 3 a., for Electronic
..
.
Eng. Televisor
63/- Push -Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 3 or 15
FULL RANGE OF STANDARD COM...
ohms
...
15;11
425-0-425 v 200 ma.., 6.3 v-4 v 4 a. C.T.
PONENTS AVAILABLE AT KEEN
Push-Pull 10- 12,watt to match 61.tí,
6.3 v-4 v 4 a., C.T., 0-4-5 v 3 a..
PRICES. ALL GOODS GUARANTEED
PX4, BVG, etc., to 3-5-8 or 15 ohm
suitable Williamson Amplifier' ... 4818
AND NEW, UNLESS OTHERWISE
.:
..
speaker
lb /11 STATED.
325-0-325 v 20 nut.. 6.3 v 0.5 a.. 6.3 v
QUANTITY QUOTATIONS
1.5 a. for Williamson Preamplifier 17/6 Push -Pull 15-18 watts to match 6L6,
STANDAR TYPES OR
... 21/9 GIVEN
etc., to 3 or 15 ohm Speaker
SPECIALS. S.A.E. PLEASE WITH ALL
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
c/s. primaries
200-250
LIST
FOR TRADE, 4d.
OR
2/9
954,
W120Á,
:
SPECIIARL
12vr1
2 a, 7/6 : v250 .
7/11 ; HL230. 1111 ;EA50.
;

:

;

.........

'

-

;

.

;

The demand for qualified technicians to fill well -paid
industrial posts grows daily. An E.M.I. course of
training is your quickest way to a key position. Our
Home Study courses cover all the subjects listed
below. As part of the great E.M.I. Group (Ii.M.V.,
Marconiphone, etc.) we have first -hand knowledge of
the Technical Training required in modern industry.
No other college can offer you such a practical
background of industrial experience.

The Only Postal Training College
operated by a World -wide

Industrial Organisation.

Free Advisory Service.

Special Employment Service for
Students.
Personal and Individual coaching.
Moderate and fully inclusive fees.

--

-POST

THIS COUPON NOW

--

--

E.M.I. INSTITUYES, Postal Division,
Dept. 32, 43 GROVE PARK RD., CHISWICK,

LONDON, W.4.

Please send. without obligation, your FREE BROCHURE.
I have marked the subjects which interest me.
Production Eng.
Elect. Eng.
Mech. Eng.

Radio
Television
Draughtsmanship
Civil Service
Aero. Eng.
Auto. Eng.
General Cert. of Education (Metric)
Also Courses for A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., CITY and GUILDS
E)ÇAMS. in Mech. Eng., Elect. Eng., Telecommunications, etc.
Other Subjects

i]

NAME

a.

'ADDRESS

E.M.I. INSTITUTES

-

The College backed by an Industry,

with Associated Branches throughout the world.
I
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
G. E. C.

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES

Cabinets
of
Distinction

6 }in., 16/6

Send 6d. for Latest Illustrated

Tested and ready for use, 32/TR1196 CIRCUIT AND CONVERSION
DATA, 1/3.
New IN34 CRYSTAL DIODES. 5/6.
P.M. SPEAKERS.
W.B. 21jn., 14//6 ;

8in. Rola with trans.. 2216.
2 }in. Supplied as kits
with black bakelite cases, 6 x 4} x 13in.
and resistors for D.C. ranges 0 -3, 0 -30,
0 -150, 0 -300, 0- 600v., and 60 mA. Scale
also reads OHMS 0 -5,000 with 1 }v.
battery, 24/6.
MOVING -COIL MICROPHONES with
switch, 616, Trans. to match, 5/ -.
6v. VIBRATOR PACK in black steel
case, 71 x 5f x 3 }in. Output 200 v. 40 mA.,
;

MULTIMETERS.

SILICON CRYSTAL VALVE
3/6 each, postage 2 0.

Fixing-Brackets 3d. Extra.

WIRE

.

ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ.
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
Most gauges available.
B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

22/6.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. 1-I.W. 250v.
120 mA., 8/6. F.W. 6 or 12v. 4 A., 26/- ;
6-12 or 24 F.W. 2 A., F.W. 6 or 12 v.,
A, 5;6.
ARMY CARBON MICROPHONE, with

FORMERS AND TUBES,
ERIE & DUBILIER RESISTORS.
L ,test Radio Publications
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS.

switch,. 4/6. Trans. to match, 3/6.
TRANSFORMERS, 200 -240 volts, tapped
3- 4- 5- 6-8- 9- 10- 12- 15- 18 -20 -24 and 30 volts
at 2 amps., 21/3 Post Paid.
.

CRYSTAL SET

'SCOPE UNIT, VCR138. 3 }in. C.R.T. mu
metal shield, 2 FR5Os and 2 EBC34s, etc.
Can be modified to standard Oscilloscope
in a few hours. In steel case 6 x 6 x 15in.

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustatle Iron ...tired Coil.

RECEPTION

2 -VOLT BATTERY SUPER -HET.
6 -9
me s.
Chassis taken from the No. 18.

Tx Rx.

LATEST, SMALLEST
SUPREME CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
Midget Size, 5/16in. x 3 /I6in.
Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.
4/6 each, postage 2:4d.
Wiring instructions fora cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included.
Technical Detai!s and Selected Types
available.

COPPER- INSTRUMENT

January, 1952

GUARANTEED

Price 70;=,

Polished wood cabinet, 151 -, post 9d.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET. NOT A TOY.

All

-POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

Carriage

Paid.

IIUItST STREET, BIRMINGHAM,
input,

Four to fifteen watts output.
Wired, or in kit
form, from
£3.19.6
Full details of above available
on request.

LEWIS RADIO CO.
Correspondence to

:- (Dept.

322, HIGH RD., WOOD GREEN,
LONDON, N.22.
Callers to
120, GREEN LANES.

:-

PALMERS GREEN,
LONDON, N.13
BOWes Park 6064

LYONS RADIO

5

ma. Size 71nílong 4 . wi h feet. Shrouded
Amer. Mani. black crackle. Ideal for PIA
or Portable Transmitters, 22'6.
ELECTRIC MOTORS. 1,72 h.p. Two
spindles. 230v. 50 cycle input. Works off
electric light socket. 1716.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. Approx. 6v.
input, 220. output at 80 mla, 12/6.
NIFE ACCUMULATORS. 2.5v. 15 a.'h.
Metal cased. 71 -.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. 2,500v. 5 m'a.
4v. 2 amp. 0 -2-4v. 4 amp. 210-250v. 50 cycle.
Completely wax impregnated. 4119.
RECTIFIERS. 12v. 2 amps. Westinghouse
bridge type. Brand new. Ideal for battery
chargers or relay operations, 11/6.
MODULATION. TRANSFORMERS.
U.S.A. Mani. Potted. PIP. 211 to single 211
Ratio 1 to 1.2 100 watt size. Suitable
P/P 887's to 807 -single, 6/-.'
LOOP AERIALS. 1155 D.F., 816.
CONDENSERS. 5 mfd. 5 Kv, Test. for
television smoothing- etc., 3/8.
CONDENSERS. 8 mfd. 600 v. wkg. Screw hole fixing. 2/ -.
CONDENSERS. 25 mfd. 2.500v. wkg.
Insulated terminals. 2/6.
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE. 270 Pfs.
3 gang. Ceramic insulation. Ideal for short
-

Amplifiers

253b, Portobello Road, London, W.11.
'Phone: Park 6026.

Mail Order Dept.
64-65, Church Lane, Wolverhampton
DYNAMOTOR OR ROTARY CON-

VERTER.

A.C., 5 -valve 3 w/b Superhet
Radiogram chassis. Absolutely complete kit of parts,
including wiring
diagram
£10.15.0
Or fully wired and
tested
..
.. £12.10.0

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART

NORMAN H. FIELD
68.

Catalogue.

Chassis

OUTSTANDING

OFFERS

Control Unit. -Ex

R.A.F. type 88a, Ref.
10L137. -Brand New. -Mahogany case.with
sloping Grey Enamel Panel, size 12ín. x Tin,

RTIWT
Green Calling lights.
Sidetone
Send /receive switch.
Control. I mike, 2 telephone and I key
jack sockets. Interior chassis size. L. I I in.,
W. Bin., D., Igin. Components include
VT20 (22OP) valve, 3 L.F. transformers.
Various first grade resistors and condensers.
Outlet cable of 10-way fin. screened lead
(detachable) terminating in 10-way Jones
Plug. 2 additions! outlets terminating I with
miniature 2 -pin socket and with standard
jack plug. Overall size of case. Base Igin. x
9in., Top, 12ín. x 4in. Height, 7kin. A magnificent control unit for your Amateur Radio
Station. The price is only 251 -, carr. paid.
Red and

Switch.

1

G.E.C. Ex Govt. Transmitter Receiver.
10 valves, comprising one
MR Series.
DETI9, one L63, one H63, one D63, three
KTW63, one KT63, 2 EF50. Grey Enamel
Case, size 101 x Bin. x 7in., weight 22 lbs.
The whole in brand new condition. Valves

wave receivers. Size 3kin. x 21[n. x llin. Guaranteed. (Value of valves exceeds E10
Brand New. 5' -.
at to -day's prices.) We regret we have no
HAND MIKE. M/c with switch, 418.
data of this set and are offered for
CHOKES. 60 ohms. 200. m'a. 31ín. x 211n. x circuit
Calve value only. Outstanding bargain at
2hs. (For Viewmaster:) 4' -.
E3 í,9s. 6d., plus 51- packing and carriage.
CRYSTALS. 500 KC's. 7/-.
SLOW- MOTION DIAL, with lampholder
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
and escutcheon, by famous maker. New
and boxód, 216.
-

-

465 I.F. TRANSFORMERS, 6/6 Pair.
RADIO SERVICES, LTD.,
TRANSFORMER Universal. Speaker Out- N.P.
put. pentode or triode to 3 ohms speaker, 2, -.
55, COUNTY ROAD,
350v.,
2
-mfd.
CONDENSERS. Electrolytic,
raicropack, 1/- each, 10/- doz.
LIVERPOOL, 4.
CONDENSERS, 1 mfd. 1,500v. wkg., Cornell
Estb. 1935
Dubilier. 2/6.
Tel.: Aintree 1445.
Please add something for postage. Money
hack guarantee.

www.americanradiohistory.com

LTD.
GOLDHAWK ROAD,

Dept. M.P.
SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12
3.

Telephone

:

SHEpherds Bush 1729

GERMANIUM DIODES. At last a book
containing that much -sought -after data.
Deals with circuits for Receivers, TV.,
-

Transmitters. Instruments, Gadgets, etc.
Price 3/3 post paid.
TESTMETERS. Make yourself some useful test gear from the two sensitive meter
movements (30 microamps. cntr. zero and
750
microamps) contained in VISUAL
INDICATOR TYPE 3, as fully described
in. Sept. issue of " W.W." Price 5/- each,
Post 1/6 or 3-for 1416 post free.
RECEIVERS, TYPE R1355. As specified
for
Inexpensive Television, ". these Receivers contain 8 VR65's, 1 VU120A, 1 504,
LF. strip. etc- In new unused condition.
metal work may be a little store soiled.
and supplied in makers' transit cases.
Price 69/6, carriage free.
RECEIVERS, TYPE R3132. This unit is
almost identical to the better known 83084,
and details are contained in the " Short
Wave Listener " (April issue) of easy conversion for TV. reception. We supply the
units fitted with? VR81's, 2 VR136'a, 1 VR137,
1 VU134 and 1 VR92, I.F. Amplifier strip.
etc., in good used condition, price, 49'6.
carriage 5'6.
TELFSONIC RECEIVERS. This fixed
-

frequency Rx. is supplied with 4 Hivac
midget valves (3 XH and 1 XP) 1.5v. heaters.

Fitted in metal case 7 x 51 x 2ins., with
hinged flap giving access to battery compartment. Total weight (less batteries)
3Ubs. Seems an ideal job to convert to

midget portable or deaf-aid. (Regret no
other data available.) Price 32.'6, post
1/9.
MILLIAdLMETERS. First grade moving
coil. 0-5 milliamps, bakelite cased for
panel mounting, overall dia., 31ín. Brand
new. Price 15,- post free.
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Programme Pointers
A MONTHLY

CRITIQUE BY MAURICE REEVE

FOUR out of six talks comprising the series,
" Music in our Time," were given in the
period reviewed in this month's article.
They were by Messrs. Alec Robertson, Anthony
Hopkins-two -and Christian Barnton.
This
series appealed to me as one of the best organised,
presented and delivered over the radio this year.
Admirably instructive yet always entertaining, the
speakers convincingly showed how modern
musicians, whilst having their roots firmly planted
in the past, do, nevertheless, earnestly strive after
new ideas. That their success should be more or
less in exact proportion to their individual geniuses
is readily understandable.
All three speakers
signalled out Stravinsky as the particular bright
star in the modem firmament. Mr. Robertson's
introductory talk was a model for such occasions.
Two famous pianists gave recitals. One old
favourite, Walter Gieseking, again demonstrated
his extraordinary flair for French, of which he
played some glorious examples. No living pianist
is a greater exponent of the Gallic genius. The other
master, Wilhelm Kempf, is new to this country,
though he has a gramophone reputation of many
years standing. He is an exceptionally gifted artist,
with an enormous technique which is always used in
the composer's service. A pianist of the highest
integrity. He played Handel and Schubert.
Free Trade Hall
Hail, Manchester. ! In having rebuilt and triumphantly reopened the famous war -destroyed Free
Trade Hall, you have held the capital city up to
shame. London's war-shattered Queen's Hall
remains a shell to mark our greater apathy and
indifference to such matters. The Royal Festival
Hall is neither substitute nor excuse. Manchester
could have built a Royal Festival Hall just as
easily. But the Mancunians have
proved themselves the wiser.
.

" Taking Stock "
The General Election " Taking Stock " pro gramme was rather a wasted and ill -conceived
affair. Taking place on the Friday evening after
election day, when the result was still sizzling hot,
tempers were high and judgments consequently
immature. The voters in five constituencies were
followed by four editors, the Daily Herald, Birmingham Post, New Statesman and Nation, and the
Huddersfield Examiner.
These were in turn
followed by the three candidates from mid Bedfordshire and the three party officials, Messrs.
Morgan Phillips, Philip Fothergill and Miss M.
Maxse.
The whole thing was illbalanced, and tilted too
much leftward to leave one with a feeling of complete impartiality on the part of those responsible
for it. But the great' gaffe came at the end. The
programme was due to be wound up by a distinguished French journalist, over here covering
the election. However, in the result the poor man
was scarcely permitted, to complete one solitary
sentence. This was bad manners as well as bad
radio.
Somerset Maugham
No more delightful radio talk could be imagined
than Mr. Somerset Maugham's annual lecture to
the National Book League. Recorded earlier in the
day, it was, actually, the annual lecture, given this
year by Mr. Maugham. Full of the pungent wit
and social philosophy which have justly, made his
many books world famous, Mr. Maugham also
indulged in many profound remarks on the art of
writing, as he has found it in a lifetime's experience.
Beautifully delivered, it made a captivating 45

minutes.

PROFESSOR BOFFIN

Highway Code
Most listeners must be heartily
sick of hearing about the depressions stationed over Iceland, the
strength of the wind in Malin
and the state of visibility in
Forties, facts which only. concern
a very small number of people
anyway, but whose importance
I do not wish to underrate. But
there is something else which
does vitally concern every one
of us, and that is, namely, the
Highway Code. I would commend
to the BBC the suggestion that,
in small doses, we be given the
multitudinous provisions of the
few at a time-together
Code

-a

with brief analyses and explanations. It could he done in the
same manner as savings and one
or two other things, are.

" I'm working

on a' second model to go inside the helmet."
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Newsreel

The Narrator

" Radio Newsreel " celebrated its fourth
anniversary recently. It has well merited its
success. It is at' its best when reporting nonpolitical events ; in these it sometimes seems to
take for granted that everyone- listening -to it is in
full agreement. But it is at all times interesting,
accurate, entertaining and fully justified: The
Surida evening weekly' resume is, perhaps, rather
less so.

The current Sunday serial, " The Last Chronicles
of Barset," has that same old doddering, repetitious
unwanted bore, the narrator, who seems to take
up half each session recounting the previous week's
Together with coming on the air and
events.
signing off, with its interminable reading of cast,
producer, director, script writer, etc., etc., there
cannot be more than a bare 15 minutes or so for.
actual story telling. Dreadful in the extreme.

-

!

.

A Comedian

"Oliver Again, ".a weekly programme, starring,
of course, Vic. Oliver, strikes me as being.as funny
as any of this type :of. show now running. Mr.
Oliver., is that, rare .merchant, a comedian who acts

" Anna Christie "
That highly-strung play of Eugene O'Neill's
Anna Christie," was given a powerful per his, lineßandJzlfuses meaning into them, instead of formanee by a cast headed by Constance Cummings,
just reading them. The, result is most refreshing. Laidman Browne and Liam Redmond. The old
theme of shall a girl tell her lover of her past and
" The. Guinea Pig "
risk losing him, or leave him in ignorance and
How many more versions of " The Guinea Pig 7 build their happiness on a sham, sets all, or most of,
Are. we to have-? Surely enough is as good as a the elemental passions in full hue and cry. Strong
feast.
stuff and good radio.
-

News from the Clubs
BRIGHTON AND DISTRICT RADIO CLUB
Hon. See.: R. T. Parsons, 14, Carlyle Avenue, Brighton, 7.
club

is

hoping

to

participate, in the near future, at a

TILTHobbies' Exhibition which is being held locally. A com-

mittee has been formed and details are being worked out. A
complete station operating on all bands from 14 to 1:7 Me /s will
be set. up and will be using 'Phone and C.W. The club programme
continues during December with a demonstration. of a home constructed tape recorder on the 11th, and an informal evening
on the 18th. January 1st sees the second instalment in the filmstrip on the cathode -ray tube.
THE HOUNSLOW AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: A. Pottle, B.Sc., 11, Abinger Gardens, Isleworth,

Middx.

150 -watt P.A. stage of the club Tx G3FHD is now
of its teething troubles and is 100 per cent. T.V.I.
proof. A new folded -dipole three -element rotary beam on a
higher tower has enabled many good DS. contacts to be made.
Constructional meetings on Sunday mornings are gaining in
popularity with members.

new
THEcured

LIVERPOOL AND DISTRICT SHORT -WAVE CLUB
Hon. See.': Arthur D. H. Looney, 81, Alstonfield Road, Knotty
Ash, Liverpool, 14.
club has got under way for the winter by moving into their
THEown
quarters, the Tx is ready to go on the air, and it is hoped
to make contacts on top band during the conking months. On
November 8th members of the club paid an evening visit to
Messrs. B. I. Callenders' Cables, Prescot; many local amateurs
were also invited and a good time was had by all ; the weather,
unfortunately, was not at its best. The club meets every Tuesday
at 8 p.m., and a welcome is extended to any visitors. Morse
classes will be starting in the near future.
EDINBURGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Hon. See.: C. L. Patrick, 19, Montgomery Street, Edinburgh.
club continues to meet weekly on Wednesdays at 7.30
THEp.m.
in Unity House, 4, Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh.
Talks will be given on December 5th and 19th, and the club
transmitter (GM3HAM) will be on the air on alternate weeks.
New members and visitors will be very welcome.

THE WATERLOO RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. See.: J. C. Henderson, 47, Maple Street, Cheetham,

Manchester,

8.

continue to be held weekly on Thursdays at 7.30
MEETINGS
p.m.and on Saturdays at 2.30 p.m. A slow morse class
is held at all meetings, full use is being made of the workshop
by all members. A film show is being arranged for January as
well as several other Interesting events. A series of lectures are

to be given during the winter months for the benefit of those
members who are going to enter for the R.A.E. next year. The
club still needs further members, and all interested are asked to
roll up at any meetings. Details of membership may be
obtained from the hon. see.
SOUTH MANCHESTER RADIO CLUB
Hon. See.: F. H. Hudson, 21, Ashbourne Road, Stretford,

Manchester.

general meeting was held on October 20th at which
THEa annual
new committee was elected. The new hon. sec. is Mr.

Highlights for the future include a lecture and
demonstration of automatic key and a demonstration of homemade television receivers.
F. H. Hudson.

THE EXETER RADIO AND TELEVISION CLUB
Hon. See. : L. lt. Jenkin, 16. South Avenue, Exeter.
THIS Is the ne* title of the " Exeter R DIstrict Radio Society."
The new secretary is as above.
These changes were made at the A.G.M. and a new President
was elected, Mr, G. H. McKay, B.A.(Hons.).
The future programme consists of December 13th, The
:

'

A.F. AmplifierStage "(talk and demonstration) ; December 20th, Annual Dinner; December 27th, No meeting; January 3rd,
Junk Sale ; Newsletter published January 10th, " The Detector " (talk and demonstration ); January 17th, Competition
home -built equipment (prizes).
All meetings are on Thursdays at 7.30 p.m. and are held at the
Exeter Hobbies' Association Hut at the top of Haldon Road,
;

-

Exeter.

READING RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. : L. A. Hensford (C2BHS), 30, Boston Avenue,

Reading, Berks.
Hamfest this year was held at the Abbey Gateway,

THEAmmal
and was this year an all -male get- together. After an

introductory address by Capt Benbough (the President), members
and visitors got together with " Questions and Answers."
Tea was served after this and then the judges got together to
judge the entries for the Nash and Lewis cups presented each
year for the best home-constructed equipment. Many very fine
pieces of equipment were entered again this year and the judges
had a hard time picking the winners.
A film show was next on the list and some very interesting
films were shown. The Hamfest ended with the usual " ragchew "
between members and visitors.
The instruction section meetings run by Mr. Woodhouse
(G2AHY) is still going strong, and the lectures, etc., for the main
monthly meetings are still well attended.
.

CRAY VALLEY RADIO TRANSMITTING CLUB
General Secretary : A. Swindon (G3ANK), 135, Station

Road,

Sidcup, Kent.
of the C.V.R.T.C. are held on the fourth Tuesday
MEETINGS
of-each month at the Station Hotel, Sidcup, Kent'oat
7.30 p.m.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SETS YOU CAN MAKE
You will find that the building of
our all-mains radio receivers is
simplicity Itself, and, the more

3

you make the less time each
takes everything down to the
last nut and bolt is supplied, and
everything fits together in a
professional
receiver lookswand
plays as well as those being
offered in radio shops at anything between £10 and £14. The one
illustrated above we call "The Occ asional" in a choice of colours
Ivory, Walnut or Green.
and the T.R.F. costs Just
>::s?;i3,...x.i>;.,ß:r,?a:-....
less than £6 to make,
while the superhet costs
approximately £9. The
other radio illustrated
we call
The White
Lady " this is an extra
fine cabinet of pure
white. The complete
T.R.F. receiver costs
about £8 /5'-to build, and
the superhet receiver
costs about £9151- to
build. Constructional
data for either set is
available at 116 post free.
r

;

;

RADIO STETHOSCOPE
aptly called a
Radio Stethoscope is described
in a recent edition of the Radio
Constructor
this is compact
and can be slipped into the
pocket rather like a fountain -pen.
With it. in most districts, a receiver can be checked from the grid
of the first valve right through to the output without a signal
generator the stethoscope will operate in both L.F. and R.F.
circuits without alteration. It is a complete fault -finder. The only
parts needed to make the simple circuit tracer are a pair of crocodile clips, a germanium crystal, and a paper tubular condenser,
and we will supply the whole outfit for 6/6 post free, and with each
outfit we will give reprint of the article as it
appeared in the Radio Constructor.
NOTE. -If you wish to make it up-as a pocket unit,
Ro
then you will need a few odds -and -ends, solder tags,
A novel device

IIET CIL&SSIS

Brand new, tested and ready for immediate operation, full vision scale
(size fin. x Bin.) covering the longwave 200 -500 metres. medium wave
37 -100 metres. and short -wave 13 -37
metres. Complete with valves and
covered by our six months' guarantee.
First -class parts : Parmeko mains
transformer, Erie resistors, Hunt's
condensers, etc. Special points include (1) Flywheel tuning, (2) Dust
Cored I.F.s, (3) Sockets for extension speaker and pick -up, (4) 4 watts
output. (5) Coil assembly removable as a unit. Price complete with
gin. speaker, £10110 / -, carriage, packing and insurance 716 extra.
BASIC ELECTRICITY

EXPERIMENTER'S
OUTFIT

eEC

If you want to help someone
with their electrical studies
this is an ideal gift. Made
pre -war, this contains an
assortment of over 50 bits
and
pieces,
including
switches, galvanometer, re-

sistance wire for making
motors, Wheatstone bridge,
meters. and an instruction
book detailing 31 experiments
which cover the course up to Matriculation
standard. This outfit if made to -day must cost
£4 to £5. Limited quantity at 1916, plus 2/8
postage and packing.

.

RADIOGRAM CABINET
Full -size console type ; really well made with highly
polished walnut finish. Designed to take standard type autochange gram unit and radio chassis. Size 2ft. bin. high x 2ft.,
fin. wide s lit. 3ín. deep.
You can have these at £12.10s.Od. each, which means a brand
new radiogram for less than £30 ; for we can supply a 5 -valve
3- waveband chassis at £10.105.0d.
(some adaptation will be
necessary, of course), and gram units from £5.55. lid. upwards.
Please note, as our storage is limited.. it is as well to confirm that these cabinets are actually at the branch before calling, especially for one. Also note we can deliver these only
within our van area; delivery charge will depend on distance.

;

etc., from your spares box.
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WAVEBAND 5 -VALVE SUPER-

Windur II

H Il,tRuislip,

Middx.

ETTERS TO
LUISLIP. ADDRESS
SF O¡ DEPT ;7.

HENRY'S

meemmons
SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS
BARGAINS
WALKIE-TALKIE (TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER). Type 38 21in.1V.B., 3 ohms, less transformer
...
15 0
Mark II. Complete with 5 valves, Throat Microphone, Head- 3in. Plessey, with miniature output transformer...
...
17 6
phones and Aerial. 7 mcls Amateur Band, suitable for field use. Sin. Celestion, with transformer ...
,.,
...
...
16 0
Plessey, less transformer...
...
...
...
...
12 6
Powerful. Superhet Receiver. Modulated Transmitter, Guar- 5ín.
Olin.
Plessey,
less
transformer...
...
,..
...
15 0
;weed ready for the Air, less batteries, £3110!-.
Olin. Plessey, with transformer...
...
...
...
18 6
R.3515 TELEVISION UNITS.
Complete with 21 valves. 61in. Rola (Wafer), less transformer...
...
..,
...
10 0
6 Stage 14 rods. I.F. Scrip. Ideal for T.V. Conversion. Brand New 6ín. x 4in. Truvox (Ellptical), less transformer...
... £1 7 -0
Bin. Plessey, less transformer...
in original wooden cases, £31101-.
...
.. ...
17 6
LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from ¡,in. to 3 }in. RECEIVER TYPE 25. The receiver portion of the T.R 1196.
for use on Wood, Metal, Plastic, etc., 519. LUFBRA FLY CUTTERS, Covers 4.3-6.7 Mee and snakes an ideal basis for an all -wave receiver,
as per " Practical Wireless." August. 1949. issue. Complete with
1416.
types EF36 (2), EF39 (2), EK32 and EBC33. Supplied complete
LIONEL " BUG " KEYS. Genuine U.S.A. Automatic Morse valves
with necessary conversion data for home use. 35/- new condition.
Key, Type 136. Few only, £31716.
THROAT MICROPHONES. Magnetic type complete with GERMANIUM CRYSTALS complete with circuit diagram, 411.

it

-

long lead and plug, 416.

HAND GENERATORS.

6 volts at 5 amps. With Crank, 216,
PLASTIC TRANSPARENT MAP CASES, 14 inches by lOt
inches. Ideal for Maps, Charts, Display, Photographs, etc.. 516.
STAR IDENTIFIERS. With Hydrographic Office Modifications
A -N Type I. Complete in case, 516.

MOVING COIL DIG METERS. Brand new, tin. 0-2 mA.,
0-5 mA., 0-30 mA., 0-20 volts, 916 ea.
WESTECTORS. Type WX6 and W 112, II- ea., 111- doz.
VALVES. Brand new 805 U.S.A. in original cartons, each 32/6.
A.T.P.4 for use on Transmitting section of Type "38" WalkieTilkie, 716 - 6K7, 716. All brand new.
MARCONI AERIAL FILTER UNITS. Type "916" in
conformity with P.O. Specification. Full instructions for fixing, 41-.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES.
impulses per second.
Cases, 1116.

2

10-hour movement,
Thermostatic Control in soundproof

VISUAL INDICATOR UNIT Type 3 (IOQI4). Contains two
Moving Coil movements, two Neons, etc. Easily convertible to
very efficient M.C. Meters, III.
LANTE5NS for Dark Room Use, Parking, Night- light, etc.
Complete with Battery and 2 Bulbs (One spare), 616.
Full list of Radio Publications, 2íd.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
II, LITTLE NEWPORT

STREET,
GERrard 6653

LONDON, W.C.2.

RECEIVER 81355. -As specified for " Inexpensive Television."
Complete with 8 valves VR65 and 1 each 51J4G, W120, VR92. Only
551 -, carriage 7/6.

R.3515 LF. STRIP. A complete I.F. Unit, comprising 6 SP61
I.F. Stages, tuned to 13.5 Mc /s., 1 EA50 diode detector, and 1 EF36
or EF39 output or video stage. A few modifications only are
required to adapt this unit, which will give pictures of extremely
good quality. Price, complete with valves, and foolproof modification instructions, is 45/ -, plus 5/- carriage and packing. Limited
quantity only.
3547 RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, in sealed manufacturers' packing cases. Incorporating 15 valves, type EF5O,
2 of SP61, EF36. EBC33, 3 of EB34. Compplete 45 Mc/s. I.F. Strip,
motor, dial and drive, pots, etc., éte., £6 only, plus 10/- packing
and carriage. Whilst they last.
MIDGET 0005 nifd. TWO GANG TUNING CONDENSER.
Size only 2i x li x Il ins. Capacity guaranteed, standard length
iín. spindle. complete with mounting bracket less trimmers, 6/6,
or complete with " built-in " trimmers 7/6 each, plus 6d. post.
TWO GANG MIDGET. .0005 with 4-way push-button assembly.
Suitable for car radio, etc.. 8 /6.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS. Manufacturer's surplus. Iron -cored.
465 kc /s. Size 4in. x Din, x pin. Per pair, 8/6.
If unable to call pleaso send stamp for Current 28-Page Component
List.

HARROW ROAD, W.2
are situated at the junction
,

We

of Edgware Road and Harrow Road

facing Edgware Road Tube Station;

'

-

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY.

Telephone-PADdington
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BATTERY SUPERSEDER.-Will save
battery users pounds. Operates from a 2VOLT ACCUMULATOR and delivers
constant H.T. of 67 volts at 4.7 m.a., 130
volts at 13-25 m.a., and 1.4v. L.T. if required.
American made, and originally intended
for Walkie- talkie equipment, this unit is
easily adapted for use with any battery set.
and fully illustrated details are supplied.
ONLY 601- (postage, etc., 2/ -).
PYE-45 MC /S LF, STRIP.-Ready made for
London frequency vision channel. .Complete with 6 valves EF50 and an EA50, and
details of very slight modifications re-

°NDON CENTRAL
RADIO STORES
PHILCO RADIOS
RECONDITIONED
LARGE TABLE MODEL in light
walnut, large circular dial. Size 10in.

x 16iá. x 101in. Very selective, 1151-,
DE LUXE MODEL with Bronze
Size 17in. x 14ín. x
speaker grill.
IOi in. 1321-.
European stations with great clarity.
1101-.
Size 19ín. x I4in. x 10in.
ALL TYPES have pick -up sockets.
Supplied in A.C. or A.C.ID.C. cover
Take extension
voltages 200 -260v.
speakers and are tested before despatch. Have 5 valves.
Carriage and packing, per set, 1016.
A.C./D.C. models are SI- less than
above prices.

I"

See

-in

rite for Book on the Art of "SOFT"
Soldering and for Leaflets on CASEHARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING
TOOLS with FLUXITE. Price lid. each.
FLUXITE Ltd., Dept. W.P.
Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.1.
11

TELESONIC 4-VALVE BATTERY
Type
PORTABLE (Fixed Range).

Including three XH and one
Can be
XP Hivac midget valves.
adapted for Deaf Aid or Midget
Receiver, but we do not supply inBatteries
formation on this point.
required 3 r. L.T., 97 v. H.T. In metal
YA49I5.

41b.
216.

NEW NIFE ACCUMULATORS,

2.5v. 2f amp. for B hours. 411in. x lain.
Flat, 616. 9d. post, etc.
MAP READING TORCH. Magnifying lens, Sin. diameter, in bakelita
dimmer switch. Takes
case, with
two U.2. batteries, 2216, less batteries,

NEW
INERT
EVERLASTING
CELL ACCUMULATORS No acid

or charging required ; great many
uses for them. 1.5 volts. Size tin. x
tin. x Sfin:; 219 each ; 3 for 716. 11for postage.

UNISELECTOR SWITCHES.

4
Wipe, 1916
Wipe, 3716: 6 Bank

4

Bank

3

Full

Wipe, 2716.
2 -VOLT VIBRATORS. Type R76C.
-rectifying.
Output
200v. at
7-pin self
Made by Electronic Labora60 M.A.
716.
tories, Inc.,
Carriage charges relate to Inland only.
as

-

WE WANT TO BUY
AMPLIRADIO EQUIPMENT
TAPE RECORDERS
FIERS
EQUIPTEST
TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
MENT

-

-

-

LONDON CENTRAL

RADIO STORES
23, LISLE STREET, W.C.2
Phone /Grams

:

GERrard

2969

6

mid....

volts...

2,000

3/6

2- CHANNEL

TELEVI-

SION RECEIVER, giving SOUND AND
VISION ON THE ONE CHASSIS. In excellent- condition, and complete with 14
valves ; 5 of SP61, 2 of P61, 3 of EA50, and
1 each CV63, EB34, EC52. 5Z4, and a reprint
of the above article. ONLY 49/6 (carriage,
etc.. 5/ -).
8048/6050 AMPLIFIER. -An ideal unit for
conversion into a high -gain TV preamplifier, full details being supplied.
Complete with 2 valves EF50. ONLY 22/6
(postage, etc., 1/6).
R.F. UNIT, TYPE 24.-For use with the

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

purposes. Per doz. yds. 713.

Bank

conversion into a

FLUXITE

RUBBER- COVERED
FIVE -WAY
CABLE. Suitable for lighting and ocher

SUPERHET

11 -METRE

ZC89$1. -For long- distance TV results.
Valve line-up is 6 of VR65, 2 of VR92, and 1
each VR136 and VR137, and the 12 mots 6stage I.F. Strip gives tremendous amplification with ample bandwidth of 4 mete
Easily modified, full details supplied.
BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S CARTONS.
ONLY 59/8 (carriage 5 / -).
RDF1 RECEIVER. -The unit described in
October 1951 issue of Practical Television for

speedy soldering is needed.
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading engineers
and manufacturers. Of all ironmongers
tins, from 1/- upwards.
The FLUXITE GUN puts FLUXITE
where you want it by a simple pressure.
Price 2,/6, or filled 3/6.

GSI6. These cells are the gas -filled
type with caesium Cathode. Made by
Cintel.
Minimum sensitivity IOOuAl
lumen, working volts 100 D.C. or peak
A.C. Projected cathode area 16 sq. cm.
suitable for 16 mm. Home Cinema
Talkie equipment. Safety Devices,
Colour and Photo Matching, Burglar
Alarms, Automatic Counting, Door
Opening, etc Brand new. In original
cartons. 4216.

Carr. & Pkg.

10 -VALVE

that FLUXITE fa always by you
house-garage- workshop-

the
-in
wherever

PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS, Type

tin. Weight

quired. ONLY 59/13 (Postage, etc., 2/8).
I.F. STRIP TYPE 194. -An easily modified
I.F. Strip recommended for TV constructors
who want good results at moderate cost, or
or those who have built televisors but are
having trouble in the vision or sound
receivers.
This 6 -stage strip measures
18in. x 5in. x 5in., and contains 6 valves
VR65, 1 of VR92, and 1 of VR53 or VR56.
Mod. data supplied. BRAND NEW. ONLY
45/- (postage, etc., 2/6).

" at Work

T.V.'s all set for to- night.
Thanks to solder and good old FLUXITE.
So why shin that tree ? "
" New aerial I " bawled EE.
" We shall see miles more from this
height

in light or
Receives all British and

case, size 51 x 7 x
Less batteries, 451 -.

Quinn

"Our

CATHEDRAL MODEL,
dark oak.

" Fluxite

The

R.1355

Receiver for Sutton Coldfield TV

(mod. data supplied). or as a pre -amplifier
as per Practical Television, December. 1950.
ONLY 17/8 (postage 1 /8).
! !

SECTIONAL TELFOPIC AERIAL.
comprising 16 sections each 16in. in length.
and Colour-coded for ease of assembly

Complete in web case. BRAND NEW.
ONLY 9/8 (postage 10.
38.
WALKIE- TALKIE CHASSIS, TYPE the
beautifully made chassis, ideal for
enthusiast, or as a source of components.
of
exception
As used by the Forces, with the
certain transmitting components removed
Silvered micas, 10. 15. 20. 30, 75, 120, 200, by the Ministry of Supply. ONLY 916
330, 4,000, 4,700. pf., 3!6 doz.
1 /8).
Metal tubular, 0.25 mid., 500 v.. 9d. (postage
-W.D. TRANSFORMERS.-Ail Heavy
Potentiometers, Ex -Govt. (unused) 5 k.. EX
230/250v. Primaries. Type A has
Duty,
with
500
k.,
sealed
50 k.. 100 k., 2 m. 2.5 in. 1/6.
Secondaries of 330-0-330v. and 4v. 3 amps.
cartons, standard, 1/9. small. 2 / -.
ONLY 22/6. Type B is an E.H.T. TransEgen, 10 R. to 2 m., long spindle, less switch, former with Secondaries of 2v. 1.5 amps..
3/- with switch, 5 /-.
10 m.a., 523v. 10 m.a., 1,400v. 2 m.a.
Amplion (with the unique guarantee). 300v.
ONLY 21/
Type C is a Filament Transmoulded track." miniature. less switch, former with Secondaries of 6,3v. 7.7 amps.
4/- : single pole. 5/8 : double pole, 8/8.
4.2v. 2.5 amps.. 4v. 1 amp. ONLY 19,8. Also
Air-spaced Trimmers approx. 25 pf., fit available
is a companion CHOKE of 3011 150
inside Eddystone coils, 1 /1.
OVE ITEMS
Ex-Govt. Valves. We specialise in RELI- BRANDONLY
BRAND
NEW
AND UNUSED. Postage on
ABLE valves at lowest prices, send s.a.e. each item 1 /8.
for full list. Mail order only, orders over £1 HEADPHONES DER NO. 2.-Low-resispost free. Prompt service.
tance phones fitted with solid type headREED & FORD.
band, and Eft. lead terminating in lack plug.
As used on type 18 receiver. etc. BRAND
2a. Burnley ltd.. Ainsdale, Southport.
NEW. ONLY 6/6 (postage 1, -).
MUIRHEAD SLOW -MOTION DRIVE:
A really precision product of this famous
maker 3in. in diameter with edge marked
0.180. Complete with cursor. BRAND NEW
DARLINGTON IN MAKER'S CARTONS. ONLY'S /6 (post-

to announce that we have
further supplies of these immensely popular
condensera. Far more reliable than electrolytics 2.000 v. test, 1.000 v. wkg. Post 10d.
2.000 mid. 12 v. Another popular type
Brand new, limited stock. 5 /9.
We are glad

-A

1

,

.

RADIO

COMPONENTS

EAST STREET,

LOUDSPEAKER SEPARATORS.

and

ELECTRONIC

Televisors.

(No lists.)
Tel.

:

ENGINEERING

4393.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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age 1I-).

As

previously advertised.
Model A, kit of parts, 18s. 6d.
built and tested, 22s. 6d.
Model B, kit of parts, 35s. Od.
built and tested, 44s. Od.
P. & P. 1/- extra.
SCRATCH FILTER. Forfitting to pick -up
or amplifier to eliminate scratch, 17s. 6d.
WHISTLE FILTER. For insertion in
loudspeaker leads to eliminate 9 Kcls.
whistles. 35s.
Good stocks of parts for VIEWMASTER

CONDENSERS.-Paper. metal cased.
1 mid., 3,000 volts. 418 : electrolytics (cans
6 x 8
unless stated)
8 mid. 450v.. 2/6
16 500v. card500v., 4/9 : 8 x 16 450v.. 5/9
board, 6/- : 16 450v. can. 5/6 :.16 x 16 500v..
24 3511v. cardboard, 4/6 : 25 25v., 1/8 :
713235ev.: 2/9 : 5012v. can or card., 11- : 3E x 16
450v., 8/9. Postage 1,' -, please, on orders
under £1.
Cash with order, please, and print name
and address clearly. Amounts given for
carriage refer to inland only.
:

U.E.I. CORPORATION
The Radio Corner

Gray's Inn Rd., LONDON,

W.C.1
until 1 p.m. Saturdays. We are
mins. from High Holborn (Chancery Lane
8th.) and 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross.

138

Open
2
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OPMT0BISCUSJYO!
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters
must
be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily for publication).

superhet hiss. I tried for weeks to eradicate .the.
Give Your Address!
but all the stock cures failed -lower ose.
SIß, -Irt our efforts to give a prompt and efficient faults,
voltage, I.F. decoupling, screened leads all over the
service to readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, place,
etc., etc. The receiver is still the same,
we trust you will find space ones more to stress the
need for a reader to quote his address.when writing Then more recently I made up the superhet from
your May, 1951, issue by " Electron," who affirms
to advertisers for literature, etc.
The enclosed is a typical example of this annoying that the set is free of hiss and mains hum. I got
to excess
Again I tried various remedies,
matter. The reader sits back and invariably both,
all to no avail. No èoinpönents -from the first
believes the firm just, ignores his request. During but
the past 12 months we hate recorded 22 examples receiver mentioned were used in the second one,
of no address having been given.-JoRNsoN's RADIO so a common'dis component is ruled out. Perhaps
some reader can suggest a 'cure ?
'RoBJNSOv
(Worcester).
'[The letter enclosed by the- above firm was from a (Natal, S: Africa).
Mr. Street, envelope post -marked " Sieaford," and
-Long -wave Reception
enclosed a stamp' for a catalogue, but had no address
SIR,-3fany communications receivers have no
of any kind. -ED.]
long waves incorporated, the Light Programme,
"P,Wr in- South Africa
when required, being tuned on the medium wave,
SÍR,
have been a redder of PRACTICAL WIRE- With resultant blasting " in many -parts Of the
LESS- since it was first published
still have country.
..A fixed Capacitor was wired into the last I.F.
one or two of the data sheets issued With the
Magazine in'the very 'early days ' I moved out of an American " Scott " receiver to switch in
ter.this"country almost a year ago, and find a'great. the Light Programme on Droìtwich, with extremely
' nimbòr of Hams working -even in this small good results.,
This was accomplished by wiring in a trimmer
town of about 3,000 people. 'there are four, not
counting myself, as f am still building -.although
H.T#
1 have received' mÿ licences and call -sign (ZS5NB).
Your paper enjoys a sale of about four copies
!

'

-J.

-

.

-I

-I

`

!

;

-which, considering the size of the town and' competition from- American radio magazines, is. good
going: Your paper certainly lives up to its title ;

most of the 'articles are' practical, and mainly I
find it very interesting reading, and I have utilised
many of the circuits and ideas. I certainly prefer
Pal . to any other radio' magazine-British or
American. Naturally I have one or two brickbats !
Asid a few suggestions.
Having said 'that your magazine is practical I
should not be so ready to admit that it is, always
wireless
So many of the articles, such as those
on wire recording, and thn band- searching unit of
a few months ago, I feel would be more at home
in 'a magazine devoted to mechanics. Other
readers may not agree, of course.
Some time ago I converted the TR1196 into
a broadcast receiver exactly as recommended by
your contributor, using the Osmor coil pack as
specified. The receiver type 25. that ..I obtained
was brand' new, as was the mains unit. Yet the
receiver never worked really well. Quality was
excellent, but I found the I.F, transformers would
not peak up-the set went into oscillation 'as
resonance was approached, and there was a terrific
!

_

fE

The arrangement referred to by Mr. Hook.
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and fixed mica condenser amounting to about
275 pF on the primary, with the aerial switched as
shown in the illustration on page 41. A 2 -pole,
2 -way switch is all that is needed. The I.F. in
this particular instance was 455 kc /s, but experimenting with various capacities for other values
is quite simple, attention being paid to screening,
where póssible.
In the case mentioned a three -position selectivity
switch had two spare wafers which were useful,
thus cutting out the use of the " broad " position
of the switch and leaving this to be utilised for
reception on 200 kc /s.
It may be found that with a single -ended output
stage possibly two stages of amplification may be
needed, but not if push -pull is used.
We hope that this information may be of use
to many readers. -S. F. HOOK (Ebley, Stroud).
-

The General Purpose Amplifier

SIR,

January, 1952
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"

-I feel I must point out to you that

'

definite relationship to the direction and amount of
deviation.
When a signal is applied to the discriminator
the output voltage from the cathodes of the diodes
has a polarity, plus or minus, depending on the
direction of the deviation above or below the mean
frequency, and an amplitude depending on the
amount of deviation.
These two effects are always additive; and if the
discriminator is correctly designed to handle
deviations of ± 75 kcls no amplitude distortion
of the signal will result.
Furthermore, although the circuit of the phase
discriminator shown is only a basic diagram, the
D.C. blocking condenser between the anode of the
discriminator valve and the centre tap of the
secondary winding should have been included.
If this is omitted the circuit bécomes. most misC. DONSETT.
leading as well as inaccurate.
Marin (Rayleigh).

-J.

.

there

is a snag in F. G. Rayer's General Purpose
Amplifier circuit given in the centre pages of the

December issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Although he states that " the circuit is not
particularly dangerous with reasonable care," the
fact remains that using a 2 -pin plug on A.C. mains,
the chances are 50 -50 that the chassis will become
live, whilst with D.C. supplies (the +ve side of
which is usually earthed at the power station)
the circuit will not operate unless the anode of
the 25Z4G is +ve and hence the chassis live.
' This means that any screened lead connected
to the input,as well as the casing of any microphone
or pick -up, becomes live with respect to earth,
and anybody touching these components would
receive a shock which could easily prove fatal. The remedy 'is not easy to find, as large numbers
of houses are fitted with 2 -pin or B.C. sockets
and correct "connection cannot be guaranteed when
the amplifier is handled by inexperienced persons.
On D.C. mains a live chassis cannot be avoided.
Perhaps a .1 /4F paper condenser of 350 V.W.
could be connected between the earth and of the
volume controls and the -ve H.T. line.
If troubles due to hum are experienced, the
chassis may be earthed via a .1 pF 500 V:W.
paper condenser. -P. A. WEST (London, W.9).
Amateur Co- operation Wanted

-I have recently completed the conversion
SIR,of type R25 (TR1196) ex-R.A.F. set into a

later).
medium-wave set (hope to add short -waveAugust
in the
I based the conversion in the article
1949 issue but did not use a pre -aligned coilpack.
The result, therefore, though quite good, is not
109 per pent., as I lack that vital instrumentthe - signal generator.
Can any enthusiastic P.W. reader come to my
in the
assistance, please, particularly those living
course.
Mitcham, Tooting, Streatham area, of Mitcham,
J. B. PHILLIPS (20, Pentlands Close,
Surrey).

-

Frequency Modulation

:While the description of the phase discrimiSIR,nator given in the third article on frequency
if somewhat
modulation is quite correct, even-that
both the
vague, I should like to point out

A CAPACITY BRIDGE
(Continued from page 26)
condenser (marked * in Fig. I) in series with the
condenser being measured. This condenser must
be of a very high order of accuracy, and can be
made by soldering a -small Erie ceramic trimmer
across a 50 pF silvered mica, as is shown in Fig. 4.
The method of setting this condenser is to short circuit out the two sockets used for the high range
(a short- circuit is the same as using a condenser
of infinite capacity in this case). and adjusting the
trimmer until'a peak on the Y63 is obtained with
the pointer at the 75 pF mark on the low range.
Case

Error

After the instrument is assembled it will be found
that there is an error introduced by the action of
'the case. This can be measured on the scale, as
the alteration is an increase, and a reduction in the
variable condenser will give the value directly.
The instrument is then taken out of its case again
and the trimming condenser altered to compensate
for the error. The best way to do this is to place
a condenser in the bridge, balance it, then reduce
the reading on the pointer by the desired amount ;
then adjust the trimmer until balance is obtained.
The best way to reduce the drift when handling the
bridge is to lace the wires where possible ; this has
the effect of increasing the wiring capacities but
also holding the wires rigid one to the other.
One last point concerns the type of sockets used.
By far the best for this type of use are those known
as the O -Z sockets ; they are a little expensive but
they are thoroughly reliable.
This instrument cas be finished with almost any
paint or enamel to suit the -owner's taste, and, of
course, rubber feet should be fitted.
-

Calibration for
45

=

t

100
120

against 37.5
41

45.5

150
175

60
53

200

55

bear a
sign and amplitude of the output signal
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75

to

1,000 pF..
250 against 58
60
300
63
400
65
500.
68
.>
750
1,000. -,, .70
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ALPHA OFFEIIS

"

VALVES
Majority in Makers' Cartons

VALVE

..
..
.,
..
..
..

OZ4
1T4
1Aó
184

IRS
185

PRICE

8/9

9/9/9/9/9/-

1C5OT..

..

3A4

..
..

384
41
42

..

SÚ40 ,.
5Y30 ..
5Y30T

..
6Z40 ,.
6AC7 ..
6AG7 ,.
6B7
.,
6138
..
6C5G ..
OZ4M

1AT5GT..
608

..

6D6

.

61,80
6P65(

..
spat; .,
6060 ..
6118
, .
6J50T ..
617M ..
úJ70 ..
6K70

68K7

.. 7/,.

616

68Q7
6U7G
6V6M

8/8
10/6
7/9
9/6

.

9/6
9/8

5/8
8/8
7/9

8'8
8/6
18/8

6K60 .,
mac ,. 11/6
8N7 ..
6N7GT

-

0/9/-

,

..
..

10/8
9/8
9/6

6V 60T..

6V60 ..
6X5GT

9/-

11/8

GAMS
GALS

9/-

2/-

.7193

1934

0/-

7111/6

.

..
.,
..
77
..
9/- 7B8 ..
10/6
78
..
6/9
80
..
9/- 807 ..
9/- 954 ..
7/9. 953
7/6
956
..
7/8
9132
7/8
12.66 ..
8/- 12C8 .
9/- 12116 ..
9/- 12E8 ..
9/- 128117..
7/8
128(17 ..
4/8
12SK7 ..
9/-

. ,

G 1C7OT

69117
6827

G87GT

9/-

.

3Q5GT..

PRICE

6Q70 .. 11/6
6SA7GT
9/6
6807 .. 7/9

8/8

2158... 4/2X2.

VALVE

7/9
9/8

9/916

EMS ..

PW4 /300

06Zó ..

..
..

9/9/9,6

KTW61
8/9
KT80 ,. 11/6

KTZ63.. 7/9
KT33C.. 11/6
KTZ41.. 7/9
KT30

,. 11í-

LP2.20..
ML6

6/9

8/-

1M2A ..
1.M202..
SP220 ..

719

T11233.. 9/TF22 .. 12/TDU13C 101-

9/6
7/9
7/9
91ll

AC6 /PEN 7/9

.. 2/.. 4/7
., 2/.. 4/-

PP225..
8P13A..

1/11.53

V R54
V11.55

VR56
VR57
V9.65
VR65A

719

7/9

8/-

7;8

7/-

7/6
7/8

.. 7/6
.. 4/.. 719
.. 7/8
.. 7/8
.. 4/-

VR91...

4/-

8;8

EF50
Sylvania 89
VR8'2 ,. 2/-

7/8
7/6
1141
.. 7/8
GEE OUR OTHsR ADVT.

MAIL

ORDERS ONLY.
DELIVERY BY RETURN.

C.W.O.-C.O.D.
POSTAGE EXTRA.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
5/6 Vinces Chambers, Victoria Square, Leeds

I

VU111, guaranteed new, boxed, 2/6, 6 for
12/8, post extra. EA50, 2/8 each, 6 for 12/6,
post extra. SP61, 3D6, 9132, ODI, VU120A,
6J5, RL37, 3/6 each ; 1LD5, ILN5. 4/6 each
6B8. 5/9
15132, 7/6 : 807, 8/6: EB34, 7193,
VR135, 1/8 each ; 2 x 2, 128117, 12166, 2i8
each 627, ON7, 7/6 each ; 1Aó, 106, EC52,
6AC7, 5/- each ; EBC33, 8.8. Post extra.
P1 TUBES, guaranteed new and boxed,
1 /6. post 1/6. R1147B RECEIVERS, complete with 7 mains valves two EF50, two
EF36, EBC33, EC52, EF54, brand new In
wooden transit cases, 45/-, carriage 319.
TWIN -GANG 1 MEG. POTS., 2/8 ; 2 Meg.
1 Meg. Pots., 2/- each.
EA50 VALVE BOLDERS, 13/- doz. 12 MED. CONDENSERS, 50v. wkg., 6/- doz. .01 mid., 5,000v.
wkg.. 2 for 3/6, post N.
;

:

;

:

Radios, Valves, Test and
Radar Equipment.
WANTED

:

STAN WILLETTS,

VALVES

7C5,
7B6,
215SG.

at 7/6. -5U4G,
2A3, 6A3, 6SF5, 6N7

Subject to stock.

WALTON'S
48,

131-

1

7,6; 1T4, 354, 8/6; ECOS.
EF91. 10/ -; 604, Bib ; 9002, 5/-; 9001, 9003, 15'4 -;
3/6; EA50. 2/8; 8116, 41- 6260. L63, 5.
1163. EL32, 6AC7M, 8/6; GTIe. PEN 25, 8;6;
6E5, 10/ -. Also Brand New and Boxed VU111,
S130, 6168, 5. -; 12Á6M, 6/6; MB/PEN, VP133,
7/6; VP41, MS /PEN /B, 8/8; 6A8, KK32, 12,6.
1L4, 3Q9, 3A4,

855,

VOLUME CONTROLS, with switch, long
spindle, 101C, 501C. f meg., I meg.. ;3.P., 3,8 ;
D.P., 4, -. Small type 1/s 100 K., 118. ;
METAL RECTIFIERS, 250 v., 60 nla., 6.=.
CONDENSERS, 20+ 10 mfd., 350 v., cans
dented, but guaranteed working, 1/9 each
or 6 for 10/ -, post free.
COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES, 10 assorted
silver micas, 3 resistors, and H.F. chokes.
1/- each, or 8 for 5/-.
IIAND MIRES, 3/-; TABLE MIKES, 7/6.
Please add 9d. postage on orders under CI

III-

;

;

G200

RADIO
ANNOUNCES
VALVES: VR78,VR92,2/6. CV66, 2X2,
12SH7, 6SH7, 6H6, 12H6, HVR2a, TTl 1,
Pen220a, VY2, 6AC7, 5/ -, 6L7, 6N7gt,
6N7g, 617g, AC6Pen, Pen46, 6AC7,
615, 6136, 1625, 6K6, EL8, 12SG7,
617, 6K7, 6K7G,
6K7gt,
3B7/1291,

VR100, KTW6I, KTW62,
KTW63,
ICSgt, 6C4, 12SR7, 6/9. 8012, 10/6.

TRADE AND OVERSEAS
ENQUIRIES INVITED

ARTHUR HOILE
55, Union Street, Maidstone, Kent
'Phone 2812.

1625,

;

1

I I -.

BRITISH REPLACEMENT TYPES
VP2,

1016

S0215, 7/6

;

;

210LF, 4/6 ;
IP2, 419 ;
; PD220,

416 ; PM22A, 519 ;
QP22B, 1216 ; TDD2A, 1116
1216 ; ML4, 716 ; DDT4, 1216

2101-IF,

VMP4G,

;

KTZ4I, 1116 ; MU12 (VÚ39),
HLI3C, 916 354V, 1016 MX40,
MKT4 (7 -pin), 1416
FW41500,
; TDDI3C,
1116 ; FCI3C, 1216
FCI3, 1016
TH2321, 1616
VPI3C
(9D2), 816
802, 816 URIC, 1116
105, 11/6; URIC, 1116.- Continued on
our complete list, please ask for a copy.
Please add I- postage.
"A happy 1952 to all our friends"
(Kindly mark envelope PWI.)
1016
1116
1416
1416

;
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I

-

RADIO

BULLS VALVES
246.HIGH

ST.

HARLEM awn

SCP,

STAFFORD STREET,
WOLVERHAMPTON

NEW AND GUARANTEED VALVES

1

872, 3916

1625,

WIRELESS STORES,

ELECTRAD RADIO,

;

43, Span Lane, West Bromwich,
Staffs.

807,

;
and many
others.
Hurry -send your order to -day,
to- morrow may be too late.

OZ4, 916 ; IA5, 10/6 ; 1B4, 1116:
IG6, 71 -; ILA4, 916 ; IT4, 1116; 154,
1116 ; 1R5, 1316 ; IV, 1116;2Á6, 1016;
2A7, 916 ; 2X2, 8/- ; 3V4, 1216 ; 5T4,

III-

7C7,

All

(REDUCED PRICE) VALVE LIST
CANCELS ALL PREVIOUS LISTS.

916 ; 65117, 916 ; 6SK7, 916 ;
6SN7, 1216 ; 6SQ7, 1116 ; 6SS7, 81- ;
6Wó, 916 ; 7A7, 916.; 7C7, 916 ; 7V7,
1016 ;
12A6, 8/6 ; 12F5, 816 ; 12H6,
616 ; 1215, 816 ; 12K8, 101- ; 12SA7GT,
1016 ; 12SH7, 819 ; 12S17, 916 ; 12SK7,
101- ;
12SR7,
819 ;
12SQ7,
101- ;
14A7,
1016 ;
14F6, 1016 ; 15, 916 ;
I9,
116 ;
25A6, 916 ; 25Z5, 1116 ;
27, 1016 ; 32, 816 ; 28D7, 816 ; 33, 1016;
35, 1016 ; 35Z4GT,
1016 ;
35Z5GT,
1116 ; 35L6, 1016 ; 37, 916 ; 42, 1016 ;
41, 1116 ; 43, 1116 ; 5OL6GT,
;
58,
; 72,
1016 ; 76, 816 ; 77, 1016
80, 1116 ; 85, 1216 ; 807 Br., 161807 Amer., 1816 ; 8416Z4, 916 ; 9002,
716 ; 9003, 816 ; 9004, 716 ; 954, 616
955, 616 ; 956, 616 ; 866A, 221- ; 813,
871- ; 803, 2916 ; 805, 2916 ; 860, 1816 ;

EL32,
I2SH7,
6SH7,
6B8G,
ILN5,
PM2,
KT2,

EK32,

B.V.A.
Equivalents and comprehensive Price
List. We have
stIl some valves
left at PRE- BUDGET rates which are
actually sold at the old price.
There is a space free for YOU on our
mailing list.
28 -page illus. Catalogue -5d. Stamps.

6SG7,

VALVES!

at 5/ -.-EF36, EF39,
KT44, VU120A,
12SJ7, 12.15, 6J5G, 6J5GT,
6K7G, 6SK7GT, 6SL7GT,
IA5G, 1G6G, 3D6, 1LD5,
All

appendix of

; 5Y3, 1216
; 5Z3,
14/6 ; 5U4, 1216 ;
5X4, 131- ; 5Z4, 1016 ; 6M,
116 ;
6A8, 1416 ; 6AC7, 916 ; 6AG5, 1016 ;
6AC7, 916 ; 6B4, 816 ; 6B7, 1116 ;
604, 916 ; 688, 1016 ; 6C6, 916 ; 6C8G,
1416 ; 6D6, 916 ; 6F5, 816 ; 6F6G, 1016 ;
606G, 916 ; 6H6, 716 ; 615, 81- ; 6J6,
171- ; 6J7, 91- ; 6K7G, 916 ; 6K7, 916 ;
6K8, 1316 ; 6L5G, 816 ; 616, 1316 ;
6L7, 1016 ; 6V6, 1116 ; 6SA7, 916 ;

VALVES!

!

We are clearing very large stocks
of slightly soiled valves at very
special prices. Send S.A.E. to -day
for full list. Here are a few examples

giving
equivalents of British
and
American
Service and
Cross Reference
of Commercial
types, with an

8/-

2/9
4/9
7/9

9/-

219
POST FREE

4/6

1163

GT1C

H1210..

MANUAL

2/9/-

HL13C..

WALTON'S OF
WOLVERHAMPTON

VALVES"

PRICE

MS /PEN
M1141 ..

5/-

DEMOBBED

D113
8/9
ECL80.. 12/6
EF42 .. 129
EBC41.. 11 6
6141 .. 116

11/6
2/9

Barretterj 4/25A60.. 9/8
CV6
CV9
CV83
CV72

VALVE

43

69.

HIGH STREET, BELFAST,

VALVES
1T4
1R5
3V4
U14

PZ30
12K7
Y63

9/6
8,6
10/6
9/12/8
10/6
8/6

BOXED

6V6
6K7
6K8
VR91

ECLOO

35L8
EB91

0/6

7/6

12/6

8/8.

12/6
10/6
9/6

UAR

'5Z4
6Q7
504

N.1.

TEED
'

9'.

10 6
10 6
FW4/50010.6
8AM6
11, 6
12E8
116
VR92
26

and many others-Lists lid,
SPECIAL OFFER.-VR91 ex EQUIP, 51 -ea.
VOL. CONTROLS.-A11 values, long
spindle, less sw., 3/- ; SP sw.. 4/- ; D.P.
sw., 4/9; 100 ohm w/w 2/8.
ELEC.TROLYTICS, best makes, 8/450, v.,
2/6 ; 16/450 v.. 3/. ; 8/16 450 v., 6/. ; 25/25,
1/8; 50/50. 2 / -.
'

MAINS TRANS., New mfrs. surplus,
5 v. 2 a. Tapped prim,
Bargain,
post 1/8TOP' GRADE M'cbre Solder 16G 60,40,
4d. yard.. 11b. reels 11/8.
COAX CABLE, 80 ohms, lin. diam.,
10d. yard. RESISTORS. i w.. 4d., I w., 541:
All items 6d. extra. Post free over £I.
350-0 -350 v., 6 v. 4

a

T.R.S 71 Meadvale Rd., E. Croydon
('allers 307. W'hltehorse Road, SV. -.t
Croydon.
Tho. 1065

www.americanradiohistory.com
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LRS

/

Sn

Limited Stock

immediate Delivery

ARMSTRONG
ALL-WAVE CHASSIS
Cash £2511214.
Model EXP 73.
or 27/1510 with order and 10
instalments of
£2811810.
ModellRFi
'or 228/15/0 with order and 11
monthly instalments of 40/ -.
Model RF 104. Cash 234/12/10.
or 211110/0 with order and 13
monthly instalments of 40' -.
Passenger carriage 10'- extra.
-

payable with deposit.

W. B.

CONCENTRIC- DUPLEX

LOUDSPEAKERS
The unit for the Connoisseur. 10ín.
Model, Cash 27/7/0. or 22'0/0 with
order and 8 monthly instalments of 20/ -.
12in. Model, Cash £18118 /0. or £515 /0
with order and 8 monthly instalments of
40' -. Both the above complete with
transformer and Cross-over Network.

WE HAVE TRIED THEM ALL
and in our opinion the NEW SUPER
REMINGTON CONTOUR O'
is the finest ELECTRIC SHAVER
available to-day.- To conbinoe you.
our TEN-DAYS' FREE TRIAL
is available on receipt of 50'_
deposit with 7 monthly payments
of 20/ -. Cash price 28 /1915.
A.C. /D.C. State voltage.
Illustrated leaflets on request.

THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY
Est. 1925
COMPANY
BALCOMBE, SUSSEX
COILS for A.C. All Mains Midget
Oct.: Nov. issue, Sí8 pair; Dual Wave
for summer, all dry portable (June).
4/3; TRF for all dry 3 -band (Aug.).
6/8 pair; THE, with circuit, 513 pair;
miniature Coil Pack, LMS s /het..
27/6; Kit of parts for same, 18/6
Indicator Dial Lampcomplete;
ea. 10
holder. Perspex cover, 1f
amp. D.P. Toggle Switch. 9d. Trade
terms available. Mail Order only.
T. G. HOWELL. 29, McWilltam Rd.,

Brighton,

7.

WEI

^

Fidelila

î

Luxury

, -valve
Radiogram chas-

sis 221 -15 -0.
Also 9 -valve Da
Luxe Chassis at
£25 -5 -0. and 5valve model at
215 -15-0.

sheets
request

Data

vo

RO

VELOPMENTS-

2 Amhurstt Road,
'elscombe Cliss, Susses

SPECIAL OFFER
BANKRUPT STOCK
150
3

& Speaker.

18/6

Stamp for Lists.

working order. 211.19.8. plus 10/8 carriage
and packing in original transit case. To
those not familiar with the set full technical
details can be supplied for 113 poet paid.
R1155 POWER PACK AND OUTPUT
STAGE. -Assembled in a neat black case
size 81in. x 61in. x 41n.-enables the receiver
to be operated direct from A.C. mains.
Price 23.19.8 carriage paid.
OHM SLMPSON
DUAL. - RANGE
METERS.-A Brand New American instrument.
Incorporates 21in, moving coil
meter, ranges 052.000 ohms and 0-200,000
ohms. Price 52 /8 post free.
MODEL
EXTENSION
DE - LUXE
SPEAKER: Walnut cabinet containing a
611e. Rola Speaker and fitted with volume
control. Size 12ín. x 101ín. x 6ín. Price
35/- plus 216 carriage and packing.
SYLVANIA RED EF50's.-Brand new at

British types (tested). 5'- each.
MANSBRIDGE BLOCK CONDENSERS.
-10 mfd. 1,000 volt test, 3 for 10/8 post paid.
B.I.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
Block 8 mfd. 500 volt at 3 for 9/ -. Multi block 8 x 16 x 4 x 4 x 6, all for 450 v. wkg.
8/8' each.

-

at 2 for 10' -. 16 mfd. 500 v. wkg.. 600 v.
surge at 3 for 11/8. 16 mfd. 350 v. wkg. T.C.C.
type CE26L at 4 for 10/8. 12 mfd. plus 12 mfd.
T.C.C. 350 v. wkg. at 3 for 10/8.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. -3 types, all
standard primaries. UniVersal mounting.
(1) 350-0-350 v. 80 mA. 0 -4-6.3 v. 4 A. 0-45 v.
2 A. (2) 250-0-250 v. 80 mA. 0 -4.6.3 v. 4 A.
0-4-5 v. 2 A. (3) 30 v. 2 Amps. tapped at
3v.,4v.,5v., 6V.. 8,v.. 9v., 10 v.. 12 y.,15 v..

v., 23 v.. 24 v. All these transformers
are brand new and boxed, fully guaranteed
and priced at 18.8 each, plus 9d. post
If,didrods of other bargains in stock.
18

Post Paid.

CHARLES BRITAIN
(RADIO) LTD.

CBR

11,

Upper Saint Martin's

Lane, London, W.C.2.

Shop hours, 9-6 p.m. (9 -1

TEM. 0545
p.m. Thursday)

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

YOU

can become
a first-class
RADIO
ENGINEER
We are specialists in Home study Tuition in Radio,
Television and Mathematics.
Post coupon now for free
booklet and learn how you
can qualify for well -paid
employment or profitable
spare-time work.

T.

&

Ringwood, Hants.

NAME
ADDRESS

Tel. St. Albans 5951.

BOLD & BURROWS,
Verulam Rd., St. Albans, Herts.

G.E.C., price 5/ -. Postage 6d.

Post War Communications Receiver
Manual, by H. W. Sams, price 27x8.
postage

1/ -.

Practical Wireless Encyclopaedia,

by F. J. Camm. price 211 -, postage 9d.
Telephony, by J. Atkinson. Volume
One. price 35' -, postage 11- ; Volume
Two, price 50'-, postage U -.
Radio Circuits, by W. E. Miller.
price 5'-. Postage 4d.

Cathode - Ray
on
Encyclopedia
Oscilloscopes and their Uses, by
Ride and Uslan, price 75/ -. postage 1 / -.
Radio Amateur Call Book Magazine

-Fall

Radio

1951, price 20'-, Postage

11

Equipment.

Servicing

-.
by

E. J. G. Lewis, price 25/-, postage 101.

Television

Equipment,

Receiving

by W. T. Cocking, price 18/ -. postage 9d.

Handbook of Line Communication
by The Royal Signals. Volume One.
price 20 / -, Postage

11

,

Inexpensive Television for the
Home Constructor, price 2'8, postage
2d.

S. J. Begun,
price 25' -, postage 9d.
The De Luxe Home Built Televisor
and Radiogram, by W. L Flack.
price 8/6, postage 4d.

Magnetic Recording, by

-

-

-

Brimar Radin Valve and Teletubo
Manual No. 4, price 5/ -. postage 4d.
Radio Valve Data, compiled by Wireless
World. price 3.'8, postage 3d.

We have the finest selection of

British

and. American radio books in the
country. Complete list on application.

(Dept. P.1),
PADdington 4185

19-23 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2.

-YOU

READ MUSIC?

-

Then how about making yourself an
electronic organ. Constructional data
available -full circuits, drawings and
notes. It has 5 octaves, 2 manuals and
pedals with 24 stops-uses 41 valves.
With its variable attack you can play
Classics and Swing.
Write NOW for free booklet and further
details to C. st S., 10a, Duke Street,

Darlington, Durham.

TRANSFORMERS
mra
M.T.1.-250
-0 -250 v. 80
6.3 v.. 3.5 a.. 0-4-5 v.. 2 a.

0-4 V. 5 a. ;

;

M.T.2.-Same as M.T.1. ont 650.0 -350 o.
M.T.3. 23 v. : 2 a. tapped every 3 volts.
Al) primaries tapped for 200 to 250 v.
Anto 010 -120- 200 -230250v.100 watts.
Examine what
you buy.
From component dealers
or write to us
if unobtainable.
The maximum

price for these

transformers
is

24p, each.

C. RADIO COLLEGE THE DOUCLAS COIL CO.,
BRINKLOW RUGBY

...Post in unsealed envelope, l )d. postage...
To : R. Heath Bradley, T.C.R.C.
36, Northfield Road,

only.

Valve TRF Long & Med. Wave Battery
with Output Trans. Less Valves

Sets

12,

January, 1952

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CASH or Best Buy at Britain's -THE MODERN BOOK CO.RECEIVER R1155.EASY TERMS COMMUNICATION
Osram Valve Manual-Part One by
Brand New Condition and in perfect

P.12o.

www.americanradiohistory.com

TE! OftOPE MpiKSTsttr
For high and low voltage
testing :
-30 and 100850 volts A.C. or D.C.
Write for interest.
ing
leaflet 29F

-I

%

January, 1952

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
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Impressions on the Wax
Review of the Latest Gramophone Records
C$OOSING gifts for Christmas is a difficult
business these days, but there is a simple
way you can do it, and that is by record
tokens. All you do is purchase-from your nearest
record token dealer a record tokens stamp to the
Value of the gift you wish to make. You thon pass
the stamp on to you& friend and they then take it
to their nearest token dealer, who exchanges it for
the record or records selected.
Artur Schnabel's " Rhapsody for Orchestra " is
the seventh of the series of hitherto unrecorded or
unknown works to be issued within the last year on
Columbia. Under the auspices of the Maharajah
of Mysore's Musical Foundation, this rhapsody
makes its first appearance on records. It is. played
by Paul Kletzki, conducting the Philharmonia
Orchestra, on Columbia LX8843 -4. It was this
same orchestra who gave it its first European
performance at the Royal Albert Hall on April 27th,
1950.

The deft touch of Beecham is ideal for Rossini's
La Cambiale di Matrimonio- Overture." It is
his first apera, and was written for production at
the Teatro San Moise, Venice, in 1810. Sir Thomas
conducts the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in this
recording on Columbia LX1458.
"There are, of course; many different versions of
the Tchaikovsky " Concerto in D Major, Op. 35 " ;
this, by Jascha Heifetz (violin), accompanied by the
Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Walter
Susskind, is exceptionally good. It was recorded in
London when the violinist was over here last year.
He has played the Tchaikovsky concerto many
times in his world -wide concert tours, and it is
an ideal work for his technique, which is heard to
advantage on H.M. V. DB21228 -31.
The second in the new series of ballet music
recordings by Parlophone is Ponchielli's " La
Gioconda " (Dance of the Hours), recorded on
Parlophone E11489 by the Royal Opera House
Orchestra, Covent Garden, conducted by Hugo
Rignold.' The ballet contains a series of dances
representing the various times of day- morning,
noon, evening and night.
Other outstanding orchestra recordings this
month are Sir Thomas Beecham, Bart., conducting
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in Handel's
" The Groat Elopement " on H.M.V. DB9672 -3, Sir
Adrian Boult conducting the London Philharmonic
Orchestré in Brahms' " Academic Festival Overture, Op. 80," on H.M.V. DB9670 -1 ; and Arthur
Fiedler conducting the Boston Promenade Orchestra
in Von Supptí's " The Beautiful Galathea," on
H..33'V. C4120.
-

.

,

Vocal

new record by Lily Pons is always of interest,
and for this issue she sings the principal theme from
Johann Strauss's " Tales from Vienne "Woods "
waltz-regarded by many as his best waltz. On the
reverse side she sings " Pretty Mocking Bird," in
which the singer imitates the song of the bird she is
addressing. Her husband, Andre Kostelanetz,
accompanies her in the recording which appears of>.

Columbia LX1462:
" Abide with Me " and '`.The Lord it my Light "
are the two titles chosen by the talented contralto
Jean Watson for her reeòrding on Columbia' DX1793,
whilst another Contralto, Olivo Gilbert, makes her
.

début on Columbia this month with two of Ivor
Novello's songs
Pray for Me " and ' We'll
Gather Lilacs," on Columbia DB2964.

-"

Variety
The story of " South Pacific " is adapted from
James A. Micfiener's novel, Tales of the South
Pacific " ; Richard Rodgers' score iß very far from
the accepted South Seas convention of steel- guitar
music. H.111.1'. C-1121 is a " South Pacific." selçction played by the, accomplished Melachrino
Orchestra, which should find a place among your
favourite recordings.
" I Wish I Wuz " and " Cold, Cold Heart " are
two of the latest numbers that Donald Peers has put
on wax. The number of the record is H.M.V. B10158.
For the first time on records Ronnie Ronald°
uses a male -voice choir to provide .a descant to his
solo singing in a new ballad by Stephen Gale 'and
Leo Paris called " Grandfather. Kri iglè," .òn
Columbia DB2941. He backs pp this intriguing item
with a purely whistling version of Emil Waldteufel's
well -known " Skaters' Waltz."
Doris Day has recorded two songs frein, her latest
film, " Lullaby of Broadway," on Columbia DB2932.
They are " I Love the Way you say Goodnight "
and " In a Shanty in Old Shanty Town."
Humour is supplied by Arthur Godfrey, who
delivers a couple of homespun. ballads, " If' it
Wasn't for Your Father' and " If I had Yoù on a
Desert Island," on Columbia DB2493.
Dance records are supplied by Joe Loss and his
Orchestra with " °saline
and " Tulips and
Heather," on H.M.V. BD6110 and again in dance
tempo with two foxtrots,
Some Enchanted
Evening " and " Bali Ha'i," on H.M.V. BD6173.
Barry Davidson, continues. with his Old Time
Dance Seri's with -a " Paul Jones," on Columbia
DX1789. This includes examples of The Veleta,
Dinky One Step, Military Two Step, etc.
.

Editoial and Advertisement Goes :
!' Practical Wireless," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Howe, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. 'Phone : Temple Bar QM.
Telezrams : Sewn,,, Rand. London.
Registered at the G.P.G. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a practical nature suitable for publication in
Practical Wireless." Such articles should be
written on One side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender. Whilst
the Editor does not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope is enclosed.
All correspondence intended for
the Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Practical Wireless." George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street. Strand. W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless apparatus
and
to our efforts to keep our readers in touch with the latest developments.
we give no warranty tikat apparatus described in our columns is not the subiect of letters patent.
Copyright In all drawings. photographs and articles published in Practical Wireless " is specifically reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention
and the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of these are therefore expressly forbidden. " Practical
Wireless "" incorporates " Amateur Wireless. "

'
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BOOKS
R.S.G.B. " Amateur Radio " publications: Transmitting Licence, 32pp.,
1/ -; Service Valve Equivalents, 32pp.,
1/3; Transmitter Interference, 32pp.,
1/6; Simple Transmitting Equipment,
52pp., 2/3; Microwave Technique, 68
pp., 2/3; Receivers, 96pp., 3/9; Valve
Technique, 104 pp., 3/9; V.H.F. Technique, 96pp., 3/9; R.S.G.B., Bulletin,
current issue, 116. Five recent issues,
2/6. Prices include postage. RADIO
SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 28.
Little Russell St., London, W.C.1.
Second ediALIGNMENT PEAKS.
tion. 5.000 superheterodyne alignment peaking frequencies, 4/9 post
free. The Practical Radio Engineer,
quarterly publication of the Institute,
sample copy 2/- post free. Member-

.

ship and examination data, 1/ johOst
free. Secretary, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield Road. London. N.B.
BRITISH SHORT WAVE LEAGUE is
devoted to the interests of amateur
radio enthusiasts. Publishes 12 -page
" BSWL Review," monthly (members
Offers many services and
only):
World wide
activity departments.
Founded 1935. Apply
membership.
for details to: BRITISH SHORT
WAVE LEAGUE, 55, Victoria St.,
London. S.W.1. (Abbey 2384.1
RECEIVERS & COMPONENTS
FAMOUS TRANSMITTER Receivers,
complete with 9 valves, not guaranteed, but much cleaner than our
previous stocks; post paid 20/-; consisting of 2 parcels. Trade enquiries
invited. We have numerous comproa
fessional arA few parcels6/6,left.8 mid.
new, 50 used. Resistors.
ally Condensers, damaged cases, 1/3
AUTOREX MOTORS, New Whittington. Chesterfield.

.

.

CRYSTAL OR COMMUNICATIONS
" Weyrad " ComponRECEIVERS.
ents will meet the most exact requirements. Our " H " type coils are

-

specified for a modern crystal set ;
Practical Wireless
price 3/9 each.
A.C. Pre-set 2,' CTW2 H.F. TransSend 6d. for
each.
513.
Coils.
former
our illustrated catalogue, with full
details .of coils, coil packs, chokes,

and
transformers. bandspread units
tuning scales. WEYMOUTH RADIO
St.,
WeyCrescent
LTD.,
CO.,
MFG.
mouth.

SALE of Radio Kits
with valves: Basic Superhet Kit,
comprising 3B dial, stamped -out
chassis. 2 -gang. pair IF trans., W/C
swith, V /control, electro, cond., choke,
v /holders, resists. and tonds., 5in.
speaker. o/p trans., Selenium rec.,
mains lead and valves, 6SA7, 65K7,
6SQ7. 6F6; all for £4. TRF Kit
as for Superhet, but TRF coils
instead of
12510, 12SJ7I12A0 or s25L6, £3vaOld
Barn Road, Christchurch, Hants.
TEST PRODS, w /plugs and leads,
2/ -,
2/6 pr.; Elec. Conds., 8mf 450v, 2Ad.
List
20/50 1/9, 50/50 2/0.
CARTER'S, 67, Bell Lane, Marston
Green, Birmingham.
ADVERTISED lines
PREVIOUSLY
still available at old orvar.reduced
cond.,
IFTs.
Valves.
6v
prices
barChassis, and hundreds of other THE
free.
gains. List (illustrated) Bullingham,
RADIO SERVICES, Lr.
Hereford.
Condensers, 1
ALL AT 3/- DOZ.
mid .05. .005, asst. Resistors, Crystal
Set Panels. Motor Brushes, TypeInsulators,
writer Ribbons, Rubber small
black
screw-in Lamp Holders;
2d.
Knobs. 10d. doz.; Push Back Wire.10w.,
ohms.
80
Resistances
yd.; Slider
Od. each: SUFFOLK RADIO, 17, Suffolk St., Birmingham, 1.
CLEARANCE

:

YOU ARE INVITED to call and hear
RATES : 4/- per line or part
the wonderful new " Symphony "
thereof, average five words to Une
range of N.R.S. Audio Amplifiers
minimum 2 lines. Box No. 6d. extra.
with
their three separate channels
'prepaid
Advertisements must be
giving independent control of bass.
and addressed to Advertisement
middle and top; 5 -watt model 94
Manager, " Practical Wireless."
gns., 10 -watt model (with push -pull
Tower House, Southampton St.,
triode Output), 15 gns. If you canStrand, London, W.C.2.
not call, send two 24d. stamps for
Ekco full catalogue and Bargain SuppleEDE'S STUDIOS, Chelsea.
RS2 (early TRF type), full of useful ment. Decca A.C. Gram. Motors, adPM speaker, mains justable for 331 or 78 r.p.m., with
components.
with
trans., chokes and metal rectifier; turntable, £3/16/10; ditto,
complete with cabinet, but less valves, switch for 331, 45 and '18 r.p.m.,
Ekco AC57, £7/314, post 2/6. Decca Pickup to
plus 5/- carr.
251 -,
AC74, superhets. in bakelite cabinets, match, fitted with ACOS hi -fi crystal
35/- ea.; less valves, 5/- cart. Super- cartridge and permanent sapphire,
54/6,
het. Kit, using components stripped with either Std. or L.P. head,
from Ekco chassis, band -pass aerial or with both heads, 88/- Garrard
coil with combined W /ch switch, 130 top quality coltre -drive A.C. Gram.
kc /s ose. coil, I.F. transformers, 3- Motors, with variable speed and full
/6, post 2/6.
gang tuning cond., with SM drive, 12in. turntable, £5117Autochangersdial and knob, and all padders, trim- Collaro A.C. 3 -speed
5 / -.
mers. etc., complete with diagram, just come in -£15 /1018, carr. head
for 22/6, 2/- post. Ecko steel Chas- complete with plug -in ACOS GPPlayer
Record
sis, size 13 x 9 x 3in., completely for Std. and xL.P.
x '7 in., beautienclosed, incl. bottom drilled for 5 Cases, 15I-in. in131in.
real rexine, sprung
valves, 0 /6, post free. Mains Trans- fully covered
uncut motorboard,
formers, 350-0-350 80 m.a. 4v 4 amp carrying handle, Bass
Reflex Cabinet
4v. 2 amp, chassis mounting type, 10 /6. 57/6, post 2/6.
thick
Mains -energised Speakers, 2,000 ohm Kits, 21t. 61n. high, patent fin.
bass retimber;
give
superb
acoustic
trans.
with
pentode
field, complete
Bin. speaker model. 85/ -:
and mounted on small baffle, 10/0; sponse,s.m.,
97/6; 12in. s.m., 107/0,
5.000 ohm 8in.. less trans., 810 ea.; 10ín.
400 ohm, 60 m.a. chokes and pentode carr. 7/6; ready built, 7/6 extra.
RADIO SERVICES, 16,
output trans., 2/6 ea.; I.F. trans., 110 NORTHERN
or 130 kc /s, 3/0 pr., with diag. Chas- King's College Rd., London, N.W.3.
sis mounting HF chokes, screened, (Primrose 8314.)
2I -; 0 -2 amp mains droppers, 800 A.C. PRE-SET 2.-CTW2 Coils. as
ohm, with fixing rod 2/ -. Twin hum specified in Nov. issue, 4/6 ea. WeySuppressor Chokes, 2 / -; } and 1 watt rad H Coils, as specified for " A
Resistors, 1/6 doz. (our selection); Modern X'stal Set," 3/5: ea. Our aim
Toggle Switches. DP. on -off, 1/- ea. is to reduce prices, by slashing overSpecial Offers: Ekco Superhet, 2- heads we can offer all Weyrad pproband round type bakelite cabinet; ducts, guaranteed brand new, 10Y
reconditioned and complete with 4 below current prices.
P4 I.F,T.s.
new valves; aerial tested; bargain at 13/8 paid.
Fully screened 3 -band
Philco Coil Packs. 47/8.
£311716 ea.. plus 6/- carr.
D
Coils.
-all bands,
dark
2 -band Superhet in light or
ea.; 465kc /s I.F. Filters. 3/4 ea.
oak cabinets, A.C. or A.C. /D.C. 2/11
over £1, please
or
C.O.D.,
C.W.O.
cathedral
reconditioned
Mains,
postage. WEYBOURNE SUPmodel, £61101 -, plus 6/- carr. Gar- include
PLIES, 3, Westbourne Rd., Weyrard Gram Motors. A.C., with pickmouth.
carr.
6/up and board. £4/10/Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. over £1. VACUUM CLEANERS and Gram.
Please add enough for post. EDE'S Motors, repairs our speciality. ArmaSTUDIOS, 255, Fulham Rd., Chelsea, ture rewinds, new bearings and com(Phone: FLAxman 5587.1 mutators fitted, also transformers
S.W.3.
Nearest Tube: Sth. Kensington.
rewound, speakers repaired. ComTrade enquiries
prices.
WALNUT Radiogram Cabinets of dis- petitive
invited. 7 days c.o.d. service. Send
R.
SHAW,
details.
tinction; stamp
s.a.e. for price lists to: A.D.S. CO.
69. Fairlop Rd., E.11.
field Rd.,
R. F. UNITS, type 24 and 24 mod.
6. Esst 1935.
27, 15/. ea.; R 1125 with 6 universal Aston, Birmingham.
valves, 30/ -; Metal Rectifiers, 12v la., " W ILTON " Battery D.x.5 Chassis
11/8; Delay Switches with 7-day Receiver; first grade Al. panels, 16
clockwork movement, 21/ -; Chore gauge. any size; send s.a.e. WILTON
Horse lighting sets, 12-15v 300 watt., RADIO, 30, Giants Grave Rd., Neath.
£18/101- ea.; Elecs., 8 x l6mfd. 450v. RADIO SUPPLY CO., 15, Wellington
4/ -; Valves 9001 7/6, 6ÁK5 10/8, others St., Leeds.
ex-Gov. Valves:
from 1/6. We still have plenty of 6J5GT, 12807, New
12SJ7, 5/9; 6N7GT,
in
Government surplus bargains Also
L63, 6/11; EF39, 42, 8/9;
6F7,
7/6;
list.
for
S.A.E.
Send
stock.
1R5, 9/6; 1S4, 9/11; 16T66, 9 /1;
Lenses and Prisms and general opti- PEN46,
11/8; EF92, EF91, ECL80, 12/9;
cal gear. Booklet ' How to use EB91,
Soiled Valves, all guar13/9.
6A8G,
2
/6.
Prisms,"
and
ex -Gov. Lenses
EF36, 3/6; EF39, 4/6; VT61A,
H. ENGLISH. Rayleigh Rd., Hutton, anteed:
Selenium Rectifiers, ex new
1/9.
Brentwood. Essex.
equip., 230v 5Q m.a., 4/9. Trimmers
VALVES wanted, types 1R5, 1S5, Ceramic 4-40 pfd, 3/9 doz. C W.O. or
1T4. 1S4, 6K7, 6Q7, 6V6. 5Z4, 6K8, C.O.D. over £1.
Post 1/3 extra
805, 807, 811, d13 and 832; highest under £3. Full list 4d.
prices paid instantly. Box 211, c/o WALNUT RADIOGRAM CABINETS.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
E. WISKER, 501,
Stamp details.
MIDDLESBROUGH Viewmaster TV, Hale End Rd., Highams Park. E.4.
4d
constructional details, 51 +, plus etc.
new 1.4 volt bat.
of
UNIQUE OFFER
alves,
Tape Recorders, Valves,
that T.R.F. job. Set
PALMERS, 114, Valves, ideal forcomprising
Send for. lists.
1 each of
12/6,
3
for
of
Waterloo Rd., and 106; Newport Rd. 1LN5, 1LD5. 3D6, post, free.
R.
RECORDING.-The
Lebanon Gardens.
TA
15,
ARMES,
Tone Recording l Panels. speeds.l31in. Wandsworth. S.W.18.
71in. and 15in. per sec. by push -button VALVES. EF50's, 2/8 each, post 6d.;
control. The Line -A -Tone Recording
Premier Time Base,
and mostly unused.
Unit, complete with microphone
complete with new VCR97, £4; Lens.
tape, in an attractive walnut cabinet;
Currfers La., Shif24,
JONES,
101price £88. Recording heads and all nal. Salop.
Order now, delivery
accessories.
out, quantity Comselling
AMATEUR
MORECAMBE SOUND SERgood.
list.
VICE, Sealand Works, Cross Cop, ponents
aW
WIRELESS.
PRACTICAL
C/o
12,
Morecambe.
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BATH

offers
Eddystone 740 Receivers, £38/151 -.; Ados
GP20 Pickups, standard or LP, 71/5,
heads only, 43/4; WB
Speakers, complete range, Stentorian
as
tised; ETA 4- station tuning adverunit,
47/4; Osmor " Q " Coilpacks, type
HO. 52/., H.F. stage, 21/8; Wearite
"'P" Coils, all ranges, 3/ each;
Denco type " C " TRF Coils, 6/pair. All Components ex -stock for
WW, EE, PW, PT and Viewmaseer
Televisors, L'don, B'ham and Holme
Moss. We have stocks of the following Cathode Ray Tubes
Mazda
:

:

complete in midget leather
case, with' 3 #in. speaker. £10/10/32, Belmont St., St. Anthony's, New castle -on -Tyne, 5.
Ex W.D. unused Fluorescent Lighting
Sets for 12 and 24 volts D.C. input,
230v. A.C. output; Rotary Converter,
Choke, P,F. Condenser, Leak Transformer for 85-watt. Sodium Lamps.
The whole enclosed in metal box, £5,
to clear, A. J. PHILPOTT, Fountain
Square, Fenton, Stoke -on- Trent.
MORI,

SYNCHRONOUS

MOTORS,

ALPHA OFFERS
VOLUME CONTROLS. Carbon type, ex- Oost.,
all with' at messt Dn. aptnale. 500 12,
5 KO, 20 KO, 25 EQ. 200 EQ. 1 'neg.!),

^_ ,nee. O. Wire wound se above,
511, 2í0.Q.
All at Special Price
1/_ each,
SPEAKERS. All 2 to 3 ohms unless otherwise
stated.
each
Midget :tin. Speaker for personal seta
.. 12 /9
Elac 21in. P.M. Lightweight, 15 ohms
.. 1218
Elan 3ii, P.M. Lightweight
..
134
Ouodmau Sin. P.M. Lightweight ..
.
13,9
Plessey Sin. P.M. Lightweight
.,
.. 139
Rola sin. Standard '
14 _
Plessey 8in. P.M. Lightweight
13 6
Rola loin. P.M. Lightweight ..
34 6
Ooodu aus 10ín. P.M. Standard
, .
, .
32 6
Truvox 61mn. P,M. Standard
13,6
P.F. SILVER MICA CONDENSERS
1,2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 5, 8, 5, 10, 10K, 15, 18, 20, 2S, 27,
-

200 -250v,

CRM91,.CRM121A. CRM121B, CRM123; A.C., 50 cycles, clock type, 12/8 each.
Mullard MW22 -14C. MW22 -16, MW22 - 1
for mode
17
MW22 -18, MW31 -16, MW31 -17, enginee s, UNIVERSALELECTRICAL,
MiV31 -18;
G.E.C. 6504A; Ferranti 217a, City Rd., London, E.C.1.
T12/44; Brimar, C12B, We pay car riage on all tubes and guarantee safe
EDUCATIONAL
delivery. (No c.o.d. on tubes.) Send
3d. stamp for our lists; new goods TELEVISION. -The Gothic Television
only: no surplus. C.W.O. (preferred), School, devoted exclusively to trainor c.o.d. (no c.o.d. under £1). Cash ing in Television, prepares students
refunded -on goods out of stock if to Brit.I.R.E, and R,T.E.B. examinanecessary. L. F. HANNEY. 77. Lower tion
standards.
Correspondence
course prospectus from the RegisBristol Rd., Bath. (Tel.: 3811.)
trar, Gothic Television School, 13,
CASE, Chassis, parts, 3 /e, post 9d.; North Avenue, London, W.13,
soiled 2v. Triodes. 1/; Chokes, pf's
Crystals, y'holders, 3d. S.A.E. list. A.M,I.MECH.E., A.M.Brit.I,R :E., City
Post extra. ANNAKIN, 25, Ashfield and Guilds, etç., on " no pass-no
fee "'terms; over 95% successes. For
Place Otley. Yorks.
details of exams. and courses in all
BAKELITE CONTAINERS, suitable branches of engineering,
building,
for mike cases, fuse boxes, etc., etc.; etc., write for 144-page handbook
two halves screwed together; size, free.
B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 17,
21in, in dia., lin. deep; brand new; Stratford Place, London, W.I.
6 for 5/8, post paid.
R. BOLTON,
42, Siward. Rd., Tottenham, N.17.
MERCHANT NAVY and Air Radio.
Here is an opportunity to train
as
" PANL " -the
air- drying
black Radio Officer,
big liners are
crackle finish ; applied like ordinary open to you, butThe
you must qualify
paint. Details, L. MILLER. 8, Ken- for the P.M.G. Certificate.
Day.
ton Park Cres., Kenton, Middlesex.
Evening and " Radiocerts " postal
courses. S.A.E. for prospectus from
Director,
THE
WIRELESS
Mains Transformers
SCHOOL,
Manor
UPRIGHT DROP 21,
Gardens,
THROUGII AS London. N.7. (Estd. 30 yrs.)Holloway,
(Phone:
ILLUSTRATED:
ARC 3694.)
Students
deferred from
Two Types Only. Military Service.
Guaranteed.
N0. 1 ; 250-0- 250v.. 80 THE INSTITUTE of Practical Radic
mA., 0-4- 6,3v., 5 amp. Engineers have available Home Study
0- 4,5v-, 2 amp. No. 2 : Courses covering
elementary, theoSame, but 350v. Both retical, mathematical,
practical and
15!- post 1,3 for 1 to 3 laboratory
tuition in radio and teleHILLFIELDS RADIO.
vision
engineering;
the
text is suit8. Burnham Road, able coaching matter for
I.P.R.E..
Whitley, Coventry.
Service, entry and progressive exams.
Tultionary fees at pre -war rates are
moderate.
The
Syllabus .of InstrucAmateur Radio Enthusiasts
tional Text may be obtained,
THE INCOMPARABLE
post
free, from the SECRETARY, Fairfield
GLOBE-KING
Road, Crouch End, N.8,
SINGLE VALVE B.W. RECEIVER
NO B.N.R.S. Student has ever failed
WORLD - WIDE RANGE
11 -100
METRES CRYSTAL -CLEAR NOISEto pass his examinations after comFREE RECEPTION
ELECTRICAL
pleting our appropriate study course.
BAND - SPREAD TUNING
EXNow in our eleventh year and this
TREMELY LOW RUNNING COSTS
claim is still true. All our courses
Catalogue Frce, Stamp for postage
are conducted by correspondence and
JDHNSONS (RADIA)
our syllabus includes Brit.I.R.E., City
' 46, FRIAR STREET, WORCESTER
and Guilds exams.
Also maths,
physics and radar. Nothing succeeds
like success and what we llave done
a thousand times already for your
colleagues, we can do again, for you
-and all for £1/1/- per month.
Phone
ELM ROAD, LONDON, E.17 KEY 4813 Free
booklet
from
BRITISH
NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, 66,
Brand new goods-Return of post.
Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.
Condenser's. -450v. w. 4 fmd. 2/-, 6 2 6. (Telephone: ADDiscombe .3341.)
16 3i=
8 x 16 4/6, 16 x 16 5/3, 32x32 7 6,
SEE THE WORLD,-600 Radio Officers
500v; W.
8 3 /6. 16 4/11, 25 x 25v. 1/9, 50 x 50v.
required. Send 2d. stamp for pro2/3. .1 350v. 9d., .1 500v. 1/3.
VOLUME CONTROLS.-Long fin. diem. spectus to Britain's leading college.
spin.
All values, 3 /-.
SP /switch 4-6. We train most in shortest period at
Amplion " guaranteed semi -midget type. lowest cost.
WIRELESS COLLEGE,
All values. 4/ -. SP /sw 519. DP,sw 6:8. Colwyn Bay.
VALVES.-13.000 actually in stock. 8E7,
WIRELESS.
Postal Course in theory
6K6, EF39. EK32. EF36, 6N7. SP61, 688,
6SK7, 128K7 12A8, í2J5. EF8, 618 each. for Amateur Transmitting Licence,
EL32 617, K1'W61, 6D6. 7,8 each. 6Q7, 5Y1, complete with text -book, at moderate
8V6. 5Z4, EF91, EB91, IRS, 1S5, 1T4, 6SN7, fee; also instruction at school for
68L7, 5U4. 6L6, 10/6 each.
P.M.G.'s Certificates
become Radio
SPEAKERS.-Speclai " One Month " Offer. Officers in 'Merchantto Navy
at
31n. 5.Ohms .11 / -. 31 in. 14/6. 5in. 11/6. salaries. Recognised by Ministrygood
of
8in. 14/8. 101n. 28/6. AU new, guaranteed, Education. Apply B.S.T., LTD.., 179,
MANUALS:Audio handbook, " Ampli- Clapham Road,
London,
S.W.9.
fiers," 3;9.
(Est. 1906.)

.

30, 33, 35, 39, 45, 47, 50, 58, 68, 75, Jew,
120, 150, 160, 175, 180, 190, 200, 245, 309,

.

360, 370, 375, 470, 500, 510, 080, 750,
1000, 1200, 1600, 2300
all at 4/- doz.
ALIIMINIUR CAN CONDENSERS FOR CLIP
FIXING
each
8 u,fd. 450v. B.E.C.
..
. ,
.. 1,11
8 odd. 500v. DubiSer
.. 3h
8 mfd. 450v. S.M.C.
,,
16 mfd. 350v. Dubiller
16 mfd. 310v. 5. 0 0.
.
(3
Ill mfd. 450v: T.C.C.
..
36 mfd. 450v. Hunia
..
16 mfd. 450v. T.M.C.
18 mfd..500v. B.I.
..
,
3/9
16 mfd. 8.10v. B.E.C.
8- 8 add. 410v. Hunts, Tag Elide.. .. 2/9
4/8 mid. 350v. funnier ..
8-16 mfd. 450v.
4/6
8-16 mid. 350v. B.E.C.
4/3
16- 8 mid. 350v. T.C.C. ..
..
.
4/9
1616 mid. 3S0v.,T.1L0, ..
.
4,9
16-32 ,n(d. 350v. B.E.C.
24 mfd. 350v. T.C.C.
..
.. .. 4 '0
32 mid. 450v. T.C.C.
..
, .
4, 9
:12 mid. 3.50v. B.E.C.
..
..
4:6
18-24 mid. 350v. T.C.C.
..
8!32-32 mid. 450v. B.E.C.
.
7/_
8re oar other ad,rrt. Yost Orders only. G19.0. or
e.o.d. Please include postage; 211.. annuls for LW.

.

8-

.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO.,'

'

.

-

RADIO UNLIMITED
:

:

:

_

.3

.

-

-
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5/6 Vincé r Chambers. Victoria Square, Leali, I

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES

Soldering Irons, streamlined iron, with
curved Pencil Bit, 200/250 v. 50 w., 10 -.
Standard Iron. with adjustable bit 200,250
O. 60 w:, 11 /-,
Heavy Duty Iron, 150 w
14/6, all post 8d. Magnets, small ex lin,
meters, 1/- each, post 3d. Telephone Band
Generator with handle, 7/6, post 1,8.
Bell, 3/6, post 6d.
Crystal Sets, which are fitted with a permanent crystal detector. Why not bave a set
in your own room -10/6, Post 6d. De Luxe
receiver In polished oak cabinet, 18 6,
post 1 / -- Spare Permanent Detectors, $,each. When ordered separately, 2/6. With
clips and screws, 2/10,,post 3d.
Headphones, in good order. 5/8 : better
quality, 7/6. New Headphones, 10.- a
pair. Balanced armature type (very sensitive), 12.6 a pair, all post 8d. New Single
Earpieces, 3,6. Bal. armature type, 416 :
ex-R.A.F. earpieces, 2/-, post 4d.
All
headphones listed are suitable for use
with our crystal sets. Hand Microphones,
with switch in handle, and lead, 4/ -. Similar
Instrument, moving coil, 7/6, post 6d.
Sparking Plug Nèon Testers, with vest
pocket clip, 3/3, and with gauge, 3/6, post 3d.
Ex- R.A.F. 2 -Valve (2 -volt) Amplifiers,
can be used to make up a deaf aid outfit.
intercommunication
system, or with
crystal set. complete with valves and fitting
instructions, 20/ -, post 116. Ditto, less
valves, 10/ -. Wooden box to hold amplifier,
2/- extra.
Meters.
10v., 21in. Rectifier (a.c.) in
wooden carrying case, 14/8: 15v., 211n,
Mc., 9/6 ; 150v., 2in., m/c., 10/- ; 3.500v.
31ín., m /c.. 20/- 6,111v., 34ín., m/c., 47/6 :
15/600v., 21n., in/c.. double- reading, 8/3.5 amp. lin., T.C., 5/- ; 4 amp., 211n., T.C.
in case with switch. 7/8 : Meter Movements,
Units containing two 500 microamps,
5 / -. All meters post extra.
Money refunded if not completely satisfied,
HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,
-

-

.

-

New Wanatead, 'London, E.11.
Letters only, New Illustrated List sent on
request with lid. stamp and s.a.e.
58,
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"YOU CAN RELY ON US"
OFFER.-4BA Box Spanners. 6d. each.
Box of five, 2 /-. Set of 3 flat spanners, 2BA,
1/ -.

413A. 6BA,

SWITCHES.-1 pole

18 -way.

3 pole 4-way,

3 -way, 3/6

2/6

4

:

323. UNITS, for stripping, contain 12 octal
valve holders, 1 ganging switch, 6 trimmers.

pole

3,6; 2 pole 6 -way,

6 pole 3 -way (W/Change for Superhet
with R.F. stage). 46.
I.F. TRANSFORMERS.- RS!!GB,. SemiMidget, 465 kc /s.. 121 pair. 'Wearite Midget
M400B. 465. 211 - pair. Weymouth P4, 15'pair. M800' Wearite Midget, 10//8 each.
COILS.-A Wearite " P " Coils stocked,
F matched pair. MW /LW with
3'- each.
reaction, 7! (No. 2 coil O.K. for " Summer
Portable "). Weymouth CS3W3, 11;6 pair,
CT2W2. 9/8. pair.
Super
SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS.
Midget for personals. 154, 354. DL92, etc..
5' -. Mains Midget Type, 4 /-. Standard
1
and
30
:
1,
Push60
4/8.
type, 48:1, 4/8,
pull 6V6 to 2-3 ohms, 81.
LF. FILTERS.-Aerial, 465 kc's. Filters
complete, 8/3. Not surplus.
CERAMIC TRIMMERS.-30 pf., 50 pf., 9d.
100 pf., if-- 250 pf.. 1/7. 500 pf., 2, -. 750 pf., 2/3.
COILPACK. -Type " 0." 3 Waveband,
including Superhet circuit, 27/8.
MIDGET TWIN-GANG, 10/6.
SPEAKERS.-W. B., 2iin., 17/8. Plessey,
ELAC 61ín., P.M.
5in., Llght*Veight, 15
15! -. Stockists of Haynes, Weymouth,
Wearite, Viewmaster, Easy -built Televisor.
write for
Don't forget postage, chaps, and
Catalogue 10 and Bargain Valve List.
Price &1.

3/6

JOHN FARMER

HAVE
YOU A.A. ?

FOR CLEAN COMPONENTS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

;

-

:

-

/

RADIO

,

SERVICING CO.

444, WANDSWORTH ROAD,
CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.8
Telephone : MACaulay 4155.
Buses ; S.R. Station,
Wandsworth Road.

'

This is a small reproduction of a simple
sub -assembly from one of our series of
unique, LIFE -SIZE, Easy -as- A.B.C."
Construction Blueprints. If YOU have
A.A. (average ability) and could
wire this unit then you can make any

the GUARANTEED

of

CIRCUITS

HM

nCowNSTg that
TOR'St
failure Is impossible ! Our LATEST
issue contains twelve FULL -PAGE
circuits, descriptions, illustrations.
parts lists, etc. Price 218 Only.

Valve, 3 wave FEEDER.
Valve, `hi -fi' 3 wave FEEDER.
5 v.. 3 wavo AC or AC/DC SUPER.
and Power Pack.
Feeder amplifier
v., 3 wave AC or AC/DC SUPER.
SIGNAL GEN. SIG. TRACER.
Valve BATTERY SUPER.
W. and 10 W. quality AMPLIFIERS.
SEND NOW for YOUR copy of the 1952
issue, obtainable ONLY from Mail
3
4

e
45

Office

RODING

WJ-

LABORATORIES

OPORADIO

BARGAINS

D.C. DYNAMOS : 1,400 r.p.m. 12 v.
10 -I5 a., totally enclosed, can be easily

adapted for wind charging, weight 241b.,
24 v. 1,000 w. 2,500
551 -, carr. 51- ;
r.p.m., 4 -pole 4- brush, 55f-, carr. 51- ;
50 a. 2.500 r.p.m., 951 -, carr.
12 v.
716 ; 47-52 v. 25 a. 1,450 r.p.m., shunt,
EIS ; 50 v. 30 a. 2,500 r.p.m. shunt, E35 ;
24 v. 30 a. 900 e.o.m. shunt, E22 ; 24
v. 18 a. 1,200 r.p.m. shunt, fan cooled,
EIS, carr. extra on all dynamos.
MOTOR GENERATOR, 24 -28 v. D.C.
input 120 v. 7 a., 800 cis. 8,000 revs. output,
enclosed, with fan cooling, 65f -, carr. 5f-.

ALTERNATORS. Inductor type, totally

enclosed. 460 w. 230 v. 2 a., 50 cis. 3 -ph.,
3,000 r.p.m., need exciter, 6-8 v. 6-8 a.,
can also be wired for 230 v. 230 w., singlephase, E8 10s., carr. ex.

PRECISION Temperature Control Ovens
for quartz crystals, 230 v. A.C. 50 cis.,
will give stability with suitable crystals
million,
of better than 2 parts in one
fitted precision thermostat and thermometer. Temp. adjustable, 40-60 deg. C.,
10s. each, carr. 316.

HEATER ELEMENTS, 24 v. 75 w
flat copper plate. 4in. x 2in. x ;in., with

insulated connector, 116 each. Can be
connected in series from mains supply.

--

RADIOS

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8

Telephone

:

MACaulay 2159

SeRdr

JOHN FARMER (Dept. A.3),
194, HARBORNE PARK RD.,
HARBORNE, B'HAM 17
Tel, r HARborne 1309.

MODERN ELECTRICS
LTD.

Accurately tests

ELECTRADI_X`

ELECTRADIX

and about 100 misc. condensers and resistors, etc. A bargain at 219 each, post
1 3.
295. VOLUME CONTROLS. lin.
shafts. 2 types. (a) 50,000 ohms, 1/6 each,
post 3d. (b) 50,000 ohms, fitted switch,
2/8 each, post 3d. 277. ELLIOT D.C.
VOLT /AMMETERS, Type MSC. Consist
of superior 56/C meter, triple scale, 0-3.
0-30 and 0 -300 v., with 4 high grade shunts
all 50 m'v., 0-3. 0 -30. 0-300' and 0 -600 amps,
with resistance leads. In sectional baize lined leather cases, 11!ín. x 61n. x Din.
Price, £51101- each, post 1 /8. 275. T.C.C.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, metal
cases, 500 mid., 25 vdc., size Sin. x 2in. x 2in..
new, unused, 11 each. post 8d.
18/- per
doz.. post 1,8 272. " RECORD " BOND
TESTERS. 2)fn. scale, 0 to .1 ohms, battery
compartment. In brown bakelite cases.
Nin. x 6!ín. x 4ín., with shoulder straps.
New, unused, 201- each. post 1 /6. 2,66.
3IUIRHEAD VERNIER DRIVES, Type
D. ratio 40-1, marked 0 -180 deg.. illuminated
cursor, easy panel fitting for fin. shafts.
New, boxed. 8/8 each, post 68. 257. BUZZERS, 6 to 12 volt, twin coil, adjustable
note, base mounting size, hlin. x 1í1n. x fin.
New, unused, 3/8 each, post' 3d. 242. UIC
TYPE 18 PADDERS, 430 pi.. plus -minus
5 per cent.. window variable pattern, 8d.
each, post 3d. ; 5/- per doz. ; 48/- per gross,
VARIABLE
shaft,
RESISTOR, wirwoun,
superior and useful resistor. 2 types, all
brand new. (a) 0.5 ohms, 9d. each. post 3d.
7/8 per doz.. post 7d. (b) 50 ohms, 1/- each.
post 3d. : 10 - per doz., post 7d.
The above are a few items from our latest
lists obtainable now from

694, Lea Bridge Road, London, E.10.

7, 77A, 168. 169

E5
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High, Low and
Grill Bias Batteries. Write for
leaflet 29 M.

164, Charing Cross Road,

RUNBAKEN

%

London, W.C.2

MANCHESTER!

FREE

'Phone

:

TEMple Bar 7587

Immediate delivery from stock

our latest illustrated

With every copy of
all
catalogue (which includes details of
our newest products) we are giving away
FREE and entirely without obligation
DETAILS
FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL
of our popular
2 WAVE PLUS GRAM COIL PACK
together with 5 VALVE SUPERIIET
CIRCUIT. Send Stamp for your copy
of our Catalogue today and get this
MONEY-SAVING FREE GIFT!
components
We specialise
ortheHom
and
so why not make radio your hobby, too.
Constructor's
of
our
with the assistance
Handbook (Price 3/- only) which contains
help
circuits and information which willUnits,
YOU build Receivers, Feeder
and friends.
Amplifiers, etc., for yourself
have
Thousands of satisfied clients MAKEa
lltlet.
of this invaluable
YOURS
EYOU
SUE
are guarRemember all our products quality
at
anteed and represent highest
keenest prices.
conof
tubular
OFFER
* SPECIAL
densers : .......... 25 mid. (any one
value or mixed), 5/6 dozen.
COILS.-Standard
iron-cored,
3/8 each ; TRF dual range air cored,
Aerial and H.F. 8!- pair.
IronTRANSFORMERS.
465 Kc's. 188
* cored, ready

cuits

ET

* -eaciiature

-

pair.
OFFICE,
SUPACOILS MAIL ORDER
98, GreonwaY Avenue, London, E.17.
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Export enquiries welcomed
s.

d.

22 18

6

0

8

E

CONNOISSEUR,

2-speed

-

CONNOISSEUR,

Pickups
...
Std. and Microgroove
Standard
ACOS, G.P.20 PIU
ACOS, LP. and Std. Heads ,..

DECCA, Pickup...
DECCA, Motors

-

334 and 78 spd.
33), -45 and 78 spd.

AVO

-

...

...

...

10

4
3

II
II

4

3 14

4

4

3

4

19 10
5 5
10 10

0

7

TEST GEAR
...

Models 7, 8
D.C. Minor

...
...
...

Uniminor

Univ. Bridge

26

0

30
50
40

0
0
0

SIGNAL GEN....

...
.,.
Wide Band
Valve Tester
Electronic Test Meter

...

0
0

0
0

0

TEST GEAR
Still available on H.P. Send

TAYLOR. ALL TAYLOR
IN STOCK.

S
5

3
3 15

2

S.A.E. for catalogue and

terms.
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTICE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of
Blueprint

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. of
Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
Blueprints, ls. each.
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The " Junior " Crystal

PW71*

PW94*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One-Valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
The " Pyramid " One valver (HF Pen)
PW93*
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s.
The Signet Two (D &
L F) ..
..
..
PW76*

Three -valve_: Blueprints, 2s. each.
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen)
..
.. PW37*
The "Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
Trans))
..
.. PIN 82*
F. J. Carom's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,
Tet) ..
..
.. P \V87*

Blueprints, 2s. each.
:
Fury Four Super (SG,
SG, D, Pen)
.. PW34C*
Four -valve

Mains Operated
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Selcctono A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow) PW19*
: Blueprints, 2s. each.
Double - Diode - Triode
Three (HF Pen, DDT,
Pen) ..
., PW23*
Four-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
*D, Pen)
..
.. PW20*
A.C. Hall -Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push-Pull) ..
PW45*

Three -valve

SUPERHETS
flattery Sets : Blueprints, 2s. each.
F. J. Camm's 2 -valve
Superhet
,.
PW52*

THESE blueprints are drawn full

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One-valve : Blueprint, 2s.
Simple S.W. One -valver
PW88*
Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Midget Short-wave Two
(D, Pen)
PW38A*
Three -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,
Pow) ..
.. PW30A*
,.
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
(RC and Trans))
.. PW63*
The Band-spread S.W.
Three (HF Pen, D
(Pen), Pen) ..
.- PW68*

PORTABLES
Four-valve : Blueprint, 2s.
" Imp " Portable 4 (D,
LF, LF. Pen)
.. PW86*

MISCELLANEOUS
Blueprint, 2s.
S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1 valve)
..
.. PW48AM

TELEVISION
The Practical Television Receiver,
(3 sheets) 10/6

size.
The
issues
containing
descriptions of these
sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk beside
the
blueprint number denotes that constructional details are available, free
with the blueprint.
The index letters which
the
Blueprint Number indicateprecede
periodical in which the description the
appears:
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS Blueprint
Dept.. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street,
Strand.
W.C.2.

No. ól
Bluepriur

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
S.W.
One-valver for
America
..
A \\,'429'
Two -valve

: Blueprints, 2s. each.
Ultra -short Battery Two
(SG, dct Pen)..
.- WM402*

Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s. each.
A.W. Short -Wave World beater (HF Pen, D, RC,
Trans)
..
.. AW436*
Standard Four -valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
LF, P)..
..
-. \VM383*
Mains Operated
Four -valve : Blueprints, 3s.
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC, Trans) ..
.. WM391 *

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND

MISCELLANEOUS

WIRELESS MAGAZINE

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/-) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt A.C.

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : Blueprint, 2s.
B.B.C.
Special One valver ..
..
.. AW387*

Two-valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
A modern Two -valver .. WM409*

Mains Operated
Two -valve : Blueprints, 2s. each.
Consoelectric Two (D,
Pen), A.C.
--. AW403

Amplifier (3/-)

..

WM392*

Harris
Electrogram
battery amplifier (2/-) WM399*
De Luxe Concert A.C.
Electrogram (2/-)
., WM403*

IIINTS COUPON
This coupon s .,vailabie until an.I
Ith, 1552, and must Scccmpany all

Practica' Hints.

PRACT:CAL

WIRELESS, IAN. 1952. l

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand. London, W.C.2, and
printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, LTD.. Exmoor Street. London, W.10. Sole: Agents for Australia and New Zealand :
GORDON & GOTCH (Aisia), LTD. South Africa : CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate including postage. for
one year
Inland and Abroad 135. 6d. (Canada 13s.). Registered at the General Post :Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
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A BRAND NEW FULL SIZE RADIO

ALL WAVE.

CHASSIS.
*5

new valves.
Elac p.m. speaker.

*8in.

*
*

Variable tone control.
Large edgelit dial, 7kin. square.
*2-speed tuning with nylon
drive.
*4 watt output
Sockets for p.u. and extension

*

speaker.

*465 Kc /s I.F.
* A.V.C.

*Circuit
IRONT VIEW
NOT A KIT, BUT A
FACTORY BUILT JOB.
FULLY ALIGNED AND
TESTED.
(KNOBS EXTRA.)

diagrams.
wide,

Size of chassis : IS! in.
Sin. deep, 2!. in. high.

LASKY'S
PRICE

£10.19.6
Carriage and insurance

L A S K Y' S RADIO

10 :6

Complete with
S

valves

and speaker.

FULL
WRITE [OR
DETAILS. Circuit dia-

grams and illustrations
request.
supplied
on

HIGHEST

extra.

QUALITY

COMPONENTS.

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON,
LONDON, W.9
(Opposite Paddington Hospital).
370,

Hours : Mon. to sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thurs. half-day.
'Phone : Cunningham 1979 and 7214.
We have large stocks of new surplus radio
a 2Id. stamp with your name and address for a copy of our cuisent Bulletin.
valves,
etc.,
details
of which are given in our-Bulletin.
transformera,
components,

Send

---CL YDESDALEBargains

in Ex- Services Radio

BC825-A TRANSMITTER CHASSIS
Less Valves
Partly stripped by the B.O.T., but contains
many useful parts. R.F. section in good
order, less valves. crystal switch and
crystals. Separate Modulation Transformer and Choke supplied. Dim., 15} x 71
x 6 ins.
2916 CA PAÌD E
RICE ONLY

l

WS. 18

RECEIVER SECTION

JEFFERSON TRAVIS OF -I
TRANSCEIVER CHASSIS

and Electronic Equipment

1

CDN.. NO. 9 SET MK. 1.

RECEIVER UNIT
WITH POWER SUPPLY UNIT
A Ten-valve (7/ARP3. 2/12SC7, 12Y4), Band s superhet receiver, frequency range,
2 to 5 mos., with built -in ca] ibrator, switched
H.T. and " S " meter, H.F. and L.F. gain.
B.F.O.. etc., etc.
Separate Power Unit operated from 12v.
D.C. 115v. A.C. or 230v. A.C. OZ4 Cold
Cathode Rectifier, with spares kit. all valves
aerial, insulators, headphones. Packed in
wood case, 24 x 22 x 32 ins.
CLYDESDALE'S
£1O CARRIAGE
PRICE ONLY
PAID
NEW LIST NO. 8
Giving details and Illustrations of
ex- Services items and cancelling all
previous lists and supplements.
Now Ready -Prtec 1/6.
Price credited on first purchase of
10/- or over.
TELEPHONE, TYPE TELE -F.
A table type Field Telephone in bakelite
moulded case, with bell and magneto generator, operated from internal 3 -volt " S "
or " T " cell battery (not supplied). Suitable for two -way communication up to
a mile distance, when used in pairs.
Overall dimensions : 92 x 61 x 51 Ins
POST
CLYDESDALE'S

£3.18.6

Superhet chassis with 4 valves 31ARP12,
Alti), range 6 -9 mots. -50 3.3 mettrres, etc.,
etc., on 8} x 5 x 1 Ins. chassis with 91 x51
front panel
POST
C'LYDESDALE'S
PAID
PRICE ONLY
26/Circuits. 213
Also available with partly stripped (M.O.S.)
Tx section, no valves or meter. with metal
carrying case. Dim. 11 x 10 x 17 ins.
CLYDESDALE'S
J6 CARRIAC.E
ONLYES 3.7
Circuits 4/6

A
E ONLY
U.S.A. PAT l'. MORSE KEY, TYPE (J B
Enclosed contact type as made by J. H. Bunnell and Co., and used in American Aircraft.
Finish black crackle, complete with contact and tension adjusting screws. Dim.,
51 x 11 x2 ins.
POST
CLYDESDALE'S

PRICE ONLY

Order dime.

Partly stripped by the M.O.S.. less valves,
tuning inductance, osc: connections. but
otherwise' fairly intact. A fine basis for
a transportable type two-way radio.
Original frequencies 60 -75 me /s. Valve
types 216Y7. 1245. The unit comprises two
chassis, with controls and speaker mounted
on chrome -plate etched steel panels, housed
in cabinet finished black crackle. Dim.

ICL

151 x 1s) x 63

ins.

1L ,D w l5AL L
12/6

I. 1,11)

)E

PRICE ONLY s£2.O.O. C` . PAD
JEFFERSON TRAVIS OF -1
POWER SUPPLY
Complete self-contained vibrapack. Input
12 volts. Outputs 120350v. D.C. 30/50 mA.
Choke capacity smoothed and 2 L.T. taps.
Unused but vibrator contacts stuck due to
long storage. Complete with synchronous
vibrator. smoothing conds., etc., in metal
case. dim.. 7 -x 3 x 4 ins.
CLYDESDALE'S
25/- CARRIAGE
PAID
PRICE ONLY
BIG VALVEIIOLDERS
These are of Paxolin construction,
9d. each. Post 3d.

CO.

LID.

s._
l% CO. LTD.
pom:
'Phone : SOUTH 2706/9
2, BRIDGE ST., GLASGOW, C.S.
Visit our Branches in Scotla.sd. England and N. Ireland.
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